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DRIFT TO

lotti’s red shirt lay across the hearse and
in their red
numbers of .Garibaldians
shirts, followed.

DEMOCRACY,

Hew lEimpsliire City and Town
Elections Tuesday.
OFF TEAR RESULTS

THE USUAL
In all the
pure, so

there is

REPORTED.

other treatment
safe,
speedy, for preand beautifying the skin,
and
every huwith CutIcura. Soap,
with Cuticura (oint-

so

no

so

so

eradicating

scalp,
mor, as warm
and gentle
ment), the

Democrats

cure.

Strongholds

sold | throughout the world.
Is
Chem. CoKPt, Role Props., Boston.
"All About the tfkin, Scalp and Hair," free.
Cured

by GvkfCtnu.
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“Vitos.”
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Best
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guarantee—
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i

♦

X

For Grocers—

“Vitos.”

|

X
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X
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X
X
♦

Don’t make trouble—

*

i

“Vitos.”

A

X

Grocers like it—

X
X

“Vitos.”
Makes money for all—

“Vitos.”

X

X
X
A

|

X
X

are

gains

reported.

in all
showed that the total expenses
branches of athletics for the year ending
August 30, 1897, to have been $52,773.49.
The receipts for the year amount to $55,053.27.

MASSACHUSETTS WILL ELECTROCUTE.

Boston, March 8.—The House today
discussed the gas investigation order a
good part of the afternoon, but did not
The committee on prisons
reach a vote.
reported to the House a bill which would
cause all seDtenoes to capital punishment
in Massachusetts to be executed at the
state prison in Charlestown and by means

LACONIA REPUBLICAN.
oi eieuirioiiy.
Laconia, N. H., March 8.—Mayor Chas.
about
Pulitzer was re-elected mayor by
WITNESSES VISIT HERBERT FUL400 majority over J. Frank Crockett, tbo
The city
Democratic nominee today.
LER.
council will stand
four Democrats.

ten

.Republicans

and

Boston, March 8.—The former crew of
the barkentlne Herbert Fuller, who are
REPUBLICANS WIN IN PORTS- detained as witnesses against Thomas
M. Bram, former mate of the vessel, aoMOUTH.
oused of the murder of the captain, the
Portsmouth, March 8.—The municipal second mate and the captain’s wife, went
in
the
resulted
election todav
Republicans aboard the Fuller at Long wharf today
electing John S. Tilton, mayor, over H. and made a tour of the vessel under the
VV. Waldron, Democrat by 497 majority. direction of United District Attorney
In the aldermanio election the Republi- Jones and Assistant Attorney Casey.
and the Democrats three.
The crew, who went over their old vescans got six
The council will be ten Republicans and sel today as witnesses arejCharley Brown,
Mr. Tilton is the first Henry Slice, Folke Hasseu, Henrick Borsix Democrats.
Republican mayor eleoted in seventeen deolc,Oscar Anderson and Frank Leehac.
There were in charge of Deputy Marshal
years.
Ruhi, who has been specially deputized
ELECTION IN DOVER.
by Marshal Swift to oare for the crew.
The men kept up a running fire of comDover, N. H.,’ March 8.—Mayor Mars- ment as
they prosed about the familiar
ton was re-elected today over Greenlaw,
spots and after spending about half an
councilDemocratic
Three
Republican.
went back to the
The only Republican hour In inspection, they
men were elected.
Jones and Casey reMessrs.
and
officer elected in the city was a clerk in jail,
office.
turned to their
ward three.

REPORTED.

BILL

Engineers were put to work this morning and were busy taking measurements
about the
deck, cabin and wheel of the

Pacific Fuller.
8.—The
cable bill was agreed on in the House
committee on Interstate and foreign comA DRAW FIGH T.
It provide* for
merce committee today.
San
the construction of a cable from
Lynn, Mass., March 8.—Tom Kearns
Hawaiian and “Stonewall” Allen, both of Boston,
Francisco to Japan via the
islands and grants an annuity of $100,000 fought a draw In a 1‘2-round go before the
in consideration of Phoenix club tonight. Kearns had his
for twenty years
which all United States government mes- man nearly to in the fourth,but foolishly
and in perpetuity let up on him until the 11th, when he in
be
hereafter
sages are to
transmitted free. The government is al- turn came near going to the boards. At
of the cable the end both men were very tired.
The
so to take full possession
were rather tame.
plant in case of war or other emergency.

Washington,

FINE FOOTWEAR
FOR

joeiuouronu

there were political contests,

PACIFIC CABLE

—

towns,
of New

to their old time fold to♦ cans, returned
day. and from nearly every town where

For Breakfast—

|X

cities

eleven

publican majority of over one hundred
last year into a Democratic majority of
more than that figure.
Newport, a Republican stronghold, went heavily Democratic, and Hillsborough, for many years
Republican, gave a Democratic majority
of
Pittsfield,
nearly one hundred.
whioh
Durham and many other towns
which
formerly were Democratic, hut
have lately been carried by the Republi-

t

“Vitos.”

X

Republican

ENGLAND INCREASES HER NAVY.
Hampshire held elections today, and the
London, March 8.—The British naval
fine weather brought a big 'vote in all estimates were issued tonight.
They insections. The returns received up to mid- crease the expenditure by 144,400 pounds
Increase
the
of
the
navy 6340
personnel
night indicate a general drift toward the men and provide for the building of three
Democracy, many strong Republican new battleships, fonr armored ornisers
towns going Democratic for tbe first time and four sloops of war. The total number
Portsmouth, however, broke of war vessels now in oonrse'of construcin years.
tion includes twelve battleships, sixteen
record
her
by giving the Republican first olass cruisers, six second olass
mayoralty candidate nearly .live hundred, cruisers, ten third olass cruisers, six
was
sloops of war, four twin screw gunboats
but the municipal election there
and forty-one torpedo boat destroyers.
fought on the electric railroad issue, the The estimates also provide for the buildfavored
ticket
by
being
Republican
ing of a new royal yaoht.
Of the
Manager Gerald of the new road.
other citie3. Somersworth and Berlin reHARVARD MADE MONEY.
port decisive Democratic victories, Arthur
March 8.—The annual reCambridge,
J. Seavey an d H. F. Marston
being port of Norman W. Bingham, Jr., the
elected as their mayors respectively.
graduate manager, to the Harvard athletic
today and
The town of Farmington turned a Re- committee was published
the

and four of

it Beats the Band.
♦

a

Manchester, March 8.—The 252

Potts*

^ 'K.

!

Ports-

Issues

Local

In 17 Fears.
Mayor for First Time

and

EVERY HUMOR

on

Republican

Several

mouth, However, Elects

raticura
I)ruo

Carry

SHORTER HOURS WANTED.
Washington, March 8.—President Goinpers,of the American Federation of Labor
and Samuel Ross, of the nationul mule
latter from
the
spinners’ association,
New Bedford, Mass., advocated before the
House judiciary committee today the proposed amendment to the constitution fixing the hours of labor in this country,
called
attenion to the 13 hours of dally
labor required of men, women and children
in Southern mills and the shorter
hours in New England and stamped the
longer hours as unfair and deterimental
was ascertained that the
to labor.
It
number of working children in the south
was 50 per cent larger than In the north.
President
Gompers said that improved
machinery was in the interest of labor if
there were on organization of the latter.
He said he wanted no legislation for
adult females in private business, but the
women and children should be protected.

—

Men,
Women

March

preliminaries

and Children.

CAVALLOTTI’S FUNERAL.

ROBBED BUREAU DRAWER.
Rome, March 8.—There was an imposMarch 8.—The house of Walter
Boston.
rethe
ing demonstration today when
on Worcester street, was
mains of Signor Cavallotti, the poet and L. Whittemore
and 8800 in money
dramatist and well-known radical mem- entered this 'evening
drawer.
a
from
bureau
ber of the Chamber of deputies, who was stolen

A choice line of goods.
Just right for this time of
year.

Sunkilled in a duel with swords here
day with Deputy Maeola,editor of the Gawere conveyed to the
zette Di Venezi,
railroad depot on their way to Milan,
doceased was born in 1842.
where the
About 20,000 persons followed the funeral
which was escorted by municipal
car,
on

LARGE STOCK,
REASONABLE PRICES.

CESTER TldlOWELL,

_1._J

colors

539 Congress Street.
j

I..4-4-.14nn

»

flying

nf infont.TO

playing.

aDd bands

Wit

MAINE POSTMASTERS.
March 8.—Wilson
M.
Washington,
lias boen appointed postmaster,
Walker
fourth class at Yorkvllle, Me.

h

THE WEATHER-

Caval-

I

gPIGUL

MOTIOBIc

ONE AT A

TIME,

With Exhaust Fans
To draw dust away as fast as beaten out.

That’s the way
to Beat

WE DO IT THAT WAY.

13 PREBLE ST., opp. Prebli House.

We do up Lace Curtains FIXE.
DEBS AT

MANCHESTER.

Manchester, N. H-, March 8.—Eugene
about
V. Debs addressed an audience ot

in the
in Mechanics’ hall this evening
interests of the New Bedford strikers.
anQ
ilis theme was “The Great Battle,
he outlined the policy of the social Democracy.
Sylvester Keliher, national
also
sewetary of the Social Democracy,
addressed the gathering. F. G. R. Gordon a local leader of the party, presided
end made a short addr. ss. Debs gave an
the conclusion
i; to mnl reception at
ot the m<e;ing.

i>00

LOST

OFFICE

APPROPRIATIONS.

March 8.—The post office
appropriation bill was agreed on In the
House committee on post offices and post
roads today. It carries an aggregate expenditure of over *100.000,000. Two im*
portant provisions are that the postmaster
general may at his discretion, connect
the post office at Brooklyn with the Mew
York post office,"and that third class mall
matter shall not bo returned to the sender
remailed until postage has fully been
or

Washington,

prepaid.__
“A dose in time saves lifes.” Dr.
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup; nature’s

remedy for coughs,
diseases of every sort.

Kidneys

the seat or the starting point of
many maladies, all of them serious,
all more or less painful, and all of
them tending, unless cured, to a
fatal end. No organs of the body

Washington, March 8.—For Maine and
Eastern New York; Fair and slightly
warmer; southerly winds.

sensitive
than the kidneys.
When symptoms of disease
pear in them not
is
to
1
moment
lost if health is
a

weatner bureau office records
weather are as follows:

are

Carpets.

colds, pulmonary

are more

delicate

kidneytv

blood, cleansing it ^
ous matter

which it

t

the

poison-

raally at the

bottom of kidney co'v laints. For
this purpose there is no remedy

equal

to

to

local
the

Weather Observation.

'

Ayer’s

Sarsaparilla

as

8 a. m. Barometer 30.408: ThermomHumidity 100;
eter 27; Dew Point 27:
Wind calm: Velocity 0: weather, foggy.
8 p. m. Barometer 30.343; ThermomHumidity 76;
eter 36; Dew Point 30;
Wind SW; Velocity 9; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer 33; maximum
thermomthermometer 30; minimum
eter 43; maximum velocity wind 12, S;
total precipitation 0.

best way to
through the
m

Me., March S.—The

Portland,

or more

to be restored,

treat the

Local Weatliar Report.

“
For many years I have been a constant
sufferer from kidney trouble, and have
tried a number of largely advertised kidney
At last a friend adcures without benefit.
vised me to try Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. The
use of eight bottles of this remedy entirely
cured my malady.’ —Mary Miller, 1238
w
Hancock Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
\

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, March 8, taken
at 8 rj, m., meridian timo, the observa-

being given in this
order: Temperature, direction of wind,

tion for each section
State of weather:

degrees, S, clear; New
degrees, SE, clear; Philaclear;
46
SE,
degrees,
delphia,
Washington, 48 degrees, E, clear;
Buffalo,
clear;
46
degrees, S,
Albany,
32 degrees, SE, clear; Detroit, 36degrees,
SE.p. cloudy; Chicago,56 degrees,S,clear;
St Paul,58, SE, p. cloudy; Huron,Dais.,36
Bismarck, 16
clear;
N,
degeees,
56 dedegrees, N, snow; Jacksonville,
clear.
NE,
grees,
--„„-„Boston,
42

York,

42

Wednesday

m A DISSENTING VOTE.
Emergency Appropriation Bill Passed
House

Yesterday.

morning, march 9,

(lay by making the appropriation available until
January 1, 1899, instead of
June 80, 1899.
This be pointed out would give the administration funds over the time of the
probable adjournment of Congress,
“Wo have got the money in the treasury
to meet this appropriation if it is expended,” he continued, “and therefore there
is not presented with this proposition one
to borrow money or to increase taxation

brought

Sews Yesterday of a Most Quieting
Character.

which almost any other nation on
earth would have been obliged to resort.”

The appropriation, ho continued, was
NOT SO HOT FOR A FIGHT IN SPAIN
FOUR HOURS DEBATE CONTAINED extraordinary. Its object was to empower
the President to provide for contingencies.
AS USUAL.
He insisted that this appropriation must
BUI’ ONE DISCORDANT NOTE.

into a threat. This
appropriation was to be placed in the
hands of a wise and patriotic executive
to make proper preparations to maintain
Mr. Grosvenor’. Eloquent Eulogy of Presi- the national honor, nothing more.
‘‘It is not a war appropriation,” said
dent—Calm and Dignified
Speech of he
emphatically. “I say that in my
Member. Sayer. and Cannon—Speaker judgement, measuring my words, that it
is a peace measure. (Great applause.)
Had His
Kamo
Called
and Voted
The government of the United States
Amid Cheers.
would not, if It oonld, trench upon the
of any nation on earth.” (Renewrights
[SPECIAL TO THE PRES*.]
ed applause.)
Washington,March 8.—The bill for fifty
Mr. Sayers, of
Texas, the ranking
millions for national defence was passed
member of the minority, followed Mr.
deof
unanimously today after four hours
CaDnon.
His first statement to the effect that
bate, all on ono side, but very lively for
all that.. It was the wish of Speaker in the presence of possible danger this aphad met with the hearty arid
Reed and Mr. Cannon that .the bill might propriation
unanimous endorsement of the appropribe passed by a unanimous vote without ation committee without regard to party,
He,
debate.
Everyone understood the meas- aroused the House to entbusiam.
could not be oonstrued
ure and prompt
silent action seemed the too,deolared that.lt
as a
threat. It "was a most wise precaumost effective and dignified. This plan
tion, the firming of the exeoutive with
would probably have met the approval of power to maintain our dignity after Conthe Republicans, but Mr.Savers of Toxob, gress adjourned. Mr. Sayers expressed
confidence that the money voted would
who represents
the Democrats on the
be wisely and eoonomioally expended and
that
declared
appropriations committee,
closed amid great
applause by saying
that
he for one would be found giving
his party
associates Intended to stand
honest
to the Presisincere
and
support
solidly with him for the bill, but they dent in
his efforts to support the honor
would feel muoh aggrieved if they did not and
dignity of the Amerioan nation.
have the
Mr. Dockery, Democrat of Missouri,
opportunity to talk, so three
hours of debate were agreed upon.
began by saying that the hour for aotion
had arrived
and the American people
Both Mr. Cannon and Mr. Sayers led off
must face an important emergency, an
with strong, sensible and truthful speech- emergency in which no American citizen
es, deprecating war and putting the ap- could falter or hesitate to do his duty.
At such a time,he said,party lines should
propriation on the ground of wise precau- fade
and the country should aot
away
tion only. But as the debate progr*3sed as one man. The American
people had
it began to become very warlike, and as inherited the
priceless boon of freedom
the Texans and Kentuckians, Tennes- from their ancestors, and there would be
heard no discordant vote in the oppositseans and
Mississippians began to fire ion to the present demand.
up In true Fourth of July style, telling
what they
possibly would do with the
chairman of the commitMr.
construed

Tlio

Question

Abroad
Naval
Field

of

Purchasing Battleships

is Now

the

Important One-

Expert Goes to Europe to took
Over—Interview

With

Mr.

Spain.

jthree

cents.

SHOT 15 OWN DOOR HARD.
Providence Jeweler Killed

By

a

Borgia r.
FOUND HIM IN HIS HOUSE EAELY
LAST EVENING.

Attacked

Desperado

With

a

Cano

ltroke When I.atter Shot Him
the Hear:—The Murderer

Which

Throngh

Escapes.

Providence, R. I., MarchS.—William O.
The President this afternoon signed
JDuBosc,
oue of the best known manuHawley bill providing for two additional Hutchins,
and a
coast facturing jewelers in the East
Washington, March 8.—In spite of regiments ot artillery to man the
defense.
8jg§ prominent east side resident, was shot
numerous conferences of officials the conand almost instantly killed by a burglar
tinuation of preparations now in progress
FLYING SQUADRON SUGGESTEDhis
residence on Angell
on a large scale to put the country in a Eight House Tenders May Be Available who entered
street about seven o’clock this evening.
outburst of
state of defense and the
For Navy.
The
tragedy occurred in front of the
patriotic speeches in Congress, there was
cruiser
certain feeling apparent in the best informed circles that the situation as tojour
much
relations with Spain was today
more favorable than yesterday. The samiofficial despatches received by the press
a

from Madrid indicating
pose on the part of the

the

Washington, March 8.—The
Brooklyn started away from La Gr.ayra
today under orders from the navy department directly for Hampton roads. The
sending of the ship to Hampton Roads is
taken

as

evidence

an

of

a

change of

peaceful pur- policy on the part of naval strategists,
who
may have come to the conclusion
Spanish govern- that
the gathering of the most and best
measure to that
a

ment contributed in large
feeling, or it may have been that the
of
growing knowledge of the vast extent
our own resources tended to the belief
would impress others with the
that

they
futility of attacking the United States.
feeling preHowever that may be the
vailed. While Captain Brownson is going

what
abroad for the government to learn
their conships of war are for sale and
dition, he will not necessarily make any
The officer left Washington
purchases.
St. Paul to
take the
will
and
tonight
sailing from New York.

Southampton,
He will report here his arrival
the United States embassy in

at once

at

London,

but further than that the captain declines
visit in
to indicate the places he will
Spaniards when the dogs of war should tee on naval affairs, said that while po
Tie has been furnished all of the
uh it'i
Lnere
muse,
uegan co ue equally argument was necessary on this measure information in the possession of the navy
the shipping in
stirring declarations from the northern he desired to say that ho had been in- department respecting in
Europe, and
course of construction
and western
states.
It soon began to structed
to
the
committee
is said to
express
by his
had a talk with Mr. Lane, who
seem
as though
all the Fourth of Jujya hearty endorsement of that committee.
for
sale, though
have some oC those ships
since 1776 had been compressed into four His only regret was that this appropri- he does not at present have the right m
ation was not allowed to stand absolutethe case of the two small Brazilian battlehours of debate.
; Jy alone as a
La Seyanne,
proclamation to our counbuilding at
Some of the speeches wore ridiculous, try and to the world that Congress stood ships now
i
to arm the exemillions
to
vote
or Chilian
after
were
all
Imready
Brazilian
but,
all, they
together
As to these or any
cutive to uphold the dignity ot the flag.
it has been discovered that
warships,
pressive in their significance of united
deof
Mr.
Massachusetts,
Fitzgerald,
Brazil and Chili are parties to a treaty by
national feeling and the patriotio desire clared
that no unjust inference should
can
the terms of which neither country
to present a united front be drawn from tho
of all parties
objection of his col- sell any of its warships unless the other
No people, he said,
The reason for this
in a question of foreign
complications. league, Mr. Barrett. trouble
also sells a ship.
would be more loyal,if
came,than
is to be found in the
Meanwhile conservative
opinion here the people of the Commonwealth of Mas- peculiar provision
that is said to have been entered
still is that we shall avoid war 11 some sachusetts. Mr. Fitzgerald took occasion alliance
these two countries for mutual
into
by
aocident or act of
indiscretion doesn’t to refer to an alleged utterance of a Ca
against Argentine and other
some time ago to the effect protection
fire the train of powder that public opin- thollo priest
South American nations. Captain Brownthat if war came the symputhy and the son doe? not expect to stay abroad long
on in America and
Spain has been lay- support of the Catholic church would be
and goes only on condition that he may
was a Catholic
with Spain because it
ing during tbe last two years.
return immediately in caBO of an open
did
not
behe
said
he
While
The Senate will probably pass the de- country.
lieve the priest had uttered such a senti- rupture.
iense bill tomorrow and thus will put
ment, it had attracted wide attention,
into the hands of the oxeouttvo all the and a3 a Cathollo he desired to deny it.
As to the right to buy foreign ships all
such purohases may
means for the
authority and
present. If war came the people of no faith, he de- authorities agree that hostilities
have bebe more willing to shed their be made, even after
This being done, aooidents of course be- clared, would
blood in defence of their country than gun, it the neutral nation exercises strict
is
it
that
the
ing excepted,
very probable
belligerents, and
those who had valiantly defended it in impartiality between
feeling will die down and that In a few the war of the revolution,the war of 1813, the ships are not armed and outfitted
and the oivil war.
ready for service. The trade of shipbulld
days things will appear more peaceful. the Mesiosn war
Mr. Grosvenor, Republican of Ohio, in ing is recognized as a legitimate oue to
The real shadow on the horizon, the recheers
his speech, aroused the House to
be carried on at all times. Mr, Clay when
of the disaster to the Maine, will by hie glowing eulogy of the President’s Secretary of State, laid down the principle
port
Speaker, as follows:
probably not oome forward for some time patriotism. He said: “Mr.
forbidden by the law of
“If it be
inspiring picture can be witThe roil call was one of the most no more
yet.
nessed anywhere on earth than the de- nations to sell to a belligerent an armed
remarkable ever seen in the House. There monstrations which we have seen during vessel completely equipped and ready for
were 311 yeas and not one nay.
Speaker the last SO, 60 and 90 days of tho power notion, it is thought not to be contrary to
not the law to sell a belligerent a vessel in
voted and his vote and the an- of a great people, a free government,
Reed
stand for the flag, the unity of any other state, although it may be conto
of the result were loudly only
nouncement
the
conof
the
ye'-tablo into a ship of war.”
supremacy
government,
cheered.
Mr. Clay specified a case in whioh Spain
stitution, but their dignity and calmness
exhibited in face of war. The American and one other South American republio
from the
their
people have had a great deal to stiroff the then at war, each bought a shipafterwards
DEBATE WAS ONE SIDED.
same shipbuilder, which ships
blood, a great deal to carry them
their calm judgment. But the met on the sea and had an engagement.
The Emergency Appropriation Received feet of
picture that the world has seen is the He also specified the case of Russia’s sellWith Enthusiasm In House.
Spain, inpicturo of a nation calmly studying every ing a whole fleet of ships to
arose and as step by step cluding some of the Russian’s ships of
Washington, March 8.—The galleries question as it
with line, while Russia held a neutral attitude
of the House were packed to the doors danger seemed to come, threatening
dark, frowning face, all distinctions between Spain and the Southern republics
today* and long lines of people, unable its
worth more than with whioh she was then at war.
admission, flocked about tbe lied away. It will be
to gain
The subject has been before the Ameri$50,000,000 to the American people to
corridors.
Justice Story
heart of this people can court and in one case
The interest’ in the debate on the bill know that the great
“While the sale of a vessel, armed
is a unit in favor of'tbis government. held:
appropriating 850,000,000 for the nationhave long thought that it or unarmed to a belligerent, is not forbidal defence was reflected in this large at- (Applause.) 1
that war might: be a beneiit dent by international law, such a vessel,
tendance in the galleries. On the floor was possible
to our country in this direction; but tho even on its way to the purchaser, is liable
was in his scat.
almost every member
of the last 30 days and to seizure as contraband.”
On the faces of the leaders on both sides demonstration
take place
In a later case before the Supreme court,
stern resolution, maicac- its oulmlnation which is to
an air ot
was
S.U1-,
fnHotr
anti t.nrnnmiw
the distinction Is made between the unof tho business
tlielr
appreciation
deep
ing
the judgment of man- lawful act of fitting out and arming a
which
Congress and the country takes the place In evidence
of the unity ship of war for a belligerent and the lawmaking this vast ap- kind, of war as an
were entering, in
of a mighty nation
(Applause.) How
propriation for possible war.had
The deoision
this
duty been ap- verted into men-of war.
been read magnificently has
As soon as the journal
A doubt about says the distinction is tho same as between
the Speaker rapped for o/der, and smid proached and performed.
about the lawful act of a gunsmith in selling a
Chairman Cannon arose the American people; hesitation
a deep silence,
the character of the executive, a man who pistol and the unlawful act of the same
a deficiency bill
and presented us
and in in arranging that a pistol should be used
Antietam
at
and fought
measure appropriating *50,000,000 for tho jnarched
the valley of Virginia, who followed the for a criminal act.
nation’s detense.
in the groat charge
included also several other items, fortunes of Sheridan
It
who stood
*100,000 for ooai for of that memorable campaign,
among which are
A good deal is being accomplished in
from his boyhood of 18 to his manhood,
naval vessels.
and fire of battle—does any- the way of preparation in both navy and
Cell,
Wheeler, Populist of Alabama, in tho face
doubt where his loyalty is? where war departments. The conference at the
the Confederate minority leader, started body
his patriotism is? where his courage is? navy department today looked into the
wave of applause when the bill was
a
of ammu(Applause.) Calmly and deliberately has procurement of a suitable store
presented.
he weighed every measure and considered nition, coal and supplies, touohed upon
When the reading of the bill was concircumstance and calmly and de- the question of dry docks and generally
cluded with the item of *50,003,000 for every
matters
behind him have stood 75,000,- considered a number of other
the national defense, a spontaneous out- liberately
000 people confident in him, confident in connected with the operation of a warmemfrom
the
went
up
of
burst
applause
The war department was not bethe people, true and ship.
the patriotism of
bers and the galleries.
faithful to the loyalty that has come to hind the navy. General Flagg, chief of
Mr. Cannon and Mr.Sayers, tho mmorius
thousand battlefields that ordance, is very busy reaching out in
a
from
of the telegraph
tj member of the appropriation commit- saved the Union.
every direction by means
(Applause.)
tbo
agreeproposed
then
mutually
tee,
Mr. Bingham, Republican of Pennsyl- and the mail to learn just how far the rement they had privately made before the
the big private manufacturing
for throe heurs general de- vania, caused the first note of discord sources of
Htjuse met,
While
supporting concerns can be relied on to come to the
heard.
was
followed by one that
bate on the bill to be
war
ho
was
the
of
aid
department in arming and
the bill
on general principles
hour debate under tile five-minute rule.
equipping a volunteer army, should one
avowedly out of sympathy with the comtell
He will not
mon
interpretation of the meaning of be found necessary. this direction, holdMr. Barrett asked if opportunity would the bill, and in consequence he was vig- what he is doing in
make everybody
allowed for amendment, and when orously hissed twice during the progress ing that it is not wise to
be
with our strong or weak
his remarks—once when he referred acquainted
Mr. Cannon answered that he din not of
His ob- to Gen. Lee, and at the close when he as- points.
Major Generul Miles Is looking
know, Mr. Barrett objected.
and today was
loud serted
that the relations between the after tho personnel closely
jection was greeted with hisses and
United States and Spain are in no wiso trvlng hard to perfeot the organization of
cries of “Vote, vote.”
of artillery which
Mr. Bingham began by refer- the two new regiments
Mr. Moody
appealed to his oolleague strained.
The officer must
The cries for ring to the day’s proceedings of the House Congress has granted.
to withdraw his objection.
Meanwhile
to
of
“Yellow
Congress.
be nominated
and as akin to the methods
a vote continued.
Cannon stated that he would be dog journalism.” He had no sympathy, b°yond the statement that two lieutenMr.
of ant colonels of the existing artillery regiglad to vote on the bill with 60 seconds he said, with the apparent tendency
colonels of t.hetwonew
debate, but he felt bound by his agree- the House and especially none with tho ments will bo made
the
oppor- regiments, tho names of officers are w 1thevident disposition to seize
ment with Mr. Sayers.
tunity for a display of jingoism that was hohl.
fi'Mr. Barrett then yielded to the appeals
own*1 up three weeks
Tho Maine was
Still, Mr. Bingof the Kepublicans about him and with- by no means edifying.
ham
announced his purpose to support ago tonight, but as yet nothing is known
drew his objection.
that
of the disaster.
to
cause
he
as
the
said,
officially
The agreement as to time was formal- the bill. He was pleased,
such a bill had been reported even though The court of inquiry is hard at work and
ly ratified.
which followed it provided only for a temporary appro- that is all that Is known at the navy deAlter the confusion
this dramatic scene had subsided, Mr. priation. He thought the powers con- partment. It is not even known when
Cannon took the floor to open the debate ferred upon the chief executive only ior the court may be expected to linlsh Us
But the importance of its report
Ho spoke calmly and briefly. a brief
on the bill.
period ol time should bo a per- work.
by the lapse of time
Coining to tho all-absorbing item he manent feature of our institutions. I he does not diminish
officials have
the
and tho more thoughtful
said that in the present critical condition President, at all times, should have
of
fact that when the
it
the
the
lost
sight
not
discretion and the money to protect
of affairs tho committee had deemed
report comes the government may be
this sum, placing country.
wise to appropriate
But while this was true, he discouraged faoe to face with another and vital issue.
its expenditure at the complete discretion
to use the occasion as it
of the President. He referred to the fact the tendency
that the oommittse had been unanimous was ueing used, and he thought there
Senor de Boso called at the State Dethe
in its action and had only changed
late in the day and hud a half
partment
Continued
on Second Page.
of
yesterthe
bill
he
introduced
wording

Boutelle,

He
conference with Judge Day.
uo dispatch and the talk did not
relate to the present strained condition of
affairs, but was rather an informal discussion on conditions of affairs in Cuba.
In the course of the visit, it is understood
that Mr. do Bose suggested that some of
the newspaper men in Havana were trespassing on the privileges which the
Havana authorities had accorded them.
Senor Polo
The new Spanish minister
toBernabe, will arrive in New York
He
steamer.
line
morrow on the German
is expected at the legation the next day
and arrangements then will be made for
to
the presentation of his credentials
There will be the
President McKinley.
felicitations which
usual exchange of
interest.
will be more than of passing
Seller Polo left Madrid before the recent
at the
and
critical juncture was reached
time of his departure the new commercial
treaties were uppermost in the interest of
the Madrid authorities. The new minister
speaks English. His wife is the daughter
in
of one of the most influential men
hour’s
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(Tremendous applause.)

up'on

The

Maine,

of the North Atlantio
squadron at Key West is unduly exposing
There has also been
the eastern coast.
talk of organizing a flying squadron comof
of cruisers, four
fleet
posed altogether
in number, and having them ready to go
to sea at a moment’s notice in pursuit
of an enemy’s ships, relying on the big
battleship for the hoineguard. This,however, has not been decided on.
A proposition
that received instant
attention and is|expeoted; to .bo approved
In the end, oame to the navy department
today. This was to turn over to the navy
department 10 of the best boats in the
lighthouse service.
from three to four
These boats
aro
hundred tons
burden, good sea boats,
manned by officers
thoroughly familiar
with every indentation of the Atlantio
coast and capable of being easily transferred into efficient gun boats, it-iB proposed to plaoe a six-inch rifle on a pivot
mount on each vessel forward and to
the boilers
place a light armor aronnd FKotvt
fwAIH
of the

vessels

_1

v.

1

—

The Intention
small arms lire at least.
of the department has also been called to
the feasibility of recruiting the naval list
Iroin the revenue marine cutters, a number of which are fully equal, being given
smaller type of gun boats
arms, to the
If these vessels were
now in the service.
availed of,they would be assigned to duty
along the southern coasts, maintaining
blookades and relieving the larger cruisers of much wearisome duty.
Arrangements were perfected at the
navy department today for the relief of
dispatch boat Fern at Havana by the
cruiser
Montgomery. The Montgomery
will relieve tho Fern tomorrow morning
so
the latter may arrivo at Key West
Wednesday evening in ample time to receive the food supplies from New York.
Senor DuBosc, when questioned today
the
as to
present state of affairs, said:
“Notwithstanding the apparent agitation
I am gratified to note that so far as actual occurrences are concerned they are admanjusting themselves in a satisfactory
Tho Lee inciner
to both governments.
dent is closed,if indeed it never was open.
it was a misapprehension of
At most
I am directly
what actually occurred.
authorized by
Secretary Gullion, the
minister of foreign affairs, to deny that
any reouest had ever been made for the
Consul General Lee, and it is
recall of
unfortunate and misleading for the reports to be printed that Spain has withdrawn a request or demand never in fact
entire matter appears to
The
made.
have arisen out ofjsome suggestion as to
the propriety of certain conduct, just as
two governany officialiaction relating to
ment
may be discussed in a friendly
tbe
incident is
event
But in any
spirit.
closed and has no further bearing on the
general condition of afliairs.
“The matter of sending relief supplies
to Cuba in war ships is all satisfactorily
it even amounted
adjusted and so far as dosed.
Those are
to an incident is also
two passing occurrences whioh have apand
being
peared to awaken agitation,
closed, I cannot see any substantial reason for further agitation.
“So far as the defense bill in Congress
is concerned, diplomatic etiquette does
not allow my discussing it. But I may
say unofficiullv, that it seems to he a quite
natural result from the undue importance attached by the public to incidents
In normal times those passnow closod.
ing incidents of the day—which are inintercourse, beevitable to diplomatic
tween nation—could not be seized upon
of
the press to inbranch
by tho radical
flame public opinion.
“Back of these passing incidents is the
vital
Cuban
problem toward which
ro
Spain has resolutely set ner race theunjust
most
by giving the Cuban people affairs
complete control of their internal
solicitude
I know with what profound
Premier Sagasta and his assistants are
accomplish the peace and
seeking to
prosperity of Cuba on a basis alike honthe island and to the mother
orable to
countrv and through such herole efforts
I feel confident that an honorable settlement will result and peace he restored."
BUYING
Rumors

of

WARSHIPS

Purchases

ABROAD-

Made

by

Spain

Again Confirmed.
London, March 8.—The English newsnews of Spain's
papers today confirm the
The St. James
of
warships.
purchttse
the
Gazette which yesterday published
the
Spanish embassy and
denials of
which
has
at
commission
Spanish naval
‘It is
today:
an office in London, says
in
ascertained on very high authority,
spite of denials, that the Spanish governin
succeeded
ment has almost certainly
buying three Dearly completed cruisers
here, and two coast defense vessels which
Exare about to be launched in France.
perts are almost as much surprised at the
success of Madrid in raising the money,
as bv the clever diplomacy which secured
the Chilian and Brazilian cruisers of the
bn a
Armstrongs at a cost believed to
million
sterling, almost before

pounds

victim’s own door steps.
The burglar entered the house by means
of the rear door and went to the servant’s
He then
room from which he stole $18.
went into Mrs. Hutchins's room and was
looking for valuables there when Mrs.

She and her husband
Hutchins entered.
had just finished dinner. She, on seeing
down stairs and told her
ran
the man
After advising
husband of his presence.
his wife to go to his father’s house, nest
door, Mr. Hutchins took a cane from a
rack'and was ascending the stairs to his
when he heard the burglar
window and jump onto the portico
over the front entrance to the residence,
Mr. Hutchins turned around and going
down stairs, left the house by a side door,

wife’s room,
open

a

intending to head off the burglar.
When he reached the sidewalk in front
of the house he met B. W. Horton, who
lives on Brook street, a short distance
away. “There’s a burglar in my house,’’
said Hutchins, “watch for him while I
go to the drug store and telephone for the
police.” “No, you watoh and I will teleHardly had the
phone,” said Hortor.
the
burglar
words left his lips when
from the portioo to tho grass emAs his feet struck the
bankment telow.
earth, Hutchins dashed at him and struct
him a heavy blow over the head with the
The stick broke in two
cane he carried.

dropped

and Hutchins retreated to the sidewalk.
As he did so the burglar drew a revolver
and fired at him. Hutohins was hardly
ten feot away and the 33 or 38 calbre bulletistruok him just over the heart.
Horton, who had hid behind a tree after
the shot had been tired heard Hutchins
exclaim ‘‘I’m shot, and saw him stagger
to Anthony's drug store on the corner, a
Hntchins reeled into
few feet distance.
the store and after saying “I’m shot,”
One of the clerks asked
fell to the floor.
said, “A
him who shot him and ho

burglar.”;

Those were the last words he sDoke and
in fifteen minutes from the time he received the wound he was dead.
The police are baffled and tho only clue
they can obtain is that the robber is five
feet nine inches in height and was dressed
in a dark suit of clothes and a black
derby or slouch hat.
A NEW BANKING

SCHEME.

Waterville, March 8.—Tho annual meetwas
ing of the Waterville Trust company
held today and Hon. I. C. Libby is
elected president, Horace Purinton, vice
H. L. Holmes,
treasurer, C.

president,

H. G. Miller, treasurer at Newport, John
E. Gray treasurer at Corinna, Stanford
M. Leighton treasurer at Dexter. The exHorace
ecutive board is I. C. Libby,
E. J. LawPurington, C. W. Abbott,
S.
rence, S. A. Nve, Daniel Libby, P.
Mr. Libby bas devised a new
Heald.
he has interested fifty
idea in banking;
gentlemen of undoubted financial standresiding in different sections of the

ing

made
day been
state who have this
comdirectors of the Waterville Trust
It Is understood this concern will
pany.
deal in no securities outside of Mnine,
and has agreed with other Maine banks
not to interfere with their foreign securiPresident Libby claims a quarter
million deposit and that the bank is free
from liabilities. Branches nre to be established at once at Hartland and China.;

ty.

BIG PULP MILL

PROJECTED.

Norcross, March 8.—One of the largest
has
deals eTer consummated in Maine
just been completed here, which will involve the expenditure of two million dollars in the construction of a gigantlo pulp
thirty
mill and the purchase of some
townships, also the purchase of water
which will give
power at Milnooket Lake
a sixty foot head.
Joseph Pulitzer of the
New York World is said to he interested
in the deal, also I). F. Emery ot PortBerlin Fails
the Burgesses of
land,
Falla
and Marret Scheneks of Romford
with others.
Engineers are on the scene
laying out the town site, slucewny canal
and foundation for the mill, which will
some 250.000 feet of lumber daily
and turn out 250 tons of paper per day,
the mill to be equipped with twelve 163
inch machines.

require

UNDER RUSSIAN LAWS.
London, March 8.—A special despatch
from Shanghai says Russia has agreed

to open Port Arthur and 'l'nlion-Wan to
laws
foreign trade, but under Russian
and administration.
from
Odessa
A dispatch to the limes
Troops and wa^ material are gosays:
ing to the far oust w ith such haste that
the Russian volunteer lleet will not suf.
The government ha; chartered some
lice.
of the French steamers, the first of which
a
will start
fortnight hence with iOCO

the move was suspected."
The article goes on to say that much
Spain and the
competition between
United States for the various ships con"But America
structing was expected.
naval men.
has come to the conclusion that its
confront
resources are strong enough to
NEW BEDFORD STRIKE.
game.
Spain, and is playing a waiting
says:
Continuing the St. James Gazette
New
Bedford, Mass., March 8.—It is
Chilian
tho
The earliest time in which
that the state board of arbitraexpected
be
can
LiO.OOO
cost
pounds
cruiser, which
tion will be in^he city tomorrow to atfinished is three months and adds that tend a conference between the weavers’
take
will
the other vessels purchased
of the fines
the event of committee and manufacturers
longer to finish, so that in li at
issue. The proposition which the weavers
the
soon
all,
come
will
which
as
war,
international have submitted to the manufacturers
ships will be useless, as
the fining or grading system,
a cure for
law will prevent their delivery.
alis a sort of grading system in itself,
It is said that even if the Amazonas
though the principle differs from the
Continued

on

Second rage.

grading system

now in use.

x

the

WILL STICK BY SHIP.
Consul

Gen.

Lee Will

Not

Resign Under

A

The

ker,

U.

resignation
S.

confirmed by
Karkor has been on the verge of nervous
Alexander C. Brico,
Mr.
prostration.
the U. S. consul at Matanzas, says he
cannot much longer stand the strain of
the last two years.
The naval orders have been changed
so often during the last two days that
it is hard to keep accurate track of them.
The latest are true, and are confirmed
by the Bache, which arrived from Key
The Bache leaves
West this morning.
retoday for the Tortugas islands to
sume her coast survey work and the Fern
will be replaced
by the cruiser Montgomery, which is to arrive here tomorrow
of the Fern hav3
crew
The
morning.
been unable to wash her decks recently,
as they were unwilling to use the harbor
water, and must clean up at sea in order
When
to avoid sickness among the crew.
Cleaned, she will go to Key West, and
from tliere to Matnnzas with relief supplies. The cruiser Nashville, it Is understood, here will take relief supplies to
Sagua La Grande.
Ensign Powefson is to be detached from
and remain here during the
the Fern
work of the court of inquiry.
The naval court, today continued its
work, spending some time on tho wreckThere is
nothing known officially yet
about the deportation of any of the newspaper correspondents, except Mr. Honore
Gains, who was nrrested on suspicion towas

New Yore, Feb. 23,1897.
Eureka Headache Cure Co.,
Concord, N. 11.
Gentlemen
Enclosed find check for $3.09 for which
please forward at your earliest convenience a
batch m Headache Powders.
Mv family simply live on them and I shall
like to'have them put on sale in this city, so I
can buy when I need them.
Yours truly,
W. M. RICHARDS.
Address 65 West 96 A St., N. Y. City.

PEACE SMILES AGAIN.
Continued from First
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Brazilian
should sail from here with
crow, she will turn up in Cuban waters
with a Spanish crew.
The affair naturally has been kept as
secret as possible.
The appropriation of $50,000,000 for the
nation's defence to provide which Representative "Cannon ^introduced a resolution in the House at Washington yesterday, has esolted the utmost interest
among English dealers in war ammuniH. Maxim of rapid gun fame said
tion.
significantly that “If the United States
Intends to make purchases in England
she should have begun a week ago." He
also admitted that he was aware that
a
Spain had piaoed large orders within
week, but he declined to say whether
It
orders had been placed with hie firm.
a

of Mr. Walter B. BarSagua La Grande,
today’s advices. Mr.

consul at

day.
BOARD EXAMINES THE WRECK.

Havana, March 8.—The United States
naval court of Inquiry into the loss of the
battleship Maine, which is at present in
session hero, pursued in some respeots a
different course than the one adopted upot tne iormer visit tu
on the occasion
4.1_4- 4#
TTv.ifn/1
Cfatoa ngoH
Havana. It is now not uncommon to see
could
she
eight inch guns and powder
members of the court on the wreck, persecure a full stock at a fortnight’s notice. sonally directing the navy divers and ob-Norwegian papers just received here re- taining from them direct reports oh the
States
United
veal the fact that three
structural condition of the submerged
Elznaval attaches were present at tho
and making Inwreck
portion of the
wlcka submerged torpedo tube trials in dividual notes for future consideration.
Much importNorway on February 28.
The
WORKING HAY AND NIGHT.
ance is attached to this invention.
trials were pronounced most successful.
Washington, March 8.—The Washington
Whitehead torpedoes were fired through
large established
Navy Yard, where a
the tabes at nine, twelve and fifteen knots force is maintained by the
government
speed with a remarkable accuracy.
of
guus and ordnance
for the manufacture
Diplomats here say Spain has endeav- material, has started work in three shifts
ored to raise a loan among her wealthy
and men are now working there night
citizens abroad, offering a lien on public
and day on the big guns.
and it is
_

■*

buildings

as

thought

socurity,

this may be the cause of the present disbursement.
A factor which may be considered in the
that any
purohase of ships, is, it is said,take
ships
government has the power to
building for foreign governments for its
Great
last moment.
own use at the
Britain upon several occasions has done
this.
l’he Standard today published a long
artiole comparing the navies of the two
countries and says: “Some indication of
the extentSpain is prepared is afforded by
the measures adopted to protect Havana
harbor against surprises. With the flotilla
of torpedo boats which joins the Vizoaya
and Almironte Oquenda there before the
end of March, tho squadron under Admiral Corvers, composed of the Alfonzo
XII. and the Maria and torpedo boats
the
battleships
will be reinforced by
V. and
Charles
Christopher
Pelayo,
Columbus, accompanied by three destroyThe
fleet
01 s and three torpedo beats.
brought together In tho West Indies is described as representing all the available
naval force for foreign service and it will
be entirely mobilized, some old ironclads,
being
which were
recently refitted,
the
utilized in guarding tho coasts of

peffltnaBlar.
UNDERWRITER WILL SAIL SOON.

BIG RUSH TO ENLIST.
New York, March 8.—There was a big
rush of men eager to enlist at the navy
were opened
yard today. Before the gates
around,
had gathered
a crowd of men
reach the recruiteager to be the first to
Vermont.
ing office on the receiving ship
at the
Many of those who came had been to reyard yesterday, and had been told
uniforms.
old
A few reported in
turn.
been
They were men who had formerly
and had re-enlisted yesterservice
in the
All such are accepted almost at once.

—

Sovernment

Easy Food

The
Easy
t.

to

Buy,

Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy lo Digest.

-f^uaker
%eM At all

Oats

grocers

in 2-lb.

pkgs. only

Washington, March 8.—There Was a
of
very strong suggestion of the state
affairs that might exist in time of war in
the busy scenes present at the navy and
war departments today.
There was almost an unbroken succession of conferences between officers and
officials of variqus degrees and at both
branches of the war establishment the

through filibustering

sources.

When the matter was brought to the
attention of President McKinley an immediate denial in explicit terms was
returned.
Spain thereupon closed the
with an
acceptance of the
incident
president’s statement,
A household necessity—Dr. Thomas’
Electric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds
of any sort; cures sore throat, croup,

catarrh, asthma;

never

fails.

and Amateurs

Professionals

Easy

Victims.

PORTLANDS

exhibited.
greatest activity
Secretary Long was particularly

AND

SOUTH

PORT-

LANDS WERE THE WINNERS.

GEN. WILSON AT KEY WEST.

Two

in

Interesting

and

Exciting

Played

Games

City Hall—Eewlston Takes

a

Tumble Also.

—

Bath was deoidely unlucky last night,
teams, one of amateurs and one of
professionals, came here and were defeated
Both
the home teams with ease.

by

interesting and were
games were very
witnessed by quite a large crowd.
The professional Bath team was handicapped last night to a oertain degree.
They oame here without Murtaugh, the
stir half baok, and McGilvary was also
missing from theJtM»m. In place of Murtaugh the Baths played Pholand who was
In the place of
not able to fill the gap.
MeGllvary the visitors sprang a surprise
oh the Portlands by trotting ont Menard
of the Providence polo team, who is supposed to be one of the best rushers in the
Menard went into 'the game as
country.
if he expected an easyjjvictory. For the
first two periods he did his share of the
In the last period
work and did it well.
he showed his national league training
by quitting the hard work and leaving it
Of course this
for some one else to do.
man lsja fine player, but he did not distinguish himself last night, and did not
find the Maine league as .easy to win out
Johnny Turngoals in as he expected.
Dull

uirud

nuu

wid

juuu

jiuui

wio

big league look tired and weary before
the game was ended, and the Baths went
home last night with
they have yet suffered
the season.
Portland went into
slow pace. At first it
visitors were going to

the worst
in this city

defeat

during

the game at a very
looked as if the
have
things all
their own way, but the home team finally
discovered that the national league man
was not as hard a nut to crack as was expected, and after this they made things

lively. Allen played a star game throughout, and some of his stopB were simply
Portland got three goals In
wonderful.
the first period and Menard got one for
Bath.
Campbell won all three of the
Portland's goals and In faot his playing
all the time was gilt edged. In the seoond
period Bath got one mors goal, and then
O’Malley who came on to the floor on the
breaking of Whipple's skate landed the
fourth goal for the home team.
The third period began with a burst of
6peed and ended lu a jog. Johnny Turnhugging
bull and Menard got into a
match in the corner in whioh the PortA little later
land man came out onjtop.
the ball got too near Allen for safety and
drive it away.
he went out
Mooney
fell on top of him and tried to hold the
Portland man down until Menard could
cage the ball, but Moeney didn’t suoceed
to

and Allen saved tho ball from going Into
Then Portland got
the cage after all.

DEERINti.
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KEROSENE SOAP
up-to-date

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine

druggists
25c.

Tablets.
refund the money if it fails to to

The genuine has L. U. Q.

0—South Portlands,

ONE DAY

on

A]
cur<

each tablet.1

Score, South

Woodbury,

Portlands,

Stops, Marshal], 38;
McIntosh.

2.10
4; Bath Jrs., 2

Harford,40. Referee,

One of the Greatest Generals of'the War
Cured by Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
The World-Famed Commander of Armies
Made Well by Dr. Greene’s Nervura Blood
He Recommends
and Nerve Remedy.
People to Use It. It is the Best Spring

Medicine You Can Take.

_

three straight goals.
Whipple was as
usual superb in all of his plays and he
and
Campbell worked together like
Washington, March 8.—The Cabinei
IN THE SENATE.
W. Ward; horse blanket, George
Siamese twins. Three times In succession George
was in sossion today fully an hour longei
It is understood that the Whipple oaged the ball, but It rolled out M. Cram; oil painting, George F. Allen;
Washington, Maroh 8.—The Senate's
than usual.
situation was discussed in all of its phase! on to the floor each time.
past sachem’s regalia, Harvey L. Cram; blind chaplain at the opening of today’s
and that it was the opinion of all th<
fireman’s suit, W. L. Minot; suiting and session fervently invoked
His
at
the
had
peace.
The orowd
many good laughs
members that within the last aay or twe
S. E. Stevens; banquet lamp, Forprayer follows:
matters have taken a more paciflo turn.
expeuse of the Bath team, and the game hat,
The mer Pelton; harness, George H. Hudson
“We devoutly thank Thee for the wise
The reports that Spain has purchased twe was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
war vessels from Brazil is known to b(
The W. C. T. U. of Deering will meet and calm dignity of Thy
servant, the
next
Lewiston
with
Thursday
night
made game
incorrect and the statement was
of the season this afternoon with Miss C. M. Goodrich, President of the United States and his
that should the United States wish to buj will be the last polo game
873 Stevens Plain’s avenue.
advisers in the solemn and momentous
these vessels there was reason to believe here. The line up and summary:
Antonio Lezo and Delsama Decama, time that has come upon the nation and
she would be given the opportunity.
rushand
Whipple,
Portland—Campbell
two Italians, were before Judge Hopkins for the warm and united support given to
BIG ORDER FOR PROJECTILES.
ers; McKay, center; Turnbull, half back;
Allen,
goal.
yesterday morning oharged with intoxi- him and to his measures by the members
New York.Maroh 8.—The’United Statei
Bath—J. Mooney and Menard, rushers;
The judge imposed a fine and of the two houses of Congress, and by the
Projectile company of Brooklyn, receivei K. Mooney, center; Phelan, halfback; cation.
of $6 eaoh, and on payment of the sentiment of the whole nation.
order fpom Washington today for thi
an
costs
I Burgess, goal.
delivered of
8275,000 worth of nrmoi Coal. Won By. Rush By. Caged By. T. same the prisoners were discharged.
“We pray that Thou will be the guide
pieroing projeotiles.
of our rulers at this time and lead the
Campbell, 1.27
1— Portland, Mooney,
nation through the critical periods that
PROCTOR HAS,LEARNED MUCH.
Campbell, 4.38
2— Portland, Mooney,
RECEPTION TO MR. EVELETH.
we may serve and obey Thee and walk in
2.09
3— Bath,
Campbell, Menard,
Proctor
March
8.—Senator
and
commandments
Havana,
ordinances
Monday evening was the occasion of a Thy
Campbell, 3.18
with his friond. Col. Parker, expect t( 4—Portland, Mooney,
and gain the ends in justice
Campbell-Limit. pleasant but informal farewell reception blameless, and
as f
leave for Washington tomorrow
without
the necessity
honor
and
right
J. Mooney, 0.37 tendered by the choir and a number of
5— Bath,
Mooney,
of
passenger on the Olivette. His trip ha!
to appeal to the direful
extremity
9.03
6—
O’Malley,
Whipple,
Portland,
’’
information.
the
of
much
of
Mr.
Eveleth
Samuel T.
; '_
been productive
friends
war.
J. Mooney-Limit. the
and
Mr. Allen of Nebraska, presented
tj. ~tn
retiring leader of the choir connected with
RIFLES RECEIVED.
iuuuuuj
vhiu^uoh,
/—ruriwuu,
secured the adoption of a resolution call8.08 the Congress street Methodist church.
8— Portland, Campbell, Whipple,
inrr nnnn tho Attrirnpv fJpnnrfil to inform
Springfield, 111., March 8.—Adjutanl 9— Portland, Mooney,
1.40
Whipple,
The recentlon was held at the homo of
Kationa
the Illinois
Gen. Reece of
tho Senate how many writs of injunctions
-Limit.
Mooney
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Jennings, 68 Con- were
Guard, said today that four hundrec
granted during 1897-98 by tho
3.
Foul—
7;
Bath,
latest pattern 5 calibre Springfield riflef
Soore—Portland,
street. Dnring the evening a pleas- United Stntes courts against labor leaders
gress
with certified
had just been received at the Illinois stab
Menard.
Stops—Allen, 33; Burgess, 29.
of musical numbers was and labor organizations,
yard Referee—Kelley. Scorer—Marr. Timer- ing programme
arsenal from the Brooklyn navy
copies of such writs, affidavits and other
the
Mr.
John
use.
rendered. During
evening
ready for instant
Dyer. Attendance—900.
papers.
The District of Columbia appropriation
H. Montgomery on behalf of the choir
MONTGOMERY SAILS.
BATH JUNIORS WERE DEFEATED.
bill was then taken up.
and a number of Mr. Eveleth’s most intiThe pending question was the telephone
Key West, March 8.—The Montgomery
The Bath Juniors oame here last night mate friends, presented him with a hand- amendment.
Arkansas
Mr. Berry of
sailed at 5.40 this afternoon for Havana
ink
stand
the
South
with
with
cut
Portlands.
glass
some
sterling sharply criticised Mr. Faulkner of West
to play polo
who
sent
that
a
man,
handsome
GERMANY HAS AN AGREEMENT.
a
a
won
score
of
and
silver
saying
team
4
to 2. silver top,
Virginia,
by
sterling
The latter
in
of anti-monopoly literature
The gifts were accepted in a out tons
London, March 9.—The Pekin corre The South Portlands have; lost only four penholder.
1896
ought not to be supporting a
spondent of the Times says by anfagree games this season and the one they cap- felicitious speech by Mr. Eevleth. Re- monopoly now. Mr. Faulkner retorted
merit just signed, Germany has obtalnec
tured last night was a very oreditable ono freshments were served dnring the even- that he did not believe tho Demqcratic
to construct a railway con
a concession
Mrs. E. E. Jennings and Mrs. F. party wanted action first and Investigaprovince of Shai to win. The Bath Jrs. are very;fast play- ing.
necting Tsinantu,
afterwards.
I-Chau-Fu
and Mrs. tion
and understand every point of the E. Shaw serving chocolate,
ers
lung, in Hoang Ho, and
Mr. Oorman of Maryland, advocated
Germany undertakes on the completloi game, but they were not a match for the Howard McRonald,
Mrs, J. H. Mont- awaiting the notion of the
committee
of certain details to withdraw her troopi
South Portlands who are capable of put- gomery and Mrs. John J. Goody served which was Investigating the subject. He
from Tsimo and.Kiao'Chou town.
the
previous revigorously denounced
ting up a very scientific game. The Baths Ice cream and oako.
marks made by Senator Berry
against
THE MARTIN TRIAL.
did Hbt roaoh Portland, last night until
Senator iFaulkner. ns “one of the most
Maine peoThe folio wing; well-known
outrageous attacks in the history of the
Wilke3barre, March 8.—Ex-State At about' 8 o’clock, owing to a freight train
torney Gen. Palmer began his argumen : running off the track pnd delaying the ple, who came to Portland to attend the Senate.”
House
Shcrif
After an extended debate tho
for the defense in the trial of
the Con
train. When they did get to work grand opera, were registered at
firing lowor telephone rate was
Martin and his deputies this afternoon. regular
provision
Mr.
last
and
Mrs.
night:
Square
retained in the bill 41 to to, the Senate
“The charge.” he said, “is the murder o: it was in the presence of ■& wildly enthu- gress
W. C. thus rejecting the committeo amendment.
Mike Ceziak, but this charge cannot be siastio crowd and there was plenty of fun George K. Boutelle, Waterville;
mar
the
The bill was passed without further dewe
find
substantiated unless
and excitement while the game lasted Spaulding,Caribou; George H.Fitzgerald,
One shot from one gun
who killed him.
and Mis E.W.Freo- bate.
Mr.
IslandG'ond,Vt.;
like
Harford
played
fiends,
A joint resolution for the improvement
Who firec S.
Spoar and
fired by one; man killed him.
Yarmouth; Mr. and Mrs. M. H. of Mystic river, Massachusetts was agreed
the shot? No one knows. Then why art while the Bath boys, unable to stand the man,
and
Mrs.
H.
C.
Mr.
The bill for the Methodist Episcopal
to.
here?”
Bangor;
the sheriff and deputies
fast pace, set by the South Portlands, did Andrews,
church south of Tennessee appropriating
Waterville.
District Attorney Martin then com
a game as was at
Haskell,
ns
not
strong
put tip
$288,000 was then taken up and passed
menced the final address for the common
At 3.60 p. ill.,
amendment.
without
lirst|expected. Line up and summary:
wealth.
during tho discussion of the pending bill
At this afternoon’s session District At
and
MoPortlands—Woodbury
South;
a message was received from
thg House
concluded his address
You know, or you should,
torney Martin
rean, rushers; Spear, centre; Broughton,
conveying to the Senate the bill approJudge Woodward at once began hi halfback; Harford, goal; Dyer, substilor
national
for
do,
defense,
neighbors
honor
your
took U]
priating $50,183,000
charge to the jury.: His
tute.
The bill was
just passed by the House.
the question whether or not such condit
in
be
done
can
using
by
what
laid before the' Senate, and on motion of
ions or disorder existed prior to Septera
Bath Jrs.—Morse and Webber, rushers;
Mr. Allison of Iowa, was referred to the
her 10,the date of the shooting ns to just!
cold, warm or hot water,
Perry, centre; Lakin, half back; MarThe Sencommitteo on appropriations.
fy the sheriff’s action in calling out tin shall, goal; Barnum, substitute.
James C. Davis’
lie discussed the na
ate at 5.45 adjourned.
posso comitatns.
Caged
Won
by.
by.
Time
of the office of sheriff, his power \ Goal.
tare
Ammoniated
and duty.
7A2
i^-Soutb Portlands, Spear,
liEST OF A Lb
The
.58
jury then retired to deliberate l’—South Portlands, Morean,
the
cleanse
the
court
system in a gentle and
Woodward
til
To
l
kept
Limit
Judge
opon
9 o’clock when, the jury not having s?n ; 3—Bath Jrs.,
the
Webber,
4.42
beneficial mannor, when
truly
word to him that a decision was reached
Webber,
4— Bath Jrs.,
3.48
use the true and percomes,
Springtimo
he adjourned till 10 a. m. tomorrow.
women avail
All
Buy the
5— South Portlands, Woodbury,
3 00
fect remedy, Syrup of Figs.
TO CURE A COLD IN

.GENERAL LONGSTREET,

Page._

was

busy.
Before ten o'clook he had been obliged to
retire to his private office and deny himoonself to callers in order to hold a
ferenco.
Senator Lodge was present as well as
Chairman Hale of the Senate naval committee, Chairman Boutelle of the House
naval committee, Captain Crowninshield,
chief of the navigation bureau, Captain
Bradford, ohief of the equipment bureau,
Captain Brownson and Assistant Seoretary Roosevelt. Chief Constructor Hichborn and Admiral Matthews, chief of the
also
bureau of yards aud docks were
called to the oonferenoe by the secretary
of
the
to deal with the special phases
question under consideration.
the
The conference had to do with
preparations for putting the navy at the
fact
and
the
highest state of efficiency
that the secretary is consulting at every
step the representatives of the legislative
branch of the government, shows the desire of the President to keep within the
striot spirit of the Constitution.
The seoretary found time during the
talk a
to
conference
progress of the
submoment with Mr. Lane, who has
mitted to the department proposals for
the sale of certain warships now building
What
in Europe at private shipyards.
passed between them is not known, but
Mr. Lane hastened immediately to the
cable office at the conclusion of the conversation to oommimioate directly with
his principals in Europe.
The seoretary made it plain to the legislators at the conference that the department Is very much better prepared than
has been supposed in the matter of aouu
rate information of the shipbuilding in
progress in European shipyards.
But the departmentinow seeks information as to which ot these snips can oe
purohased immediately. It is particularly
with a view to acquiring information on
Brownson has
this point that Captain
been selected to go to Europe.
He is au officer of great discretion and
his experience on the board of inspection
has thoroughly familiarized him with all
of the de ails of the various types of warDuring the conference this mornships.
ing he was fully acquainted with the
views of the seoretary and his advisers.
After the conference he had a long interview with Assistant Seoretary Day of the
State Department and arranged to obtain
letters to the United States ambassadors
and ministrs ahroai, instructing them tc
place every force at their disposal at work
to help Captain Brownson.
It is known positively that negotiation!
are in progress towards having the United
States acquire the two craok oruisers now
building for Japan, one at Cramp’s shipvard at Philadelphia, and the other at tht
Union Iron Works of San B’rancisco.

March 8.—Rookland won
Lewiston here tonight in a
hotly
contested game. The features of the game
Continued From First
were Smith's work at goal and the playThe visitors
forfeited a
ing of Jason.
was a smattering of nonsense in the talk
goal on account of fouls called on account of war. He did no take stock in the tala
The lino up and sum- of soldiers of Kentucky marching elbow
of rough playing.
with those of Massachusetts,
to elbow
mary:
there was not danger that any call
for
and
rushRookland—Murphy
Lincoln,
would be made for such an exhibition
ers, Perry, center; Gendreau, half back; “I care
nothing,” ho exclaimed, “for
Smith, goal.
and courage ot Mr. Dee of
the bravery
Lewiston—Jason and Gay, rnshers; which
we hear so much on this floor.
half
Canigan, centre; Fitzgerald,
back; and he was proceeding to say that wh it.
White, goal.
we want in Gen. Uee at this time is t te
T.
Goal. Won By. Rush By. Caged By.
best judgment and
exhibition of his
but the sentence was al
3.32
common sense,
1— Rockland, Murphy,
Murphy,
1.55 most
drowned in the shower of hisses
2— Rockland, Jason,
Lincoln,
the remarks were received.
2.10 with whioh
Jason,
3— Lewlston, Jason,
_
Murphy-Limit. This disapproval came principally from
side.
It did not seem
2.60
Democratic
the
4— Rookland, Murphy,
Perry,
2.45 to disconcert Mr. Bingham, who contin5— Rookland, Jason,
Murphy,
1.10 ued his remarks by a general disparage0—Lewiston, JasoD,
Gay,
7— Lewiston, Jason,
Fitzgerald, 1.10 ment of the war spirit. The generation
Limit.
Jason
had, ho said, seen one war, and it was
2.10 enough until the obligations incurred by
Murphy,
8— Rockland, Jason,
2.05 the conflict
should be satisfied. There
Linoolu,
9— Rookland, Jason,
6.05 was no
for expression of violont
oall
Linocln,
10—Rookland, Murphy,
-Limit.
when
there has been no aggresnature
__—
Jason
either on the part of the United
sion
Soore—Rockland, 6; Lewiston, 3. Stops States or Spain.
“I favor this appropri—White, 27; Smith, 41. Fouls—Perry, 3; ation,” lie said in conclusion, “but I
Timer—
Referee—Callahan.
Murphy.
oondemn on this floor today the utterance
Hibbert. Attendance—400.
of any declaration that the relations of
this country
with Spain are otherwise
POLO LEAGUE STANDING.
than they have been for years pastPer Ct.
Lost.
Won,
reasonable
international relafriendly,
tions.
30
S83
This utterance was received with
43
Bath,
hisses
32
39
which were only suppressed by
Lewiston,
§49
the
545
34
40
vigorous pounding of the Speaker’s
Portland,
403
43
39
gavel.
Rockland,
In strong oontrast with the reoeption
given Mr. Bingham was that of Mr. DolFARMERS’ INSTITUTES.
fiver, Republican of Iowa, one of the
Farmers’ Institutes have been arranged most eloquent members of the House.
and
Cumberland
Androsooggin
Mr. Barrett, Republican of Massachufor
scene at
counties, according to the following pro- setts, who creatod a dramatic
the opening of the session by objecting to
grammes:
who
but
anjjarrangement to the debate,
Post
Hall, Yarmouth, afterwords withdrew his objection, said
W. L. Haskell
Tuesday, Maroh 15.
he'was in favor of the appropriation, but
10.30 a. in.—Dairy Boods and Feeding, he would make it $100,000,000 instead of
$50,000,000 and make it available for two
by Secretary B. W. MoKeen.
1.30 p. m.—Soil Fertility,
by Prof. years instead of 10 months.
Mr.
Bailey closed for the Democrats
Charles D. Woods of Orono.
7.30 p. m.—The Chemistry of Meats and in a vigorous speech of five minutes. The
ho said, us
the Chemistry of Their Cooking, by Prof. occasion was extraordinary,
the oountry was now as formerly, ready
Woods.
to vote millions for defense, butnota cent
Grange Hall, Danville Junotlon, Wednes- for tribute. He hoped the oooasionjwould
day, March 10.
not result in war, but if so let war come.
■
Prof. He
10.30 a. m.— Soil Fertility, by
expressed the hope that old armies of
Unarms u. wuuus.
the north and south should be united to
Foods
and
1.30 p. m.—Dairy
Feeding, fight together anew the battle of GettysThere was great applause at the
by Secretary B. W. MoKeen.
burg.
onooph
Uses, olnao
7.30 p. m.— Corn, Its History,
and
of
Cultivation
Varieties, Methods
Gen. Henderson, Republican of Iowa,
MoComparative Values, by Seoretary
in an eloquent epeeoh, declared that no
Keen.
i
country desired peace more than the UnitGreene, ed States and none need tear war less.
Androscoggin Grange Hall,
He could fight best who kept his blood
Thursday, March 17.
would
the coolest. The administiation
10.80 a. m.—Dairy Foods and Feeding,
look before It leaped. This day’s work
McKeen.
B.
W.
Secretary
by
when the leap came
by Prof. would show that
1.30 p. in.—Soil Fertility,
Gen
the
country would be behind, itCharles D. Woods.
was cheered t# the echo.
7.30 p. in.—The Chemistry of Meats and Henderson
Messrs.
made
were
Minute, speeches
by
the Chemistry of Their Cooking, by Prof.
Bruoher, Democrat of Michigan, Spark
Woods.
Democrut of Florida; Stokes,Demoman,
Norland
Grange hnll, East Livermore, crat of North Carolina; Bartlett, DemoFriday, March 18. Programme same as crat of Georgia; Greene, Popnlist, Neat Greene.
braska; Kelly,Populist of South Dakotah,
It is expected that oream separators will
Spaulding, Republican of Michigan,
be exhlbltedjat all of these meetings,and Ferris,
Republican of Indiana; Graff;
at Greene a Babcock
at the institute
Republican of Illinois; Lacey, Republimilk tester will be exhibited in operation. can of Iowa; Price, Republican of Illito
bring samples of nois; Belknap, Republican of Illinois;
All are invited
milk for testing.
Mursh, Republican of Illinois; Brumm,
Republican of Pennsylvania; Callahan
of Oklahoma; Ferguson of New Mexico;
Gibson,
Republican of Tennessee; Maguire, Republican of California; LoverRepublican of Massachusetts, and
ing,
Mr. Frank B. Moody, the Woodfords
Fleming, Democrat of Georgia.
The debate closed at 4 20 p.m. When the
druggist and superintendent of fire alarm
was put on passage of the bill
telegraph, left yesterday for Apalachicola; question
the whole House rose en masse in its faFla., where he will enjoy a month’s visit vor, hut Mr. Cannon asked for the ayes
With relatives.
and noes. He did so, he said, at the reIt is expected that the recent successful quest of many members who desired that
member should go on record. Every
fair of Rookameecook Tribe, I. O. R. M., every
member present voted for the bill, many
The
winabout
net
will
$80.
of Morrill’s
of them
assuming the responsibility of
Elec- breaking their pairB in order to place
ners of the contests are as follows:
trio road uniform,
Joseph S. Pelton; themselves on record. of the roll call the
the conclusion
At
silver service, Mrs. H. A. Hill; oil paintSpeaker had his name oalled, and amid
and
umbrella
B.
Mr.
F.
Srickland;
When
-ing,
great applause voted for the bill.
box o£ candy, Miss Nettie Goody; barrel he announced the vote Sll ayes, noes, 0,
occurred.
demonstration
an
enthusiastic
load of hay
of flour, Herbert B. Seal;

Lewiston,

over

in Case of War.

Key West, March 8.—Gen. Wilson, it li
said, will return to Tampa tomrrow.and
day.
will not visit the Tortugas. According
to official authorities he is here to gait
POWDER MILLS BUSY.
some slight retaliation for his labors ii
was engineering undertakings
on St.
Joht
Springfield, Mass., March 8.—It
of
On the other hand it ii
powder river, BTorida.
learned today that 12 carloads
an
had
been
Hazardville
his
the
that
power reported
coming
were shipped from
mills at Hazardville, Conn., last week, ticipated for several days and that hi
a
on
government order. The mills are will inspect two land batteries, recently
running night and day, but the offioials finished, and get a general insight int<
deny that they are running on govern- the condition of fortification here. H<
had long conversation with Rear Adml
ment orders.
ral Sicard this evening on batteries now
NAVY.
RECRUITS FOR
near completion. The receipt of the new
that Representative Cannon’s bill appro
Columbus, O., March 8.—The recruit- priating 8:0,000,000 for the purpose o
ing officer at Columbus barracks received naval defence has passed the House ere
recruit all
acceptable ated
orders today to
great excitement among the nava
men for the navy.
officers here.
A PACIFIC TURN.
TUG GOING TO KEY WEST.

Philadelphia, March 8.—The tug SamoCharleston, S. C., March 8.—Fireman
to stare for Key West next
Ch tries Bellamy of the tug Underwriter, set is reported
effect
that
to
orders
the Marine Tiesday,
bound for Havana, died in
Isat
received
League
hotpitai this morning of pneumonia. The being
The
tug
today.
underwriter will continue her voyage in land navy yard
for
coaled
and
provisioned
a
lew days after repairs to her tow, the has been
The several days as the result of orders to hold
derrick Chief, have been made.
in readiness. The Sainosot will
torpedo b.iat W inslow coaled today and the vessel West a
barge loaded with one
her departure for Key West is momentari- tow to Key
tons of coal and will remain
thousand
expected.
ly
with Admiral Sicaid's fleet until further
STORY CONFIRMED.
orders.
London, March 8.—The English news- MYSTERY AT WILLS POINT FORT.
papers today confirm the news of Spain’s
New York, March 8.—The Herald toA letter received
purchase of warships.
“Myshere today from Madrid says the Spanish morrow will say the following:
fort in
on at the
is
torpedo squadron at Cadiz will not sail terious work L. going
I. It is said that imperafor Cuba 'owing to information received Wills Point,
at the fort
from the United, States garni
Captain tive orders have been received of a
once for shipment
large
at
to
prepare
Goneral Blanco.”
®t,a!SS
quantity of material for torpedoes.”
DON'S A TRIFLE CALMER.
IOWA GOES TO TORTUGAS.
Madrid, March 8.—A semi-official news
ir—
u’ocfTiUo
Mirrh 8.
The Iowa
Ejeney of this city issued today tho following announcement: “After brief un- will leave during the night or in the
easiness there is general belief now that morning for Tortugas, It is said officialcoal and is
and that the repeace will not be broken
ly that she is going there to
lations between Spain and the United expected to return.
Political
States will continue amioable.
late sensational STILL CONQUERING INSURGENTS
personages assert that the
despatches are completely wrong in atHavana, March kS.—A Spanish report
tributing an aggressive tone to the diplo- says that the Lealtad battalion of the
matic relations between the two governforces was engaged yesterday
for a
ments which have not
single government
under the
with S50 Insurgent cavalry
moment lost their friendly oharacter.
leaders Cardenas and Lila, with the reissued
declares
note
A semi-official
just
sult that the troops destroyed the Insurthat the Spanish government has not reand captured a lieutenant,
ceived any complaint regarding the atti- gent camps
some lire
arms, dynamite, ammunition
tude of General Fitzliue Lee. the United
besides killing sev“On and medicine chests,
States consul at Havana, adding:
The Spanish reports
General Blauco eral of the enemy.
the contrary Captain
adds that the insurgents while retreating,
affirms that General Lee’s behavior has
column of Spanish troops commet a
always been correct.”
manded
by Gen. Ceballos, who inllictcd
BIG GUNS WILL BE LOST.
| further loss upon them.
Auother announcement from the palace
Key West, March 8.—The tug Right says Gen. Hernandez de Valasco has atthis
Arm arrived here from Havana
aeked the camp of the Insurgent leader
Captain Everett, the diver of Pino Guerra, at the Manajua farm, provmorning.
the Merritt and the wrecking crew who
ince of Pinar del Rio, eventually disperssaid the Right Arm was
was on board
the insurgents who are said to have
bound for Norfolk and would proceed ing
left seven men killed and to have retired
coaled.
He
exthere as soou as she can.be
with additional men killed or wounded
pressed the opinion that it is now doubt- to La Cienags.
The troops, in this enful if the big guns can be saved, so fast
gagement, lost two men killed and had
is the Maine wreck sinking in the mud of a
major, a captain and eight soldiers
Havana._
wounded.
At San Jose de last Lajas, this province, Pedro Becerro Alfonso has been arTOTHE PUBLIC.
rested charged with conspiraov against
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Rem- the government and imprisonment in
worth
and
Cabans fortress.
edy to he a medecine of great
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
we
ANOTHER INQUIRY BY SPAIN.
and
whooping cough,
colds, croup
warrant every bottle
hereafter
will
Washington, March 8.—In conjunction
bought of us, and will refund the money with the intimations of the Spanish
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
regarding Consul General
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
,ee and the class ; of vessels in which the
IV. Hezeltine, 387 Congress St., Edward relief supplies should be sent to Cuba,
IV. Steven3, 107 Portland St.,
King S. a third inquiry was made. Capt. Crowinobject of a request for inRaymond, Cumberland Mills, IVm. Ox- sbieki was the
tho nature of his recent
as to
nard, 921 Congress St., II. P. S. Goold, formationthe West Indies. The
Spanish
trip to
Congress Square Hotel.
that he,
been
government had had informed
in
been
communioccasion
this
on
cation with the insurgents and even went
aid
far as to give them indirect
so

ROCKLAND DEFEATS LEWISTON.

BATH TEAMS LOST.

Strong Suggesticm of Wliat Might Exist

Fire.

Havana, March 8.—Some persons, In
order to increase the excitement, are urging Gen. Fitzhugh Lee to resign, but the
consul general of the United States said
too a correspondent today: “I will stiok
till the clouds roll
by the ship of state
by.”

busy.

departments

themselves of
labor saver.
modern
this

SOLD BY ALL UROCXKS.
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RECOMMENDS DR.

Among the great central figures of the
war, Gen. Longstreet stands out in brilliant military fame and glory. As are
associated the names of Grant, Sherman
and Sheridan, so will the pages of history
assoclato the names of Lee, Longstreet
and Jackson, comprising the six greatest
generals of the Rebellion.
Uen. James Longstreet, the last survivor of this illustrious group of leaders
and commanders of the armies, lives at

present at 1217 New Hampshire Ave.,
Washington, D. C., and although 76 years
of age, is now hale and hearty, and as ail
the world knows, has recently married a
young wife.
health,
In talking of his present good
the General spoke in the highest terras of
Hr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy, stating that he had been using
this wonderful medicine with highly commendable results. In fact, so well pleased
is he with its beneficial effects in his own
case, that from his own personal knowledge and experience of its marvelous curato
tive powers, he recommends its use
those who need medicine.
General Longstreet says:—
“It gives me pleasure to add my testimony to the many others in favor of Hr.
Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy

—

GREENE’S NERVURA-TO

THE PEOPLE.

which I have used with highly beneficial
results and am able to commend Its virtues from experience. I have used it for
catarrh and have derived help,
James Longstreet.”
best
It is a fact that the spring is the
season and
easiest time of the year in
which to get well. It is also an acknowl
edged and accepted fact ihat almo-lje ery
body needs and should take a sp ng
medicine. Now therefore is the time for
the sick to get well; now is the time to
take I)r. Greene’s Nervura bicod UDd
nerve remedy and be cured as you surely
will be cured, if you take this trandest
and most btghly recommended remedy in
to
medicine
tile world. As a spring
strengthen and tone up the nerves, purify
and enrich tho blood, invigorate brain,
muscle and body, as well as regulate the
action of the stomach, liver and kidneys,
nerve
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and
remedy surpasses anything the world has
Greene’s
In
known.
ever
fact, Dr.
Nervura is the ideal spring medicine, the
the
others,
remedy which outclasses all
remedy which everybody calls for and insists upon having at this season—the one
sure modioine upon which the people depend to give them health, strength, vim
and vigor.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is not a patent
of Dr.
medicine, but the prescription
Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
in
successful
curing
the most
physician
nervous and chronic diseases. Dr. Greene
absolutely
can be consulted at any time,
free of charge, personally or by letter.
■■
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THE FUNNY SIDE OF THE WAR SCARE.

g

I

CLARA BARTON ON RED CROSS WORK.

g

1

QUEEN VICTORIA’S RECORD BREAKING KEYS.

I

INSPECTOR BYRNES TELLS OF SOME FAMOUS

g
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CROOKS.
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A NEW NORTH POLE HERO.
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Five art1 ;les which you will want to read in next
Su day’s issue of the

TIMKS,
Sunday Paper

POHTLAMD SUWDAS
The

Bc§t

For Portland

SENATE WILL SUPPORT BILL.

People,

g|
g

^

RUSSIA LEASES PORT ARTHUR.

March S.—A despatch to the
Berlin,
Washington, March 8—The Senate committee on appropriations held a special
Tageblatt from Pekin, published today,
meeting today to consider the proper
Port
course to be pursued when the Cannon says Russia has definitely leased
bill, appropriating $50,000,000, shall reach Arthur and Ta Lien Wan for ninety-nine
There was sutlicient expres- years and adds that Russia is
Manufactured by tho Cali- the Senate.
determined
genuine.
sion of opinion to show that the commitand for sale tee would bo unanimous in supporting to carry the Siberian
railroad to Part
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only,
Arthur whether China consents or nt^
the measure.
by all druggists, at 50 cents per bottle.

A PECULIAR F CT.
Thousands of

MAINE

ai

/terns of Interest Gathered

d Do Not Know It.

pondents

of about
A. weak stomach is the
nine-tenths of all disease, yet in most
is treated and the
cases the wrong tiling

of the

Corres-

by

Press.

FREEPORT.
March 8—The seniors of the
high school propose to make a i visit to
Boston and Plymouth Rock under the
of Prof. Hersey. They will

Freeport,

true cause overlooked.
This is because a weak digestion produces symptoms resembling Dearly every
disease because it weakens and disturbs
the action of every nerve and organ in
the body; poor digestion causes heart

nervous

guidance

view some of the many interesting places
in and about Boston.
Report says there is to bo a Chinese

troubles, lung
nervous

weakness
break down or

prostration, the

laundry in the village.
Dr. Spear was in town Wednesday

cannot

nerves

Division,

Frank

stand the wear and tear unless generously fed by well digested, wholesome food.
Keep the digestion good and no one
need fear the approach of disease,
Mrs. H. M. Lee of Rochester, X. Y.,
writes: For the sake of suffering humanity I want to say that from a child I had
a very weak stomach, threw up my food

important

on

Dr.

with

consultation

Howard.
The ladies’ annual Town Meeting at
the town hall last week was the source
of much amusement and was also a financial success. In a good cause the ladies
of Freeport can always be depended i.upon

very often after eating and after a few
years nervous dyspepsia resulted aud for for a first class
more than twenty years I have suffered pleasure loving

entertainment,

as

attest.
Mrs. Nehemiah Thomas is on *the

inexpressibly.

I tried many physicians and advertised
remedies with only temporary relief for
nervous dyspepsia and not until I com-

people

many

can

sick

list.
will
The ladies of the Baptist society
room the 14th—give a dinner at the club
town meeting day.
Otis Williams has a position at Auburn.
Mrs. Jerome Thomas is still ill.

menced takingJStuart’s Dyspepsia Tab-

S^itember,

GRAY.

Gray, March 8.—At the annual March
meeting of this town the following offiand business trancers
were elected,

cause

trouble, kidney
and especially

Eastern

Auditor—E. M. Pierce.

Peoplo Hava Dyspepsia In

Its Worst Form

James Dyer;
Stevens

TOWNS.

sacted

:

Moderator—Hon. W. H. Vinton.
Treasurer—F. S.
and
Town
Clerk
Clark.
Seisotmen, Assessors and Overseers of
Poor—J. T. Hanoock, K, S. VV. Foster,
S. R., VV. S. Ailou, D.
Truant Officer—Wm. M. Allen.
School Com.—Wm. L. Swett, R.. Dr.
E. T. Andrews, R., Vinton E. Frank,
D.
SuDt. of Sohools—Rev. E. M. Cousens,
R.
Sexton—Edward C. Leighton, D.
Agent—E. S. Caswell, D.
Road Com.—Wm. A. Chipman.
Constables—W. H. Dow, R. E. Quint.
For repair of highway $1500 was appro
priated; for support of school the amount
required by law; to defray town charges
and for support of the poor, $3000. A vote
was passed
that all who pay their 1898
tax by Sept. 1st shall have a discount of
two per oent, and by Deo. 1st one p°r
oent. After Dec. 31 st all taxes rema',
ing unpaid shall pay six percent innr
e6t. W. H. Dow, Republican, bid oil
the collection ol taxes for seven mills
on a dollar.
An appropriation of $50 for
Memorial services
was
voted. Appropriated $175 to build a road for J. N.
Foster. The selectmen were Instructed to
enforce the Prohibitory law.
The selectmen were
instructed to pay Samuel M.
Cummings $50 for damage to horse from
defective road.

D
useful and ornamental articles for sale,
Supt.of Schools—Isaac D. Jordan,
an attractive entertainment
tomorrow
Superintending School Committ
Thomas J. Mussey, Dem.; Char• night, a capital supper Friday night. Ad-,
B
P.Lombard,
Mark
Shackford, Rep.;
mission to the fair will bo free.
Truant OfficBr—Hiram M.Cash, Be
*1000 was raised for town charges, eiuc
for support of pool, *800 for BUPP“
SOUTH PORTLAND.
schools, *100 for repair of school house
*26 for purohase of text hooks, *2 to Py
The Democrats will caucus to-night Jot
moderator, $1000 for roads and bringeo.
It was voted to instruct the selectmen
the town hall and nominate their candihire a town farm for the ensuing
dates for town officers and the fight on
From the report of the municipal omcers
for 1897, printed by Smith and Ba » Monday next thus resolves itself into an
old fashioned one between two
Portland, we glean the following:
straight
Valuation for 1897, *186,965.
for a
partisan tickets. The movement
Money assessed for year 1897,
Town charges, appropriated, *1000, ex- citizens' union ticket seemingly “died in

pended,

the

*883.28.

Poor,

appropriated,

1021.69.
Roads and

$500, expendea,

bridges, appropriated,

expended, *971.70.
Liabilities of

town

*4090.78.

$oou,

$6830.87, resources,

Balance against town, $2740.09.
Cash in treasury, $74.60.
Cumberland
In my account of the
to
County Pomona at Gray I omitted Mr.
read
by
mention
the fine f essay
ana
Harry Libby, a bright young man,
one of tlie solid members of Gray Grange.
reMr. Alonzo Strout had a cancer
March otn,
moved from his lip Sunday,
the operation having been performed by
Hr. E. T. Andrews of Gray, assisted by
Strout
Hr. Jordan of this place. Mr.
rerallied nicely and is in a fuir way to
covery. Ho is nearly 80 years of age.
oi
At a meeting of the Republicans
Raymona held at the Town hall, y®?"®r"
day afternoon, the following committee
two
were again chosen for the period of
B.
years: Henry L. Forham, Charles
Leach, Raymond; Cyrus S. Wltham,
East Raymond; Frank C. Wilson, Webbs
Mills; Alfred Wilson, Frank M. Hawkes,
Albert G.
and
Clarence V. Latham
Strout, Wilson Springs. The committee
HawkeB
organized by choosing C. M.
ohairman, and C. S. Witham, secretary.
The name of Henry Harmon was presented for ballot clerk for two years and It
as the
was voted to recommend him
choice of the party. The Republicans in
tills town are well organized, active and
enthusiastic, and are determined to poll
a larger vote than ever before.

six months ago, have
lets last
1 been free from suffering caused by the
condition of my nerves and stomach; in
HIRAM.
short, chronic nervous dyspepsia.
eleotion
I have recommended Stuart’s DyspepHiram, Maroh 8—At our town
were
officers
the following
sia Tablets to many of my friends and Monday
ohosen:
now I want in a public way to say they
Moderator—Almon Young, Hep.
are the safest, pleasantest and 1 believe
RUMFORD FALLS.
Clerk—Chas. Cotton, Hem.
for stomach and nerve
surest
cure
W.
Clifford,
Selectman—Geo.
Rumford Falls, March 7.—At the anFirst
and
honest
I
write
troubles.
opinion
my
nual town meeting officers were chosen as
I will gladly answer any letter of inquiry R
E. Farnham,
Second Selectman—E.
at any time and feel that I am, in my
follows:
small way, helping on a good cause.
Selectmen—J. H. Martin, John A.
Selectman—Frank J.
Martin,
Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets is not a pa- Rep.
Decker, H. C. Dunton.
tent medicine, but they contain only the
Treasurer—F. B. Martin.
Treasurer—Chas. Rankin, Rep.
fruit salts, digestive acids and peptones
Collector—H. L. Elliott.
Supervisor—Ur. C. E. Wilson, Dem.
to
stomach
Road Com.—C. H. Graham.
necessary to help the weak
Superintending School Committee—E.
School Com.—John F. DeCosta, John
M. Noble, Dem.; Earl Stanley, Dem.;
promptly and thoroughly digest food.
J. Calhoun, Alva J. Colcord.
All druggists sell Stuart’s Dyspepsia John Watson, Dem.
C. Bean,
Road Commissioner—Wm.
Auditor—Geo, D. Bisbee.
Tablets at 50 cents for full sized package
WALDOBORO.
The town appropriated for purchase of
and anyone suffering from nervous dys- Rep.
of schoolhouses,
following
March 7.—The
schoolbooks
repair
acidity,
$400;
headaches,
sour
stomach,
Waldoboro,
SEBAGO.
pepsia.
find them not
$500; oare of the poor, $1,000; to pay town town officers were chosen today:
gases, belching, etc., will
officers
roads
8—The
for
March
following
G.
Benner.
Sebago,
and
debt
account, $5000; repairs
Moderator—George
only a quick relief hut a radical cure.
were elected:
and bridges, $7,000; incidental expenses,
Clerk—Percy E. Storer.
Send to Stuart Co., Marshall, Mioh„
Selectmen—Horace F. McIntyre, George
free high school, *300; Memorial
A.
Moderator—L.
Poor,
$2000;
Rep.
and
cure
cause
for little book describing
Rumat
G Benner, James J. Benner.
Selectmen—C. H. MoKenney, Dem.; services, $50; for sohoolhouse
of stomach troubles giving symptoms and
W. O.
Assessors—George W. Hahn,
G. W. McKenney, Dem.; H. L. Clongb, ford Centre, $1400; at Rumford Point,
treatment of the various forms of indiof
schools,
for
salary
superintendent
Pitcher, A. M. Oliver.
$600;
Dem.
gestion.
to build a bridge
Treasurer*—M. W. Levensaler.
finnerintendent of
Schools—Alphonso $500. It was voted
A.
O_i_j-i_x.
XKI lllia m H
White, Dem.
all.
in
Miller.
raised
Trustee—Fred W. Hill.
$31,000 was
Superintending School Committee—
Treasurer—Thomas A. Jackson, Dem.
WINDHAM.
J. A.
George W. Hahn, W. O. Pltoher, A. M.
S. S. Committee—Three years,
Lottie
8—Miss
March
Windham Center,
O liver.
Show; for two years, Wilber MoKenney
GOJSHAM.
Hawkes, of Portland, spent several days
for one year, George Whitten.
last
week.
at
the
Center
H.
McDonald.
Road Commissioner—Will
of the Epworth league
The
ladles
the
young
CongreLast .Thursday afternoon at
Agent—H. M. Lombard.
will give an entertainment in the M. R.
gational church, Windham Hill, ooourred
Collector—A. L. Brackett.
the vestry
of
Wednesday evening. Ice cream
exeroises
the
graduating
Money raised for schools $600, text books Windham
The church was and cake will be served.
school.
COMMONWEALTH BRAND driDks
for
out
High
and other charges, $800,
Gorham Grange Dramatio club will
like MOCHA and JAVA. $T6, poor orders or, notes $300, for repair tastefully decorated with green, pink and
standing
at Ridlon
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is warrant- of roads and bridges $800. Voted to au- white banting, the class colors. Long present the drama “Our Jim,”
ed pure Coffee. Au ounce thorize selectmen to borrow, not exceed- before the exercises began every seat was hall, Thursday.
W. W.
Schools
of
State Superintendent
in the
of gold for every ounce of ing $100, ns a temporary loan for road taken and many were standing
the class en- Stetson Is visiting the Normal School.
adulteration found in this commissioner to use until taxes assessed aisles. At a little after 1.30
tered the church, the maroh being played
brand.
can be collected.
by Newhall’s orchestra, and were seated
CUMBERLAND.
upon thejplatform in a circle. The following programme was carried out, with
West Cumberland, March 7.—The La- the exception of Harry B. Philpot, who
The Excelsior club meting Monday evendles’ Aid will have a baked bean supper was excused from taking his part,
eacli
Rochester
ing with Miss Cora Elkins,
at J. Morrill’s, Thursday evening, March
a manner
in
delivered
worthy
being
part
An J in10. If It should be stormy it will be post- of praise :
street, : was well attended.
poned to Friday evening. A cordial In- Music,
structive and interesting paper read by
vitation is extended to all.
Prayer,
Miss Jennie Andrews, on the life and
Miss Ada Morrill, who has been teach- Musio,
was much enat East North Yarmouth, has re- Salutatory—Wisdom.
Marion R. Jordan works of the poet Burns,
ing
thor
is
COMMONWEALTH BRAND
The next meeting
turned home.
Lincoln E. Hall joyed by all present.
Friends,
roastec
oughly cleaned,
The pastor, Rev. Mr. Abbott, had a
Mabel E. Lamb will be held with the
M r.
secretary,
and packed fall last week, wrenching him quite Cuba,
and ground
Elements of Success to the
Yotmg
“Holmes,”
Newcomb.
Subject,
Euleta
when warm in one pound badly
Business Man,
Harry B. Philpot
The
realed cans, thereby roThe Ladies Aid baked bean supper Musio,
with all members participating,
last
and
Farwell’s
the
aroma
L.
1).
all
Mrs.
Friday
at
held
M. McLellan study of Queen Viotoria will be lead by
iaining
Class History,
Wesley
flavor so much desired in a evening was well attended and enjoyed Progress in Education,
Maude Varney
Mrs. Mabel Lord.
Lionel H. Pride
by all.
Presentation of Gifts,
good cup of coffee.
of
The members of the degree team
.,

^Thtrd

homing.”

SCARBORO.
The

Adjourned
Ea

Town

Tarty

Meeting Yesterday

Gathering.

An adjourned annual meeting of the
of Scarboro was held at the town
hall yesterday at ten o’clock a. m. for the
consideration of the 28 articles embraced
voters

in the town warrant. Fred M. Newcomb,
moderator, presided and as soon as the
first article was reached E. C. Milliken
and Alexander Higgins set the ball of
discussion a going and kept It in motion
on to the final action on the last article.
They had something to say on every sub-

Do Not Be Discouraged by what You Hear to tbs
Contrary. Catarrh Yields to Proper Treatment.
Pe-ru-na, for Catarrh, Wherever Located,

The French club met Monday evening
with Miss Starling of Pine street,” and a ject which came up and made things livefrom start to finish.
delightful session was the verdict of all ly
The following amounts were appropripresent.
below;
The History club has a meeting booked ated as designated
$1 6CO.OO
for Thursday even ing at the residence of For the support of schools,
For support of the poor,
1,000.00
Mr. Small on Stanford street. A reading For
1,500.00
contingent expenses,
from John Dryden will furnish part of For Interest on the town debt,
'JOO.O'J
100.00
For schools repairs and supplies,
the lesson.
For breaking roads,
1,500.00
The Whist olub will meet tonight
at For free
500.00
high sohool,
Mrs. Johnson’s on High street.
60. to
For decorating soldiers’ graves,
For school hou.e at Broad Town dis. 700. CO
The Cribbage club had an
unusually
Point
large attendance at their rooms on Mon- For additional story Black
500.00
school,
day evening. There were twenty-four For Spurwink road,
150.00
eager players and a series of ten games For desks In Libbey seotion sohool
80.00
hoouse,
were played.
E. Fowler led with a score
of

151 with Mr. Duncan
second who
scored 135.
The
Crusaders will oontinue their
meetings at the People’s Methodist church
for another week and interest in
them,
judging from last week’s work, is not
likely to abate.

For road from Scarboro
Prout’s Neck,
For roads and bridges,

Insures

from

ner

X-

_

_

COMMONWEALTH

complications and dangerous
developments as catarrh, r.nd there is no
disease that so surely yields to proper treat-.
inent when persistently followed, as does
catarrh. There is only one proper treatment
That
for this distressing affliction.
to as many

3,0C0.00

$12,380.00

It was voted to accept the report of the
town officers and to appoint a committee
of three to Investigate the “town report’’
and to report at the next annual meeting
as to the financial condition of the town

_

WESTBROOK.

BRAND

Musio,

HARPSWELL.

March 7.—Mr. Thomas
Marston, who has been extremely deaf
now nearly blind by
Is
for many years,
reason of oaratact on both eyes.
Mrs. Gertrude Holbrook has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Crosby,
of Bar Mills for a few days past.
Miss Ellen Chapman has been at home
for a few days.
The Sebasoodegan Glee Club met with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rich last Saturday evening. On the way home Mr. H.
O. Coombs’s team was overtaken by the
runaway team of Mr. Frank Southard,
but fortunately no damage was done.
Mr. Southard's horse started to run near
the Gurnet House and spilled out driver
and robes and broke a shaft of the sled.
He was captured by Mr. Coombs and returned to his owners.
East

COFFEE
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is always
uniform and will suit the

particular taste.

CENTS

[most

PER
POUND

Try it,

Every Grocer Sells it.

West Harpswell, March 7.—At the annual town meeting today the following
officers were elected:
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of
the Poor—Oliver Stevens, E. K. Hodg-

don,

A.

B.

LEOSAIDOW
ler din-

THE EGYPTIAN PALMIST.

-coffee.

Prof. Leosaidow, the Egyptian Palmist, whose accurate aemousuations and
revelafiocs created such furore in Bangor for the past nine months, is at present located in Portland where lie can he
consulted on all affairs of life. Present,
past or vour immediate future revealed,
hence on business affairs, speculations,
political, investments, marriages, etc.,
what business you are best adapted to,
whether vour

companions

are

true

Nothing
in the
world is
so nec-

essary
fit-

or

false, what part of the country is luck-

as a

of the year
iest for you," the best
to make changes, all diseases located, no
matter of how long standing. The Professor clearly demonstrates to you the
facts through the science of Palmistry
He does not profess
and chiromancy.
to be superior to all other individuals;
on the contrary he claims that Palmisit.
try is a science, Any one can acquire
exProficiency depends upon study and
all the larger cities Palmistry
season

ing

perience.In
lias been making great progress. Classes
are being formed continually and some
are advery briliant and noted persons

All who are
mirers of the science.
desirous of having a plain and truthful
reading of their life should consult the
Professor. It is a fact we 1 known that
from the age of 12 to 15 years is the making or marring of one’s life. Therefore
1 advocate the examination of the hand
at that period or younger for by so doiDg
the best

qualities

will be

fully

acts as a

clusion to

They

demon-

For sale

dlw

by

J. E. Goold& Co,
iuaed&w.f

only

are

represented by

Chase & Sanborn’s
Sea! Brand Coffee.

fi o’clock; office No. 77S Congress street.
Class lessons given Tuesday and Friday.

Williams It.dian PI!**
Ointment is n. sure cure
forPIIjES. It absorbs
tumors.
Stops itching,
GIVES RELIEF. GOe.
$1. At Druggists,

delightful
a
well-enjoyed

con-

the finest
material should be used.

meal,

strated to parents or guardians. The
human hand is a much plainer anil surer
chart than the hea l or lace. Business
strictly confidential. Consultation $1.00
and $2.00. Hours 9 to 12, 2 to 0 and 7 to
maro

ter-

mination to a perfectly
served dinner.
At no time does the true
merit of coffee become so
manifest. To produce
that delicious, aromatic
beverage that delights the
hearts of epicures and

j
!

j

Grocers sell it in pound
and two-pound tin cans,
and the signature of these
famous importers, together with their seal,
guarantees its matchless

excellence.

Mary J. Morrell
Arthur H. Harmon
Marcia E. Elder

Prophecy,

The New Eldorado,
Class Poem,

Musio,

Jesse H. Ayer
Value of Decision,
The Advantages of Country Life,
Grace V. Lamb
Valediotory—Results of Application,
William C. Hawkes

Davis,
Stewards,
evening.
Mrs.
Hannah
observed kell, E. B. Deerlng,
Gentlemen’s night will be
Mrs. Albion
by the Excelsior Literary club, March 21. Barnes, Mrs. Jennie Pope,
Each member of the club has the privilege Pettenglll, Mrs. E. B. Deerlng; trustees,
The place of O. B. Mills, Otis F. Dyer, E. B. Deerof Inviting three friends.
Walter J. Haskell,
meeting will be at the home of the presi- ing, H. F. Davis,
Mrs. Hannah
nnd
Mrs. Jennie Pope
The oommlttee
dent, Mrs. May Tuttle.
Barnes; superintendent of Sunday school,

Music,
Conferring Diplomas,
Singing Class Ode.
on entertainment are sparing no pains to
Benediction,
make this cne of the most enjoyable occaIn the evening a reception was given
in the Town hall by the class, and it was sions of the season.
at a late honr that the pleasant company
There will be two vestry meetings held
separated.
at Warren church this week, occurring on
Mr. and Mrs. Frost P. Bailey returned
Wednesday and Thursday evenings. There
to their home in Harpswell Saturday.
Miss May Harlow, of Windham Hill, is will be the Tuesday and Friday evenings
staying a few weeks twith friends in as usual.
Massachusetts.
At the town meeting Monday the following offioers were elected for the coming year:
Moderator—Frank H. Haskell.
UU1VVV**!

snow.

Snhool Board of rJ hree—T. B. Scholfield, E. E. Sinnett, .1. X.Stineon.
^Supervisor of Schools—Dr. Geo. S. Littlefield.
Town Clerk—E. M. Pierce;
Town Treasurer—John A. Curtis.
Division,
Tax
Collectors—Western

PALMISTRY!
PROF.

Harpswell,

----—

------ »

the Poor—C. H. Anthoine and Cornelius
N. Morrell.
Town Clerk and Treasurer—Fred S.
Hawkes.
School Committee—Wm. Larry, I. D.
Harper, J. E. Aikins.
Town Auditor—Albert H. Hawkes.
Town Agent—.1. Haoker Hall.
Constables—Samuel Larrabee. Frank
Haskell, Robert F. Newhall, Emerson
Gilson,
Collector of Taxes—Frank H. Haskell.
Road Commissioner—George Willey.
The third selectman was not chosen and
the meeting adjourned for one week.
Holmes of Westbrook,
Miss Annie C.
sttended the graduating exercises of the
high school last week.
Mr. Charles Rogers, of Bowdoin, came
home Saturday for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Haoker Hall will close
their house this week for the remainder
of the winter and visit relatives in New
York and Massachusetts.
Thursday evening at the Windham Hill
church there will be a meeting In memory of Miss Frances A, Willard. Everyone is cordially invited to be present.
atJMr. Frank B. Usher, of Convene,
tended the exercises of the class of ’08,
Windham High school.

treatment :1s Pe-ru-na. Catarrh is a
disease of the mucous membrane

lining the organs of the
body, and is therefore liable
to appear in any of tho important organs ox the body.

Bolster Mills, March 8—The result ol
the annual meeting in tho town of Otisfield, was as follows:
Moderator—N. C. Plnkham.
Clerk—Edwin Lamb.
Selectmen, etc.—George H. Greene,
Irving W. Parker, Jr., Maurice C. Kemp.
Treasurer—F. H. Pike.
School Committee—Elisha Turner, S.
D. Nutting, F. H. Pike.
Supervisor—I. W. Parker, Jr.
Road Commissioner—Orin Hancock.
Collector—Jason B. Scribner.
Money raised, ,for schools, *1000; for
for
poor, *1000; for town charges, 31000;
for
highways, *:000; for bridges, *500;
school
for
books,
*50.
schoolhouses, *125;

RAYMOND.
East
Raymond, March 8—Although
at tho municip .rty lines were not drawn
of
one
pal election yesterday, there was contests
most
exciting
the hottest and
were
The
here.
held
following
ever
chosen:

Selectmen,

also served.

were

on

sale.

Rochester street.
The East End Whist club will meet this
evening with Mrs. Charles Fogg.
The adjourned meeting of the
city
will be held this evening to

government

tabulate the returns

of

the

municipal

Dem.

Treasurer—Fred W. Plummer, Rep.
Auditor—Henry Harmon, Rep.
Commissioner—Warren
Road
Churchill, Dem.

L.

remedy.

TROUS IS.

VIA

TOUR

the

Fitchburg railroad, stopping at the prinstations. Round-trip rate,
$25,

nil necessary expenses.
For itineraries and full information
apply to D. N. Bell, Tourist Agent, 205
covers

Washington Street, Boston.
MAINE PENSIONS.
have been announced for Maine:
ADDITIONAL.

Togus, $0

to

$8.

RESTORATION AND REISSUE.

Helen E.

Jones, Andover, $12.'

FAIR AT CONGRESS HALL.
Veteran Firemen’s Auxiliary will have a fair at Congress hall tomorrow and Friday afternoon
and
There
a number of
The

Portland

evening.

Ladies’

willjbe

/

menses

/

Mother, puberic malady is taking
hold of your daughter, and quick

entirely cease.

ad the following from Mrs. ChAEI.ES
moke, 102 Fremont St., Winter Hill,
n-ville, Mass.:
was in pain day and night; my doctor
I could not seem to
it seem to help me.

Washington, March 8,—The following

William Lee.

is belated

Lydia

cipal

pensions

neglect.

struation.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comjund is certain to assist nature to perirm her regular duties,
procure it at
ice; there are volumes of testimony from
rateful mothers who have had their
lughters’ health restored by its use.
personal advice is desired, write
liclcly to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.
will he given you without charge, and
will be the advice of abundant experiand success.

Pennsylvania Railroad company
will run a special all-rail tour to Washing
ton on April 1, leaving boston via special
over

are

STANDARD CL0THIN6 CO.,

careful

consumption may follow ! Take in
stant steps to produce regular men-

ALL

The

cars

even

angers to a young
The lily droops on its stem and dies
lty is unfolded;” or she may have en•ed into the perfection of womanhood
with little apparent inconvenience or
disorder of health. But suddenly the

RAIL ROUTE.

train of Wagner sleeping

closing out some line $8 anti $10
$6.50
Trousers, “King Make,” at
We

j

woman

Westbrook festival chorus
received an invitation from Mr. O.
of the
Stewart Taylor the Instructor
chorus at tho Free Churoh, Deering to atchorus on
tend the rehearsal of their
Thursday evening. Special cars will leave
Westbrook at seven o'clock for the accommodation of those desiring to attend.

WASHINGTON

Prices, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50 and $5.

mar4dtf

255 IV5 5DDLE STREET.

The advent of womanhood is frauf ht with dangers which

have

TO

We offer some 1200 pairs of Good Trousers, in Men’s, Young Men’s and large
Boys’ sizes. These Trousers are all new,
just received from our workrooms, and
are right in every particular.
FOR QUALITY, You can save considerable on the price by buying here.

WOMANHOOD.

en

Mary L. Kilgore, North Fryeburg, $8;

of

to
We would advise all who are affected in any way, to immediately go
If you write to Dr. S. B.
their druggists, buy and begin taking Pe-ru-na.
of charge. Pe-ru-na,
Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, he will advise you free
in New England, is an old and tried medicine,
introduced
but
recently
though
than any other
and enjoys larger sales in all the Western and Southern States

yesterday afternoon at two o’clock
it} Grange hall for the purpose of nominating candidates for town officers.
Edward F. Hill was chosen chairman and
P. W. Jordan, clerk. The following were

Earnest Words From Mre. Pinkhan: to Mothers Who Have Daughters,
and a Letter From Mrs. Dr nmore, of Somerville. Mass.

eleotion.
The recent

(unani-

Assessors and Overseer"

lungs.

suffered with a severe cough and while he consulted many physicians, was
As a
unable to obtau\ any relief. He was told that his right lung was affected.
“
After taking the first two bottles of
last resort ho tried Pe-ru-na. Ho says:
Pe-ru-na I felt great relief. I continued to take it until I was entirely cured.
If all who suffer would but realize how dangerous it is to delay in cases of
Pe-ru-na will
catarrh, they would take their case in hand at once. Though
the longei and
cure catarrh no matter how chronic, yet the longer one delays,
Pe-ru-na cures catarrh,
more tedious will the treatment be to effect a cure.
whether seated in the stomach or bowels, kidneys or liver, tliroat or lungs.

caucus

THE DAWN 01

The Ammoncongin club will meet this
Miss
Lathe
Clarke,
afternoon with

James L. Kilgore, North Fryeburg, $12.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.

Poor—Krastus A. Plummer, Rep.; John
H. Hayden, Rep. and Riohard E. Verrill,

better. I finally heard of Dr. Hartman, and also learned that if I wrote to,him
I did this and can thankfully say that the advice
he would advise mo free.
he gave me to take Pe-ru-na was all that was necessary to effect a cure.
I want
Another case comes from Mt. Sterling, La. Mr. Wm. Held says:
in twenty
to tell you that I am well of my catarrh and have not felt so well
Your Pe-ru-na and your good advice
years, although I am now an old man.
have done it, and I thank you. It is the best medicine in the world.
F. W. Linden, of 412 Scott Street, Little Rock, Ark., had chronic catarrii
He was indeed in a precarious condition. lie
that had extended to his

Refreshments

(nnani-

_

Moderator—Levi Jordan, Rep.
nrnuslv.)
Clerk—-Orrin B. Lane, Dem.
mously)

girls

were

PERSONALLY CONDUCTED

OTISFIELD.

Pe-ru-na has cured cases of
catarrh innumerable. Here is
one, that of Jano Eldred, of
Macks Creek, Mo. “A year
ago I was so badly afflicted
with catarrh that I was
thought by all to be incurable, and all the time was growing

the choice of the caucus:
Moderator—Elgin C. Verrill.
O. B. Mills.
Town Clerk—Edward F. Hill.
Selectmen—Alvah E. Poland, Harry S.
DETXER
CITIZENS.
ENTERPRISING
Jordan, Pomery W. Jordan.
Tax Collector—Hiram Staples.
Dexter, March 8.—The business men of
To a n Treasurer—Edward F. Hill.
“The stone
this place have
pnrohased
Superintending School Committee—
mill” property of this place for $25,000, Capo district, B. F. Knight;
Spurwink
and will organize a corporation with a distriot, Pomerv W. .Jordan; Pond Cove
F.
Edward
Hill.
capital of $100,030 of which $42,000 is paid district,
Hoad Commissioner—Albert F. HannaThose who will be members of the ford.
The Junior Home Mission band of the in.
O. F. Ireland, Dexter,
Town Agent—Elgin C. Verrill.
Methodist church gave an entertainment corporation are:
Town Auditor—Michael J. PeableR.
lu their vestry Monday evening. A very Savings bank, First National bank, S. S.
Truant Officer—George E. Cushman.
waiter
William
11.
nineteen
fccott,
Abbott,
drill
was
Ireland,
given by
pretty flag
Constables—George E. Cushman, E. B.
H.
A.
an'l
E.
H.
F. II. Hayes,
Keyes, Files, Hiram Staples. Walter J. Maxwell
mnsio
Chase,
little girls; there was also
recitations. There was a large attendance Job Abbott, P. L. Lowell, N. Daggett, and Walter N. Adams.
S. L.
It was the sense of the caucus that the
The proceeds D. H. Mudgett, C. H. Hayden,
and a general good time.
The mill man- candidates for selectmen should stand as
are for charitable purposes, a part to be Small, L. T. Waterman.
for assessors and overseers of
devoted to the Home for Friendless Boys ufactures woolen goods and gives employ- the choice
the poor.
in Deering.
Fancy articles made by the ment to about two hundred persons.

little

that the disease manifests

its nature or more difficult to overcome, than
catarrh. There is no disease that will lead

_

1

on

itself, are often led to beliovo
they are incurable. There is
no disease more disgusting iu

500.00

Hiram Lodge of Masons had their regular meeting at the Town house last night.
and make such recommendations as they
The Ladies’ olrcle of the
Universallst
deem proper, touching desirable changes
met
afternoon
in
the
church,
yesterday
in the form of keeping town accounts.
circle room at the Union Opera
house.
For this special work the
following
The afternoon was socially spent together
E. C. Milliken, H. H.
were chosen:
with sewing preparatory for the next fair
Allen and John M. Kaler.
by the sooiety.
the colleotor
It was also voted that
Bayard Lodge, No. 44, will work the
receive 2 1-4 per oent on the comshould
aide degree on Thursday evening. A full
mitment for his services in collecting
attendance is wished.
taxes and that he should perform the
At the fair to be given by the South
additional
duties of constable without
Portland Reading club it is expected that
compensation.
the Wagner .Glee olub will lend their asIt was voted that interest at the rate of
instance along tne lines or music.
4 1-2 per cent be oharged on all taxes reThe Elizabeth City Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
tnsu
maining unpaiu alter u uue i,
worked.the first degree last evening and
land
to leave the matter of purchasing
the ocoasion was of special Interest as It
near Jose’s orchard to the discretion of
marked an anniversary day of the lodge.
The
the
selectmen.
purchase was
Miss Flossie Smart is visiting relatives
authorized in case they thought it to the
In Auburn.
of the town.
Procter [has returned advantage
Mrs. Richard
It was voted that a committee of three
from a short trip to Augusta.
be named by the town to meet such repreMiss Eliza McQuillan has gone to Bossentatives of the petioners as they may
ton and thenoe to New York.
select, who shall engage the services of a
Mr. Wm. Manchester and family, who
sanitation expert to meet the committee
Preble
for some time have resided on
at the “Neck” and explain tho character
street, have moved to the city.
of the work required, also the probable
Mr. Geo. Crople.v, who has been down
cost, and that the expense of such sanitaeast for a visit, has returned home.
tion expert shall be borne
equally beThe Harlequin olub will moet tonight.
tween the town and the petitioners.
who
have
Willard
Ross
and
Mr.
family,
Second, that the committee of the town
been boarding at Cushings Point, have
shall also ascertain what per cent on the
recently gone to house keeping on Pickett oost of construction the beneficiaries are
street.
willing to pay.
Chas. Lehman and Horace Newcomb
Third/that the committee report at a
have been taken on the crew at the bicytown meeting to be called by the
speoial
cle faotory.
selectmen, at a date not earlier than the
The regular consecration meeting and
15th day of August, nor later than the
Y. P. S. C. E., of the
roll call of the
that
the
first day of September, and
Knightvilie M, E. church held Sunday seleotmen aot as suoh committee.
evening was under the leadership of Mrs.
At 3.15 o’olock the meeting adjourned
sine die.
Northrup.
of
the
At the last business meeting
C A PE ELIZABETH CAUCUS.
E. church the annual
are re- Knightvilie M.
Minnehaha Council, D. of P.,
About one hundred and fifty of the
as follows:
took
of
officers
eleotlon
this
place
at
the
meeting
quested to be present
Walter J. Has- citizens of Cape Elizabeth assembled in
H. F.

catarrh,

account of the insidious man-

Beach to

Totals,

Cure.

a

ay relief until I took Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound. I had inflammat ion of the womb, a hearing-down pain,
The pain w as so intense that I could not sleep at
and the whites
very badly.
for a few months,
night. I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s V ■getable Compound
and am now all right.
Before that I toe k morphine pills for my pains; that was
I am
a great mistake, for the relief was onle momentary and the effect vile.
the pains I had were something
so thankful to be relieved of my suiferii igs, for
terrible.”

Lydia E. Pinktiam’sVegetable CompofiB fl i a Woman’s Remedy for Womaa’sl Us

Portland, Feb. 28, 1S98.

CAUCUSES.

Notice is hereby given that the rate
of interest on heal Estate mortgages
NORTH YARMOUTH.
within the corporate limits of PortTlie Republicans of North Yarmouth are reland will be live per cent on and after
quested to meet at the town house in said town
March 1st.
on Thursday, Marcli 10. at 7.30 p. m. for the purthe several
This rate will apply to all cotes now
pose of selecting candidates for
the
at
be
coming
to
n
offices
tow
supported
held by ns which are not in defanst,
municipal election, and to choose town com- and are
FEU ORDER.
abundantly secured.
mittee.
North

Yarmouth, March 2,180S.
CAPE

PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,
by F. A. Noyes, Treas.

ELIZABETH.

The citizens Of Cape Elizabeth are
to meet ir. caucus at Orange Hall in

requested

said town
of Marcli. 1898, at
Tuesday the eighth
two o'clock p. in., to nominate candidates fur
town offices for the ensuing year. Per Order.

MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by A. U. Rogers, Treas.

day

on

Portland Widow’s Wood

Society.

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.,
by F. E. Richards, Prest.
martd3w

SPECIAL MEETING.

"every...!

Notice is hereby given of a special meeting
of the Portland Widow’s Wood society to be
held at the rooms of the society in {lie City
building on Wednesday, March ill, 1S98, at 7.30 ;
o’clock in the evening. Business of importance is to be considered.
It. <J. BKADFOE1), Secretary.
mar2dtd
Portland, Me., March 1.189$.
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JOB

MTER,

EXCHANGE,
I’orilantl
1-2 Exchange Si..
PRINTERS'

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders b.S mail or
attended to.
All

telephone promptly \
sept22eodli

MAN

TO HIS TRADE.

“wriTMARKS:. w
Book. Card! ^%
AND-

.

|

have customer* ©
6
with copy and tay
©

frequently
to us

I

Put it in attractive form and

#

--

|

make the

I
^

price reasonable." £

t> In suoh case* the work 1*

always

(

>li satisfactory and bring* ejroellent tv
M
U
*.
<s> rasulta.

2
<o

v

TKR THURSTON PRINT,
PORTLAND. ME.

|

f
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PORTLAJSD DAILY PRESS.
—

AND

to

tbe

appear

—

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription
a

quarter;

60 cents

a

yea to the right so
the ballot in this shape:

□

Rates.

Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six

months; $1.50

left and
on

IT

PEE8S.

TUESDAY, MARCH 9.
Onr expiring board
the climax of a great
formances by voting
resolution asklDg the

of aldermen oapped
many absurd perunanimously for a

legislature to eithmake the Australian ballot system
better or wipe it out entirely. At everything but attending to its own legitimate
business this board appears to have been

er

a

great

success.

At

that it

has

been

a

monumental failure.

TheToutlook was more peaceful yesterday, though the committee promptly reported in favor of an appropriation of
the
for coast defences and
House as promptly adopted the report.
It would not be strange if it should turn
out that our preparations for war should
really conduce to peace. The chief danger of an outbreak lies, we apprehend, in

§50,000,000

the excitability of the Spanish people and
their ignorance in regard to our resources.

Vigorous preparations

on

our

part

may have the effect to repress the former
by enlightening the latter. The Maine

disaster, exo"pt in the vastly improbable
event that it should turn out to be the
deliberate work o£ the Spanish governwe
ment, need not lead to war even if
should make a demand for indemnity.
Arbitration could be resorted to as it was
inlthe case of the Alabama claims. It is
altogether probable that the Spanish government would accept that way of settlement which would afford them a chance
of esoaping the payment of indemnity
rather than risk a conflict which would
afford them no chance whatever. The
action of the Spanish government In the
case of Consul General Lee is pretty conclusive proof that the government does
not desire war and will not declare war
unless it is forced to, either by tome action on our part like active interference
in Cuba or a threatened uprising on the
part of the populace which might compel
it to ohoosc botween a foreign war and a
•;vil war. In tho latter event it might
choose W3r with the United States as
the smaller evil.
The rejection by the Senate, of Henry
Demas whom President MoKlnlsy appointed naval officer at New Orleans,
brings into public view a case where the

praotioally

forced to do
something which must have.been exceedingly distasteful to f him. Demas is a
negro and has been prominent In politics
President

was

in Louisiana since the war. He was the
paid agent of the Louisiana lottery in the
legislature and received a stipend of *100
from that company for many years. When
the canvass for delegates for the last Renational
convention
publican
began
Demas professed to be for Mr. Reed, but
later

he

went over

to

McKlnleyJ

and

openly boasted that he would be rewarded
with a good federal office for bis treachery. Last September he was
appointed
Daval officer at New Orleans in spite of
the personal protest of the best people of
that city both Republicans and
Democame
for concrats. When he
np
firmation In the Senate all possible influences were brought to bear by the men
who had promised him the office to have
him confirmed, but in spite of them he was

rejected by the unanimous vote of

the

committee, every
Republican
as well as every Democrat voting against
him, simply because of his bad character
and his utter unfitness for the place. The
only acts of the President since he was
commerce

which have excited
any
criticism even from his enemies have been
constrained
he has felt
those which

inaugurated

to, no doubt against his better judgment,
by the convention promises of his preconvention managers.
They appear to
have been an uncommonly reckless lot.
sometimes
Smartness is
dangerons.
The point of this remark lies in its application to certain facts in regard to
the vote on‘annexation in Deering. The
natural order
“no” on the
first and the

of

and
the yes
no second, or the yes on the
The public has grown
left of the no.
accustomed to that order by long usage.
When a question is put to an assembly

arranging “yes”

ballot

is to

place

the affirmative vote is always asked for
first and the negative follows. When the
Deering ballot was arranged this natural
and familiar order was reversed, and no
was

put

first and yes second,

no was

pnt

_

BONDS.

IS WORTH

A THOUGHT
To

uu

»

uo

iiJiivnu

Falls

Kumford
Portland &
Railway 4’s, 1927.

reputation

count a clothier’s

when you

figure

upon the

Rockland.Thouiaston

& Cam-

Railway First Mortamount you wish to pay. Wo caQ convince you that you ar® gage 5’s, 1922.
getting your money’s worth when you buy your clothing here.
Augusta Water Co. 5’s, 1904.
Let
Your sight and senses will tell you that we speak the truth.
First
Co.
Rockland Water
us convince you.
Mortgage 5’s, 1919,

To close out our Winter Stock of Suits,
grades at

we

Our WANSKUCK Black

Athol, Mass.,

AMUSEMENTS.

j

THE JEFFEP

> a—■«

iwT

j

KAY BROS. & ITOSFORD,
Lessees and Managers.

FRIDAY AND SATURD IVY, MARCH II and 12,

Mousam Water Co. First Mort&
gage 5’s. 1915, of Kennebunk

Suits at $10,

Clay Diagonal

are

Kcnnebuukport.

(This

Suits,

$6.75.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
255

controlled and managed by

company is

Portland people.)

grades, today

$10 and $12

First

Co.

Sterling, III:, Water
are really Mortgage 5’s, 1925.

wonderful values.
Trouser

First

Co.

Wste-r

5’s, 1912.

WARD & VOKES

MIDDLE STREET.

_mar4dtf

Rumford Falls Eight A Water
Co, First Mortgage 6’s, 1908.

Mortgage 4’s, 1920, guaranteed
by the City of Bath.
Astoria,
5’s, 1925.

Municipal

Oregon,

FOK SALE BY

—

MASON & MERRILL,
St.

Exchange

98

dlw

mar3

MOULTON,

&

WOODBURY

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.

HOME BONDS.
C.

__

Cumberland County,

J*

4’s

A
v

4’s
5’s
6’s

ALSO BANK STOCKS

pomiHTiST
_dtt

BONDS.
4s.

Maine Central R.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

4s.

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

4s.

LELAND & GO.

E.

and Boston
Stock Exchanges.

Members New York

2

BUILDING. BOSTON,

EXCHANGE

COPPER STOCKS

jy27dtt

all Markets.

SOLICITED.

CORRESPONDENCE

EVERY PIANO

bniurht of us Is guaranteed to be the best that can be obtained for
STEINWAY, HARDMAN, <*ABLER, PEASE,
the amount mild.
Keyboard.
NORRIS & HYDE, Transposing
RRALMIJLLEK.

and THE ^EOLIAN.
Easy
THE AERIOE Self Playing PIANOS
We carry a full line of Music, Musical Instruterms of payment.
Call and examine the celebrated
ments and t'lusical Merchandise.
& Meyer Mandolins and Guitars.

Graupliner

M. STEINERT & SONS CO..
heavily for donations, and gave liberally

from its yard at the negro's own valuation. But still more really merchantable
lumber
needed—“ oull”
material was
being taken with Innocent freedom and
the additional
without question, for
“staff” cash or its equivalent—mill labor
One
be
Saturday
orders—must
paid.
afternoon the deacons and elders all laid
payoff to make the final and largest
ment for raw material. They filed soloffice
and
took
man’s
mill
emnly Into the
off their hats.
White folks, we h(j^ oome to buy de
lumbah foh ouah house of worship.”
“All right, elder, how much do you
want? The mill isn’t running this afternoon because so many of the men had to
but we
help dig the ohuroh foundation,
and cut ‘er
can start in Monday early
of
a week’s
visions
and
through,’
right
the mill
profitable run flitted through
man’s mind. He added: “Have you the
out?”
made
bill of dimensions
“No, sab; tut we Is got the money,”
this very
proudly. “We thought you
would Agger up de pieces foh us.”
a carpenter, but maybe 1
ain't
“Well, I
How much do you wish to
can fix you.

ra

Bicycles.
Model 19,
$50.00
60.00
Model 26,
Cadies, $50.00 and $60.00

Cameras and Sundries.
Self Toning Paper.

Specialties in Hardware.
i

H. PERM & CO.,

8 FREE

pay?”

Then began an exploration of patched
and ragged apparel on the part of the
whole delegation. The mill man thought
he was going to get a hundred at least
His eyes began
to
from each delegate.
bulge—mild avarioe illuminated his enfirst
the
brown
come
and
tire visage. Up
horny fist. It olutcked three quarters and
and this
eight niokels. Back it went,
The net result was antime dug deep.
The
other nickel and seventeen coppers.
mill man looked less avaricious now. The
had
meanremainder of the delegation
while been conducting searches on their
In about half an hour the
own account.
mobilized fund lay before the sawyer.
move
“Count hit, boss,” and his every
the task was
was closely scanned until
finished. Very soon the sawyer looked
line of his face.
up, contempt in every
“And you want to get lumber enough
this?”
with
for the ohurch
we
kinder oh
“Well, white folks,
spBoted it would flo’ de nails, too. You
keeps ’em In yoh oommissary stoh.”
The mill man was rrom the North, and
he swore. That pile contained one single
silver dollars, two labor
paper dollar, six
orders for 50 oents each, and the remainhalves,
quarters,
der in
dimes, nickels,
and pennies $14.45 all told. Neither of its
late custodians would have turned it over
committeemen for any
to his follow

mbITer!

ST., NEAR

MIDDLE.

....

—

OF

DIETZ DENISON & PRIOR,

AND

sale for

now Oil

any

performance

OLD FOLKS’ SONCERT.
There will be one of the best ’’Old Folks’
Concerts” ever given in Portland at

Second Parish Hun ch,
EVENING.

March

10tb„

complimentary to Miss Mary S. Morrill’s
work in China, Ticket. S5c.

mar8_d3t.
Alio

i.naieg’

v.

will ho d

a

f'ruana

i’.

Auxiliary

FAIR
at

Congress Hall,

Thursday and Friday
Evening, March 10 and 11.
Entertainment Thursday evening.
Supper
Friday from 6.30 to 8 p. m. Admission free.
Supper, 20e. Children, 10c.
marsdlw
Afternoon and

CITY

HALL

FOX.

THUBSDAT EVENING, March 10.

PORTLAND.

vs.

Seats in advance at Chandler’s.
marldtf

St. Pancreas R. R.

Station, London

Wednesday, March 16th,

7.45 p. m., Is the
time and place from which you start for a "Day
Illustrated Lecture at the
Church, (Plymouth Church)
by ltev. Lewis Malvern. Over one hundred
views of the Metropolis of England.
Don’t
miss it! Tickeis. Adults 25 cts. Children
15 cts.

Companion Lecture March 23rd.
England,
marhdlw
Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

mm k mushi

COAL.

dlmo

BAILEY St CO. A Full Assortment ot Lehigh and FreeBurning Goals tor Domestic Use.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
F, O.

Salesroom 48 Exchange Street.
C. W.

ALLEN
tf

Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and

...

forge

use.

I.ykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.
Genuine

Above Coals ConstantMAINE,

ly On Hand.

rn.KPHOXE

....

100-2

OFFICE:

SURPLUS

MILLION

ONE

Seats

auction sales.

—

PORTLAND,

Saturday Mat..Little Miss Johnstone
Saturday Night.Ivan’s Oath
Matinees, 10, 20c. Evenings, lo, 20, 30c

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (read, Wuideif 7b Commercial & 70
$j>oo!c,

fob

apr3

Exchange Sis.
M.W&Fti

No. 37 Enm Street.

DOLLARS.
Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.
Provincial
Drafts drawn on National
of England, London, in large or
Bank
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
this
description through
Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. PresidaiL
MARSHALL R. GODING.
febTdtt

Cashier-

$ 150,000
THIRTY YEAR i PER CENT

g

reason.

Old Belfast
Send for list.
6’s taken in exchange.

Casco National Bank
CAPITAL

ST._

AND OTHER CHOICE BONDS.

F. O. BAILEY
marU4

Tum

Incorporated 1824.

’

517 CONGRESS

TELEPHONE 31S-2.

feb2dw&sattf

—
—

4’s,

febll

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold in

Thursday Mat ..Only a Jay
Thursday Night.A Noble Revenge
Friday Mat. .Bob ltoy

in Loudon.”
An
First Free Baptist

FUTURES

COTTON
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“PERCY AND HAROLD.”
32 HIGH CLASS PEOPLE-Luey Daly, Marga •et Daly Vokes,
Joiinny
Crace Sherwood,
Page, John Keefe, Ous C. Weinberg.
Seats now on sale.
Evening prices, 25c, 00c, 75c, S'.OO.
March 1C-HTHE TWELVE rl 'EMP'I'ATIONS.”

(This company is controlled and managed by
Portland people.)

to

Boys’ Long

Sncet

den

offer $10, $12 and $15 Mortgage

$6.85, $8.50 AND $10 00.

be unlucky prosstrangers, claiming
pectors, wandered into camp and spent a
week with us. By that time we were ail
anxious to get baok to Dawson, as we had
deoided to start for home from there but
had not mado up our minds as to the best
way of reaching the town, 'i'lie two
strangers professed to know all about the
mountains, and said they could easily
guide us through the passes to the DawA deal was made with them
son trail.
to.act as guides for the party, their pay
to be $500 each, payable In gold duet as
soon as Dawson was within sight.
“I don’t know how it was, but in some
manner I became suspicious of the strangFarrell,
ers. and at the last minute Pete
‘Dutch’ Bauer and 1 dropped out of the
party. We were all oonvinoed the alleged
guides were lying, and we refused to
trust ourselves with them. Our only fear
then was that they were making a bold
to the yes column and the yes ballots in ‘bluff’ to earn the $1,000, and might get
us tangled up and lost in the mountains.
wiuiiiui
Uilo
We had no idea that they were pilots for
187 no and 45 yes, but in the official re- a band of ghouls,
as
they afterward
We tried to induce the
turn of the warden sent to the Board of turned out to be.
The
Aldermen it was just the reverse.
opportunity, hot the strangers had won
effect of this was to change an adverse them over, and early in October
Farrel,
majority in the whole city Into a ma- Bauer and myself bade the other twenty
off
over
the
hills
goodby and they struck
jority in favor.
to the north.
Nobody has ever seen or
one
was
to
legal
there
Now
only
way
heard of any member of that party, excorrect the error, and that was to appeal cept the guides, since that day.
“One week later Farrell, Bauer, and I
to the court. The returns had been made
struck camp and took up a trail to the
town
in
sealed
and
open
meeting,
up
Before the main body left It was
west.
the meeting had been adjourned and the agreed we would all meet in Dawson.
transmitted to the After a flye-weeks’ struggle and great
returns liad b°en
Board of Aldermen. Nobody after that suffering our little baild of three reaohed
and we were surprised to learn
could legally change or correct it except Dawson, friends had not arrived
there.
that our
oourt.
Under
the
of
the
under direction
We waited nearly a month for them, and
convinced
it
would
law the Board of Aldermen’s only power then started for home,
wait longer. Dawson is
was
to take the sealed return, open It do no good to
fall of energetic newspaper men waiting
and
declare the result that it showed to send out the news of big strikes, and
Instead of doing this it pro- the arrival of a party of twenty men with
on its face.
cured from the ward clerk a corrected re- fully $100,OCO in gold dust between them
could not possibly have been overlooked.
turn, a return that had not been made All three of us made efforts to induce the
as the law retown
in
meeting
open
up
Dawson people to get up a resouing party,
quires, which had not been scaled in open but were unsuccessful.
“As I have said, we waited for nearly a
town meeting, and whioh was of no more
month, and then got ready to start for
validity than a piece of paper picked up home. Just as we were about to leave
in the street, and proceeded to declare town I ran Into one of the ghoulish
the result of the eleotion on this return, guides in a gambling house, aftl at once
asked him wheie our friends were. The
and that, too, in face of the opinion of
chap was drunk and ugly, and replied,
three of the best lawyers of this city that with an insolent leer. ‘If you’ll go back
such action was illegal. That the Deer- a few hundred miles on the trail
you’ll
boldfor you.’ The
find them
ing Board of Aldermen has been guilty ness of his waiting
answer made me lose my head,
of a gross defiance of the law which the and instead of
the
matter
letting
drop
courts will take cognizance of hardly ad- there I started in to ‘mix up’ with him.
This was a job I got the worst of, as the
mits of a doubt.
who
were
room was full of desperadoes
plainly in sympathy with him, and at the
OUTLAWRY IN ALASKAfirst opportunity 1 turned tail and ducked
out of’the den, something I should have
before speaking to
Many a Miner Has Lost Life and Gold at done at the beginning,
the bandit.
the Bands of Desperadoes.
and Bauer, I told
Farrell
up
“Hunting
we at
them of what had occurred, and
laid the
once went to the authorities and
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
of
Inside
nn
hour
a
matter before them.
wholesale
Murder and robbery On a
posse of thirty armed men was ready to
take
scale mark the mountain trails of Alabka. surround the'gambling house and
The paths which lead to and from the out the ghoul, but while we were making
the
fellow
had
been
our preparations
country of the Klondike are beset witn taken
we
away by his companions, and
inhuman ghouls who kill aDd steal with could not pick np the trail.
went
“Later we learned that the man
impunity. There is scarcely a mile of the
and
name of ‘Yellow Tom,’
overland road on which gold-laden min- under the
man.
Two
bad
all-round
an
was
days
new
Eldorado that before we reached Dawson he had shown
ers return from the
does not bear the mark of some fiendish up with a big lot of gold dust, which it is
he
crime of outlawry, and the evil has as- now plain was stolen from the men
murdered. Stronger proof than this was
that
sumed such terrifying proportions
found in a sled whloh was owned by one
the strong arm of the Federal military of our Dead Mule
Valley party. This
department has been invoked to suppress was unearthed in a second-hand supply
it.
some
with
blankguns and
store, along
This at least is the sensational
story
ets, which I had no trouble in identifyhronghfc to Chicago bv Ueorae F. Barry.
ing, and the proprietor said positively he
F. L. Keating, and others who have late- had
bought the stuff from ‘Yellow
ly come back from Dawson City, and’thsy Tom.’ ’’
tell it with an air of earnestness which
In it
forces conviction upon the listener.
CHURCH BUILDING IN “ARKANSAW-”
may be found an explanation of the action of the Government in hurriedly despatching a comparatively large detach- How the Immanuel Emancipated Baptist
ment of troops to Alaska at a time when
Church of Zion Managed It.
the food supplies in store there are admittedly scarce, and the addition of even a
few more hungry men makes the situa(From tho St. Louis Globe-Democrat.)
standtion still more serious from the
For months the deacons and elders of the
point of famine.
Conservative men assert that at least “Immanuel Emancipated Baptist Church
$2,000,000 worth of gold dust and food of Zion, Poinsett county, Arkansaw,”had
supplies have been stolen in the Klondike been planning their new edifloe. It was
country during the last twelve months, all the
religious portion of the colored
most of it insido the last half year, as the
opportunities for plunder of his kind population talked about. Begging went
havo increased with the desire of miners on right and left. Every young buck
to
who had made a fortune to get lraok
who made a winning with the “bones”
tho States and eDjoy it.
“foh luok.”
The most direct confirmation of the re- felt obliged to contribute
port cotnes from George F. Barry, who is The sombre-visaged chief elder asked no
now in Chicago after an
experience of questions. The brown-faced belles made
eighteen months in the Klondike district. their offerings, too. Everything of negoHe says:
“lly story sounds so much like a dime tiable value was cheerfully taken—penI
am
almost nies, duebills, county scrip, commissary
novel
adventure that
ashamed to talk about it. To say that a
shotes, sauerkrout, and
miners
was
murdered
in “punch-outs,”
of
twenty
party
The elders were supone batch by bandits is coming it pretty cast-off clothing.
strong, and yet I believe such was their posed to know how to reduce all the gifts
fate. I went over the Dyea trail with a to the cash.basls by barter and exchange.
party of six early in March, 1897. The Labor enough was pledged to build a mile
trail was then new and In bad shape, and
of levee, the chance of impressing It when
we were compelled to throw away a lot of
our supplies before we could get through.
needed being taken strictly on faith.
We Anally settled in what is now known
Across the color line cash or its Immedias Dead Mule Valley and
laid
ont our
ate equivalent was alone
expected, that
claims. We had fair luck and before winis, money or building material. A curiter set in had cleaned up nearly
$13,000 ous lot of personality accumulated on the
apiece. In the meantime twenty otter ohurch site. Variety, rather than quantiminers had come down from the Klondike
ty, characterized these donations. Ten
region and made their homes in the val- railroad ties, a stick of “onll”
oypress
ley, so we had a thriving little camp all
piling, three or four yards of rough plank
to ourselves.
out of the Mississippi backfished
walk
“Toward the last of Septembe r two
all
water, a dozen pieces of iron pipe,
different sizes^and lengths, fromja,burned
brickbats
hundred
that
few
a
City
of
cotton
gin;
State of Ohio,
Toledo, i
Lucas County.
had supported the gin boiler, one pinall
j ss.
an
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the wagon-load of rotten limestone from
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & old railroad culvert, a bundle of ragged
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, and rusty cotton ties—thus the schedule
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm ran. The deacons and elders watched the
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLwith honest pride. The
LARS for eac h and every case of Catarrh growth of the pile
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall’s accumulation of fairly available building
lumber proceeded more slowly, but it was
Catarrh Cure.
Frank J. Cheney.
characterized by great variety, too. There
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my were two oak and two gum Bills, a little
presence, this 6tb day of December, A. D. 188U, oak and more yellow
pine and oypress
A. W. GLEASON,
flooring material, three doors and seven
SEAL
windows, already glazed, all of different
—~~
Notary Pnblle,
sizes, and all second-hand; oak and cyHall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and press shingles in equal
quantities for
acts directly on the blood and mucous sur- about half the roof, and
corrugated iron
faces of the system. Send for testimonials, free fro u an old millshed for the
rest. And
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
t went.
so
Sold by Druggists. 7Bc.
The
nearest
sawmill
firm was levied on
llall’s Family Fills are the bets.
iikj

AMCSEMEJIT8.

Popnlar Priced Matinee Sa turclay, 25c, 35c mid 50c.

The Daily is delivered every morning by
What the purpoae of this
arrangement
anywhere within the city limits and at was can only be inferred. The ballot
\Voodford3 without extra charge.
was made -up by
opponents of annexaDaily (not in advance), invariably at the
tion, however, and it is not likely that
rate of $7 a year.
that
the arrangement
MaineState Press, (Weekly; published they expected
for six months; woald help the 0aus9 that they were opevery Thursday,£2 per year; £1
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- posed to. In all probability the unnatural
order did betray some who intended to
tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leavo town for long or vote yes into
voting no, and very likely
of
their
addresses
Bliort periods may have the
it also betrayed some who intended to
desired.
as often as
vote no into votin g yes. While there oan
Jl^pers change!
Advertising Kates.
be bat little doubt that the person who
for
Ana
In Daily Press £1.50 per square,
was responsible for this
arrangement
Three
insertions
week; §4.00 for one month.
thought it would benefit the anti-annexother
adEvery
day
or less, $1.00 per square.
atlonists and made If for that purpose, It
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
is by no means clear that it was really
for
one
Half square advertisements $1.00
calculated so to do, since an opponent of
week or §2.50 for ©no month.
“A square” is a space of the width of a col- annexation was quito as likely to be
cheated by It as a supporter. But as the
umn and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi- quality of an act is to be judged by its
tional.
mc.civo, rather than by what it aotually
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per accomplishes, this act of the anti-annexThree insertions or less,
square each week.
ationists In reversing the natural order of
$1.50 per square.
the ballot If for the purpose of misleading
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
the voters, deserves to be characterized as
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
inconsissharp
practice,
strangely
Insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, tent for people to be guilty of who have
been claiming that one reason why they
25 cents per line each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- did not want to be annexed to Portland
for
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
was because there were wicked political
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertricksters here altogether too sharp for
adverand
all
tisements under these headlines,
with. However, sharp
them to cope
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
practice generally brings its own punishat regular rates.
did Id
this case. ApIn Maine State Press—$1.00 per square ment and it
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for parently the warden of Ward 2, which
was the strongest anti-annexation Ward
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub- in the city, had not been sufficiently
scriptions and advertisements to Portland familiarized with the new arrangement
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, of the ballot, and when he made
up his
Mr
official return he credited the no ballots
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Xo tlie Harbor Commissioners
©£ tlie Cily <>£ Portland.
the Maine Cen

LLY

represents
RESPEOTFU
tral Railroad company that it is tlie
and flats extending from Portland

—

owner

of land
Bridge westerly to land of the Portland Gas
Light Company:
and
That it is desirous of improving the same
Whereto fill and make ere -tions 1 thereon.
to
so
do, substantially
fore itjrequests authority
as shown on ihe accompanying plan.
Gated at Portland this 28th day of February,
A

D 1898.
(Signed)
18

GEO.
V. I*. &

F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.

Commissioners of Portland
Office of the
Harbor, No. 4 Exchange street.
Portland, Me.. March 1, 1898.
the foregoing petition it is ordered that a
hearing tie appointed for Thursday, March
to at 3 o'clock p. m., at No. 4 Exchange street,
be heard and
where all parties interested may
nlan of the locality examined, and it Is further ordered that tlie above petition together
with this our order thereon be given by publi
c-ition in the Gaily Press, Argus. Express and
for seven days previous to tlie

ON

Advertiser

he(Shrlied)
(bIfc

HENRY FOX.
SAM’L B.

KELSEY,

C. H. FARLEY,
Harbor Commissioners.

mai*2d 7t

OF THE

—

STANDISH WATER &

CONSTRUCTION CO.,
DUE 1928.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

I attribA Kentucky editor iias a friend who talks to him in this way :
ute all the disorders of the system to the stomach ; when the stomach is all
right, we are well and happy. For a long time 1 suffered from the worst form
of habitual eonstipation. Sleeplessness and nervousness set in, and at times I
was so

in

our

melancholy and out of sorts that life was
local paper induced me to give

a

burden.

An advertisement

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water Co.

H. i. PAYSON&CO.,
Bankers.
32 Exchange St.,
feb28

trial, and they have completely cured me. 1 can say for Ripans Tabules,
they are, in my opinion, the best medicine for constipation on earth. They
accomplished for me what ail other remedies failed to do. I am all right now
—sleep well and life is wortli living. I believe the Tabules put my stomach
in shape, and the stomach did the rest.
My general health is better than it
•was for years previous.”
a

-FOK SALE BY—

Portland. Me.
dtf

the man who laughed at the
envy
sight of the poor creatures aimlessly anc
awkardiy hopping and gesturing.”
not

Gadski

womanly, sympathetic
her prayer—one of the most

was

Elizabeth;

How Portland Enjoyed German

a

of the
opera—was
beautiful numbers
amore” and with most adsung “con
intonation.
mirably sustained, soft,
Lilli
While undoubtedly many recalled

Op; ra

At Jefferson.

Lehmann, the incomparable, in the some
comparisons are not only odious,
role,
but unnecessary, and Gadski amply realaudience most brilliant ever ized the high anticipations all had conThe voice is telling, and
cerning her.
assembled in theatre.

Every Fart of (he Stato
—Performance Was
One—One

Breach

of

Faitli

on

thrill of delightful anticipa
tlon filled all musio-lorers when (he rumor that the Damrosch-Ellis opera company would visit our city for one perbecame

as it may seem was
New York for the same evepromised
and therening. Mr. Bispham is mortal
fore could not sing in both places at onoe.
Portland was compelled to give way to
the Empire City, and consequently lost
There have been good and

land,

strange

and

to

absolute certainty.
excited as a debutante
an

Portland was aB
at her first ball. What were-repreaentaone?
tions of
opera compared to this
What was
Tannhauser at the Boston
Theatre in comparison with Tannhauser

Bispham.

reason for this breach of faith.

sufficient!

We sincerely hope so.
Necessarily the ohief interest centres in
For many years
Jefferson?
an ideal knight
Portland had gone to German opera, now Tannhauser, and what
He is the idol of the
German opera was coming to Portland, is Herr Krause.
last summer we
Germans, and when
What a difference!
that
we had never
confessed
I
One grasping, avaracious creature ven- shamefully
The

at

farewell, and Imploring him to make
pilgrimage to Home, and seek forgivenesi

Herr Stehmann as Herr Stehmann, but hauser makes his way back alone. Elizamost decidedly do object to him as Wol- beth, spent with watching, hears once
fram. Our eyes and ears were made ready more the pilgrim’s chorus and starts forth
for Bispham. He was promised to Port- to see if he is with them. It is her death

Part

a

formance,

Insulted, the knight
spring forward to take his life, but Kliza
beth, who loves him, intercedes and thoi
he knows what he has lost. Bidding hin

Outraged,

love.

there of heaven, Elizabeth leaves him tc
plead in his behalf with broken-heartec
The long, long, weary journej
prayers.
is all in vain, Christ’s vicegerent cries:
her movements dignified and expressive.
thon
a
It
was
grievous disappointment to “Thon hast been in hell, In hell
shalt remain, soon this staff will bud and
every one in tho audience that Bispham,
be forgiven.”
shall
actor and singer, did not bloom than thon
Was Represented that sterling
Wo do not object to Crazed with grief, poor, sin-tossed Tannas Wolfram.
appear
a Most Satisfying

Management Alone Marred the Affair.
What

wondrous charm. He sees her matchIcs 3
beauty, hears her soft voice, and In th
banquet hall madly he seizes his lyre
not knowing what he does, and pour 5
forth his impassioned praise of lawles

tured to^emarl»i hungrily

and

longingly,

I beard

him,

we were

deeply fcommiserated

wound; he is not there; she dies imploring
heaven to pardon him. Slowly they carry her body to the grave. The wretched
man deems himself farsaken by all, and

tells

him alone,
earth or
heaven. Venus alone will receive me.”
Instantly the rosy dawn spreads itself and
those seductive strains again are heard,

Wolfram,

[“there

is

no

finds

who

place for

me

on

while

ANNEXATION
Dee ring Aldermen
vice and Tabulate

Disregard Legal
Corrected

Ai!

There was a large attendance of citizen!
meeting °
and voters at tho adjourned
the Deering city government held Iasi
evening for the tabulation of the report!
of the ward clerks on the muniolpal elec

CO.

BROTHERS

RINES

lietums

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

new advertisements.

new advertisements.

DEFEATED-

T

v,r3i»,vTOrerA'sv'i

c3Hr<Y,

with Mayor
Absent Aldermen

tion, commencing at 7.30
Davis in the chair.
Cobb and Seal.

Alderman Cram moved to tabulate the
returns according to the corrected returns
this
On
of the clerks in each ward.

J
1

motion Aldermen Cram, Ayer, Matthews
and Dane
voted yes,
and Alderman
Gowan, no.
City Clerk Jones then proceeded to read the returns and the same
The
aldermen.
were compared by tho

|

time consumed on the tabulation occupied
nearly an hour.
reWhen the work of tabulating the
Alderman
turns had been completed,

J

Cram moved to aooept the tabulated recorturns as complied according to the
rected returns of the clerks in eaoh of the
wards.
The motion was carried all voting in
favor, except Alderman Gowan.
Alderman Gowan then arose to explain
his reasons far voting no on eaoh of the

We have madelextremcly
Prices on our entire
line ol'

Low

than a lifetime IF they are cleaned
with the soap that will restore their freshness
without rotting them.

longer

1

New Dress Garnitures

_

and give

FAIRY SOAP

extra discount of

an

Ton Per Cent. To Cash Customers.

Pure—White—Floating.

The Soap of the Century.

K

U

N. K. FAIBBANK COMPANY, Chicago.

THE

M

New York.

St. Louis.

TIE

■

NOVELTIES

LATEST

VERY

-Ifi-

soft voices call on the unhappy
“When the board of
Wolfram
pleads; with one last motions. He said:
met
aldermen
Monday
evening there was
Tannhauser
cries
Elizamighty struggle
and what prayer and penitence soibcwbat of a question in regard to the
beth !
could not obtain love gains. As he falls manner in whioh the board of aldermen
staff should proceed in the tabulation of the
dead beside her bier, the pilgrim’s
the
and
buds
Its
forth
pil- returns, owing to the negleot of several
blossoms,
puts
a list of tho defecgrim’s chorus rings out in loud tri- ward clerks to return
tive ballots. The olty solioitor was asked
umphant hallelujahs; the victory is won;
was
is vanquished; love has over for an opinion at that time but he
the sun
not prepared to make a definite statement
entranced.
sit
we
in
n
vision
As
come.
of his opinion.
Since then he has conSlowly the dream vanished and we awakin sulted eminent attorneys in Pcptland and
en, the glorious strains still sounding
I have here the result of their findings.
**1*0
anu wo uiunuui,
our ears,
Alderman Gowen proceeded to.read the
In
of
that
music,
heavenly
be a foretaste
report, ( inis report will be lound elsehearing whioh not only once, but always where under the
heading “Deering Anand forevermore, we shall be satisfied.
man.

*uubu

Worthier weaves never found room on a retailers counter. They were selected with an eye to quality, to style,
to generous width and extra value.

nexation.”)

THE GOVERNORS.
On Friday and Saturday nights, with
matinee Saturday, Ward and
a bargain
proVoke’s “The Governors” will be

Alderman Qowen moved to
and place it on file.

receive the

When

opinions

Ayer asked If the opinions
was those of the olty solicitor.
Alderman Gowen replied:
They are
duced at The Jefferson. “The Gover- not, but rathor the opinions eeoured by
nors” is said to be exceedingly funny, him at my suggestion.
superbly staged, expensively cast, and
Alderman Ayer—Then we are not actthe oostumes among the (most expensive
sent out of New York. The sale .of
seats will begin this morning.

ever

“THE TWELVE

TEMPTATIONS.”

Alderman

repolished

piece

be its farewell tour, andjwhen it appear s
here It will be almost new in its galaxy
of pretty girls, in tinsel and paint, new
scerery from his artist’s studio and wonderful stage devices—the product of Mr.
6

*

Yale’s ingenious brain. There have been
which
a number of changes in the cast,
are said to greatly enhance the spectaolr,
while the ballets have been increased and

W™'

nriE. GADSKI.

A strong feature of a
Yale production is its freedom from vulThe
sale of
gar or suggestive conceits.
seats will open at the box office next Sat-

newly costumed.

“Only
atcly

night!” She was immedi
We only wanted one
suppressed.
one

that” Tannhauser, not for
opera, and
worlds would we forego the unique distinction of having German opera once—
and onlv once. That is something outlying cities like Boston and Bew York
cannot attain.
They are torn with con-

tending emotions over contending operas;
th y
wrangle over their favorite Lucia,
Dutohman, Lohengrin and

Faust,Flying

They are surfeited
good thing* they do not enjoy; they
criticize; the prima donna is too cold;
N iebelungen Bing.

wit

1

worn; but Portland contenhei
tedly clasps her one German opera,
Tannhauser, to her heart, and is satisfied.
What a depth of meaning there is ir
“satisfied.” It is the most comforting,
beautiful word in the diotionary. While
the cast of Tannhauser may not have
the tenor is

been one of the greatest, it was an evenly
balanced
performance, and the several
The
unbounded pleasure
artists gave
orchestra was beyond praise, and Mr.
Damrosoh’s conducting a delight. We
a
felt
personal interest in Marie
did not know her.
Barna, though we
Was she not an American, born in CaliThe part of Venus is not only
fornia?
intensely sweet. It is not a
short, but

all

characterization,

pleasing

particularly

must be played with diablerie and
but
the musio sung with sensuous abandon.
Barna fulfilled these conditions, although
rather more warmth iri voice and action
been
have
objectionable.
would not
Fischer, in the slight part of the Landgrave, was, as always, a magnificent !n
The bacchanaliar
t rpretcr of Wagner.
musio with its.mad whirl, its intoxicat
ing measure, is a fitting accompnnimenl
Siren’s home, and one strain,
of the
wherever heard, will instantly recall the
While the ballet was not by
Venusberg.
“the
qdv means gorgeous, and not aiways
of motion,” it hardly deserves Mr.

poetry

1-hiliD

Hale's

laughable,

no

a

“The

ba:

pathetic

ballet

we'

Is the word; I dc

Annual Sales over6.000,000 Boxes

FOR BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach,
Giddiness, Fulness after meals. Head-

ache, Dizziness. Drowsiness. Flushings
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills, Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Nervous and
Trembling Sensations.
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
Every sufferer
will acknowledge them to bo

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.
UKKCIIAM’S I* 1I.I.S, taken as directed, will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure Sick Headache. For a

Weak Stomach

Impaired Digestion
Disordered Liver
IN MEN, WOMEN

OR

CHILDREN

Beeeham’s Pills

Without

a

are

Riva!

And bavo the

LARGEST SALE

of any Patent Medicine lit Hie World.
25c. at all Drug Stores,

J

and assured
that the greatest pleasure
Krause has a splendid
was
before us.
personality,Fa
physique, an attractive
glorious voice, and his facial expression
is wonderful.
In the love scene with
Venus, he cleverly makes us feel the

on the report of the solicitor.
Alderman Gowen—Mr. Matthews the
solicitor, secured these opinions by advice
of the mayor and myself.
Alderman Cram—I understand that the
solioitor said Monday night that the

ing

make so real the tremendous struggle
between man’s animal and spiritual natures. In nothing he has written, is the
influence of woman for good so beauti-

fully shown, and the ultimate
of holiness and

purity

so

triumph

powerfully

por-

trayed.

Tuesday evening, March 8, 18S8 at 7.25,
The Jefferson was filled with an audience
others.
that for brilliancy eclipsed all
Min in Irreproachable black, by contrast
showed

advantageously

costumes

of

their

fair

the

charming
companions.

had adorned herself for
the
memorable occasion. Full eveniDg
dress was the rule, not the
exception.
Among so much beauty, wealth and fashion, it is difficult to particular B,; but

Every

woman

the cast assumed their characters to great
acceptance and the applause was frequent
and prolonged. The specialties, particularly the dances ot Miss Madison and the
with
songs of Miss Moulton, were received
marked enthusiasm. The orchestra is

Another
dere

popular

ize their parts with intelligence and skill.
NEW ARTILLERY REGIMENTS-!
Will Give Promotions to

Ullicers

at

port

Preble.

Among

Thuringia.
bian

^proclaim

“Ara-

Nights'’a myth?

though
f.nl

Who dares

One genie lives,
some still say he’s dead—Immor-

YV airn or 1

Kn

nrUK Vi < c morrin

nuisifl

makes live again for ns, brave men, heroic knights,
and more than all, “the

perfect

nobly planned,” so large
of heart, so gracious and so truo, that she
gives all for love, even life Itself and thus
leads him she loves to Qod.
’Tis springwoman

Additional

Provisions
of the

for tbe

Defence

City.

time in Thuringia, a year since Tannhaving a weight of one thousand pounds.
hauser led by wild excess straying to the
If one of these shells should hit a battlo
unholy mount, tempted fate, and thus
ship, or cruiser, eight miles distant, the
became the slave of passion. Slowly the
oflioers and crew would be conscious that
Venusberg unfolds before us, and we see something had struck them.
the hero satiated with unbridled license,
and wearly of his goddess, blind to her
M’ALL AUXILIARY.
tears, unmindful of her sharp upbraiding,
At the annual meeting of theJPortland
ho longs for pain itself to break the dead
MoAll Auillary held yesterday afternoon
monotony of pleasure. The nymphs, the at the house of Mrs. Prentiss Loring, the
rosy bower, Venus, fade from our sight,
following officers were elected :
sees
and Tannhauser
again his home.
President—Mrs. Charles J. Chapman.
The shepherd in the neighboring slope
Presidents
Vice
Congregationalism
Miss Abbie
pipes his soft lay to spring; far off the Mrs. C. A. Brown; Baptist, Mrs.
O.
W.
Free
Baptist,
church bell
rings, the pilgrims slowly S. Russell;
Fullam; Methodist, Mrs. Parsons.
their
solemn
chorus. Sudpass, chanting
Recording Secretary—Mrs. H. W. Noyes.
denly the hunter’s horn is heard, and
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. Grant
friends surround the prodigal. All Is McDonald.
Auditor—Mr. S. A. True.
torgiven, forgotten, and joyfully they
James
Mrs.
Managers—Williston,
share
the
him
contest
held
bid
coming
Parker, Mrs, Edward Staples, Mrs. Wm.
Mrs.
S. A.
Free
street.
of
musio, when Elizabeth her- Chamberlain;
in praise
True; State street, Mrs. Prentiss Loring,
self, the Landgrave’s niece, will crown Mrs.
Thomas Little; Free Baptist, Mrs,
the victor. As one who drinks a poison- L. M. Leighton, Mrs. W. G. Orr; High
feels
not
at
first
its
ous draught
deadly street, Mrs. AlbroE. Chase; First Baptist,
Tannhauser, though he’d Miss Ella Cummings; Chestnut street,
power, so
Mrs. Mary E. Blake; Second Parish, Mrs.
sinned, hoped now that he was free. S L. Everett, Miss Martha Tobey; St.
The subtle goddess still purFalse hope.
Stephens, Mrs. F. E. Boothby, Lucy A.
sued him. She makes him feei again her Noyes, secretary.
—

the

new

things

It is 42 inches wide and

is

comes

in

50c to $1.38

much

a

charming

this

worn
new

coming

basket

assortment of

75c to
new

things

in

weave

these

2.00

Imperial Twills,

1.00 German Henriettas,

Serges,

75c

SPECIAL TOSSY.

1.50

Black Cheviots that would

bargains at
yard, at otiiy

foe

per cent.

German Fancies,

50c to 1.00

English Diagonals,
50c
English Mohairs,
Cravenettes,
Waterproof

73 cents per

39c JPer

1.25

25c to 75c

French Cashmeres,

75c to 1.25

to

with

India Twills,

Double Warp Drap d’ete,

All the best numbers in Priestley’s Black Silk Warp Henrietusual lowest prices with in per cent discount tor cash,

at our

75c to 1.25

50c to 1.25
1.25

$1,50 i*er Yard.

Less Ten Per Cent for Cash,

75c to 1.50

50c to 1.25

Cash

Yard,

Discount

of 10

--—

1.25

,

I

and 75c

10 Per Cent. Discount for

1.38, 2.00

Wool and Lusterines Nov50c to 1.2 5
elties,
Woo! Matellasse

30c to

50c to 1.00

All Wool Storm Serges.

Mohair Sicilliennes.

Black Sicilian Mohairs, from

$1.00

English Whip Cords,
All Wool Fancy Cheviots,

$1.25 and 1.50

Rain Proof

Satin Soliels, Prunellas, Poplins and Clieviois, all popular for

vari-

goods at
$1.00 yard

of Black Canvas Weaves, Priestley’s
Worsted Canvas, all new and among

spring.

tas,

to 1.50

line

Ten Per Cent Disconui for Cash.

are

Armures

Priestly’s Cheviots, 75c
Priestley’s Face Cloth,

new

$1.00 and $1.50 S*er Yard.

season
a

a

X-ray Canvas, Mohair and
the leaders for spring,

beautiful fabric in travers and bayemost desirable of the

$1.00 to 1.50 Brocaded Soleils,
Checked Poplins,
Silk and Wool Brocaded
Camel’s Hair Cheviots,

P^Sll

13 new patterns of Black Brocades at 35 cents per yard.

Silk and Wool Henriettas,
1.25 to 3.50

Figures,
Rain Proof

50c to 1.00

Serges,

1.00

10 per cent discount to Cash Piirchescrs of any of the
patterns of Black Crepons.

As will be seen the variety in this department is very large
Wise womand is such as to delight the eye and please the senses.
the
swellest
will be
of
some
for
selections
things
en will make
early,

insurance furnishes a
found that over
It Is the moral
motive for lncendarisin.
hazard
which
Mr. Carr hones to elimiif
nate from the Urea, and he believes
this can be done a reduction of rates can
To quote the benefit of the
be secured.

in the dress-makers hands within

law, Mr. Carr quotes these figures:
The number of incendiary fires in Portlaud for the six months ending December
31, 1896, before the law was passed, were
19.23 per cent of all the fires in this oity
reported to his department after the new

a

give the Cambric Skirt Lining—best quality—free
wool dress pattern sold.

every

Notice.

MARRIAGES.

fires had to be reported, only 6.45 per cent
of the fires
occurring here were of In-

THE MUNICIPAL COURT*

cendiary origin.

Tlie Case

Against

Lee

Continued to This

Morning.
In the

sel._
OBITUARY.

court yesterday mornof cases of intoxioation

Munioipal
number
of.

ing

a

was

disposed

appeared to press a
oharge of laroeny against Joseph W. Mo*2,261.
.Over 46 1-2 per cent of all tho fire losses Cue.
It seemed from the testimony that
reported during the last six months of Miss Lord and Mr. McCuei oocupy ; rooms
last
1S96 were due to inoendlarism,"'while
on
Free
in the same lodging house
year only between 17 and 18 per cent of
street. On Monday Miss Lord missed a
the firo losses were from this cause.
lot of her clothing and a diamond pin.
A PROTEST.
By Inquiry she learned that McCue hod
been found guilty of stealing things beTo the Editor of the Free*:
fore, and the police were therefore notiBethel, March S.
The women of Bethel are represented fied. Early yesterday morning Officers
went to the lodgas having arisen en masse, waving their Haggett and Skillings
handkerchiefs, at the close of Mr. Fos- ing house and pulled young McCuo out
confronted him with the
ter’s speeoh upon being appointed mode- of bad and
the town meeting on Monday. charges.
At first he denied the charge,
rator of
his
and acknowledged
On the contrary there was nothing but but weakened
He explained [where the missing
grave disapproval and dignified contempt guilt.
been pawned
upon the faces of the large body of women articles were,the pin having
who listened to the proceedings wherein in a shop on Foderal street. Judge Robthe1
affairs of the town were inson sent McCuo to jail for SO days aud
Miss

this morning. He had
his appearance
no money
and was accordingly committed to jail. He has not retained couu

Evelina Lord

legitimate

of also imposed a fine of $3 and oosts.
The case against Joseph Lee oharged
with pulling
in a false alarm, was
arose and
called, and Marshal

Sylvester

“I owe my whole life to Burdock asked that in order to more fully prepare
Blood Bitters.
Scrofulous sores cov- the case, it be continued to this morning.
ered my body. I seemed beyond cure.
This request
met with a compliance
B. B. B. has made me a perfectly well
to
woman.” Mrs. Chas. Iluttou, Berville, from the court and Lee was ordered
furnish sureties in
the sum of $S00 fo
Mich.

prominent Maine
bellion, though but

veterans of the Re59 years of ago. He
His military recwas born In Portland.
ord was particularly interesting. Enlisting in the First Maine heavy artillery, he
served three months with that command.
He then came home and raised Co. A.,
the

of the 11th Maine regiment, (Gen. Plaisted’s), and went out as captain of that
company. He was discharged for injuHe leaves a wife and
ries, May 1, 1862.
one son, two brothers, R. C. Pennelll of

Lewiston, and C. J. Pennell of Portland,
and two sisters, Mrs. Berry and Mrs.
John L. Shaw of Portland.
THE MARTIN TRIAL.

Wilkesbarre, March 8.—Ei-Stato Attorney Gen. Palmer began his argument

A 1.1, persons are hereby cautioned against
A trusting or harboring any of the crew o
Norwegian steamship Michigan, Olsen, piaster,
as no debts contracted by them will be paid by

In Oxford, Feb 2S, James H. Jackson, of
Peering and Miss Eva M. Holmes of Oxlord.
In Sorrento. March 3. Cant. Lorenzo Littlefield and Mrs. Lydia F. Grant.
In Canton. March 1, Charles Dollolf ot Rumlord and Miss Agues M. Coolidge of Canton.
In Washburn, James W. Punham and Miss
Louise M. Getchell.
In Monroe, Feb. 24, Alfred W. Grant and
Miss Alloc M. Curtis.
In Calais, Feb. 28, Seth E. Scott and Miss Jennie H. Sims.
Ill Calais, Feb.
Rieka Blake.

WOODBURY S. PENNELL.
Woodbury S. Pennell, who died at his
homo in Bangor on Sunday, was one of

g

CO.

with

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

new

1

week,

We

law came into effect, the Portland city
officials showed the proper spirit in carrying it out, and for the six months ending December 81, 1897, at wnioh time all

made the occasion for the settling
personal and factional grudges.

goods

$1.38 to 1.75

in this line is the

We have

Other

office.

The amount of property loss In Portland for fires of incendiary origin for the
Yesterday the PRESS announced that six months ending December 31, 1896,
vessel had arrived
a
bringing 33,000 was $14,586.44, while the same item for
pounds of projectiles for the great ten the six monthsofof last year was $8,378.19.
property destroyed from
|The amount
inch guns at Portland Head. The same
unknown
incendiary fires, and from
vessel, it appears, also brought sixty- muses was $25,894 during the first period
seven shells for the big guns weighing,
mentioned, and the amount in the
is
from the same causes
in the aggregate, 67,030 pounds, each shell last period

in fine black dress

Spring

from

new

By the passage of the bill by Congress—
animated Miss
C. attracted many
veiled with which has probably reoeived the signature
Gowned In white,
eyes.
the President &by this time—creating
snowy chiffon, she made a picture long of
Lieut.
to be remembered.
Stately Mrs. T., two additional artillery regiments,
stationed at Fort Preble will
piquaint Mrs. W., queenly Miss J., were Gifford now
all dreams of fair women, realized. But doubtless be promoted to a captaincy, and
hush! the first inspired chord of that Lieut. Gayle will be pushed far up on the
most beautiful of
all overtures, Tanu- list of first lieutenants.
hauser is heard, and all the pomp and
SHELLS FOR PORTLANDvanity of life have faded, and we are in
tho

a

stripes
new things shown,

ety of styles.

is very earnest in his
work for carrying out the provisions of
the law passed last winter requiring an
into the cause of ail fires,
investigation
and a prompt report of the same to his

vestigate all fires where any loss occurs,
and the question of insurance ,'does not
enter intojthe matter, save £S it may be

great

line is

taking

Carr

the Spear Company. The actors aro
seen in
among the best that are ever
priced companies and character-

ing

see

of

only the Surges} line,

geta

and braided effect—one of the

Cheviots will also be

law.”,'.

He is much pleased with the interest manifested by the municipal officers
of Portland, and says too much credit
oannot be given them for their promptThe law makes it
in the matter.
ness
obligatory upon munloipal officers to in-

this

many

tion on the method of procedure, parties
apinterested are at liberty to make an
peal to the courtB.
The board of aldermen have only done
their duty as laid down by. the

not large but it is very strong.
At the matinee today “Fanchon” will
be given and at night “Monte Cristo.
Those who desire an afternoon or evenof
enjoyment should not fail to

novelty

the Crepon in Craquelet effects.
a large variety of patterns,

tion of annexation defeated as shown by
the returns of the ward olerks.
Alderman
The motion was carried,
Gowen alone voting no.
Mayor Davis said after the vote had
bean taken: “Now if there is any ques-

Mr.

choice
but the best assortment
if you want a Plain Weave, Stripe or
at f.owest Prices,
and
here
lia.i
it
any Fancy Weave tint is riglit for this season you
Wot

patterns

We show

An attractive

ward officers could correct their reports if
done within twenty-four hours.
Alderman Cram then moved to declare
the several persons elected and the ques-

terday.

below

braided effects and in bayedere and travers stripes.

There being no further business to come
adbefore the aldermen the meeting
urday morning.
CO.
journed.
SPEAR COMEDY
THE CAUSE OFFIRESYesterday at Portland theatre the first
man’s weariness of the too fond woman;
Co. was
matinee ot the Spear Comedy
while
enduring her caresses. In the given to a large audience. The play pre- Wliat Insurance Commissioner Carr Says
taxing recital of his unsuccessful pil- sented was “Crime Shadowed,” one of
of Them.
grimage, his dramatic power is impres- the very best plays in the company's resive. There is, in Herr Krause’s singing
Hon. Stephen W. Carr, insurance compertoire. In the evening “Only a Jay”
so much
of abounding vitality and artisThe various members of missioner of Maine, was in the city yeswas the bill.
tic taste that criticism is disarmed.
Of all Wagner’s heroes none is so human
as
Tannhauser, in none does he

dress goods, such as these
share of the saving goes to you,

buy stylish

goodly

a

The black dress is to retain its popularity during the year ’98.
More care than ever has been used in selecting our spring assortment.
Some entirely new effects this season, among them are Crepons in

On Tuesday evening, March 15, at The
Jefferson, Charles H. Yale’s spectacle, olty
“The Twelve Temptations,” will be seen
in its new dress. This year Mr. Yale has
for what is likely to
his

we can

ruling prices,

26,

Horace

Captain

_marod3t*
037

CongresTst“

•

pro-

posals for dredging in Rockland harbor, Me.,
will be received here until 12 M„ April 9, 1898,
Information furand then publicly opened.
R. L. HOXIE, Maj.,
nished on application.
mars,10,11,12 a;>7,8
Engrs.

McLane and Miss

U ~S. St.,

ENG INFER OFFICE. 637 Congress
•
Portland, Me., Feb. 24.1898.—Scaled
proposals for ledge excavation in Rockland
uarhor. Me., will be received here until 12 M„
April 9. 1898, and then publicly opened. InR. L.
formation furnished on application.
mariMO 11-12 ap7-S
HOXIE, Maj., Engrs.

In this city. March 3. Eliza Loring, widow of
the laie Willard ft. Woodbury.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock
fromncriatelreslilence.Nu.il Peering street.
At Hancock Point, Maine, Mareli 7. Mrs.
Ernestine Libby Lord, widow of Charles Austin
Lord, formerly oi Portland, aged 88 years »nd
a months.
[Burial service at Lverereen Cemeterv, Portland. at 6.30 P. M., Wednesday. March
In Everett. Mass., Elizabeth K. Atkinson,
aged 80 years.—formerly ot Soyth Portland,
In Bumtord, March 1, Gideon C. Airhole, aged

Feb. 26,

Jamas

COLEY ATHLETIC MEET.
Mareh 8.—The annual indoor meet of the Colby Athletic association was held this evening at City hall.
The various events were hotly contested
and an intense riavlry existed among the
two lower classes which added greatly to
The judges
ihe interest of the evening.

Waterville,

March, aged

Feb. 20, Mary J. McDonald, aged
;

In ’Cambridge, Feb. 18, Charles W. Ifutelnu-son, formerly of Pembroke, aged 79 years.
;
In South Tbomastou, March 1, Mrs. Maria M,
Robinson, aged 67 years.
In Cutler, Feb. 28, Edward C. Ackley, aged
i
82 years 5 months.
In Koxbury, -March 1, Nathaniel Taylor, aged ;
88 years,
In Greenwood, Feb. 28, Mrs. Almira Swan,
aged about 9,i years.
In Koxbury, March 1, Nathaniel Taylor, aged
80 years 7 months.
In Fast llebron, Feb. 2S, Mrs. B. C. Keene.
In Waterford, Feb. 24. Mrs. Marr Johnson,
widow of the late Ira Johnson, aged 89 years

■

■

■■

for the defense in the trial of
Sheriff
Martin and his deputies this afternoon.
“The charge.” he said, “is the murder of
Mike Ceziak, but this charge cannot be
substantiated unless
we
find the man
Feb. 2S, Mrs. E. L. Jewett, of
who killed him. One shot from one gun, Bridcton, formerly of Browfinokt.
Bethel.
March
3, Dwight 0. Rose, aged
In
one
man
killed
him.
fired
fired by
Who
Then why are 61 years,
the shot? No one knows.
the sheriff and deputies here?”
[The funeral service of the late Mrs. Mary
District Attorney Martin then com- A. Farr will take Place on Thursday afternoon
final
the
address
for
the
commonmenced
at 2.30 o'clock, trom her late residence. No. 169
Lincoln street.
wealth.

1(InaBridgtou,

CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.. Agents.

ENGINEER OFFICE,
US.Portland,
Me., Feb. 24. 1898.—Sealed

DEATHS.

88 years.
Ill Belmont,
76 years.
In Milltown,
69 years.

or

of the event were Charles S. PetteDgill of
Bowdoin. Prof. Stetson and A. F. Drummond. The cup was won by 1000, scoring
The
30 points; 1901,20; ’98, 18; ’99, 5.
Horizontal bar, won by Foy
iimmury:

Xmvcomb, 1901, 2nd, 15 yards dash, won
by Xowenhain, 1901, Cotton 1900, 2nd.
lime, 2.35.
Putting shot, won by Pike,
SS, 31 feet, S inches; Scannoll, 1900, 2nd.
won
1900.
Toiman,
by
Sparriug,
RunWrestling, won by Tupper, 1900.
ning high jump, won by Stevens. ’39, I
feet, 3 inches, Kewenham, ISO!, 2nd.
Twenty yards hurdle won by Cotton, 1900
Hooke, 1900, 2nd. Time, 81-5. Pole vault,
won by Fogg, 1901, 9 leet one inch; Newmhara, 1901, 2nd.
Special tumbling,
Pike, ’SS, first; Wilson, '9b, 2nd.

g'
which Commander Worden was lookln
was the only one that inflicted damage o1
and it hurt the
man, not
New Light on the Famous Engagement in consequence,
the Monitor.
Koatls.
“If
used
solid
had
shot,
the
Merrimao
Hampton
as did the Monitor, there is
little reason
to doubt that she would have won.
The
(From the Chicago Record.)
Monitor’s turret could hardly have stood
the
on
the
the
If
Monitor,
hammering.
Tiskilwa, 111., Feb. 37.-On the mornto
other hand, had carried guns equal
nation.
of
the
of
March
hearts
9.
ing
1863,
those we had, so that she could have
North and South, stood still while the hurled her solid shot with
the greatest
Monitor fought the Merrimao to a draw possible force, she would have out ub to
pieces. Her projectiles would have sliced
in Hampton Roads. Of either crew there
through our armor and dismounted our
are few survivors.
The death of Admiral guns, killed our men and wrecked our
Worden recently removed tho last officer, machinery. Hut none of these
things
to he.
and tho last man but one of the Monitor were
“This was one of tho world’s
great
while of the 370 men on
the Merrimao naval battles in which both sides wore
that day, not more than a corporal’s tbo same uniform. The men on the Merguard are living now. One of these men rimac were largely from the United
States Navy, and still wore the blue. AnIs Major James C. Long of Tiskilwa. He
other reason for retaining this color was
Is only 52 years old and so was only 16 the fact that it alone seemed to stand the
when he went through this historic tattle notion of salt water; at least no satisfacsubstitute had been found for it.
that revolutionized the naval architec- tory
“The similarity of uniforms complicated
But his recolltction of our
ture of the world.
plans in tho event of our boarding
and dis- the Monitor aud taking her by hand-tothe eventful day is very clear
hand light, as we expected to do. In such
tinct.
he little chance to
a mix-up there would
at
Chattanooga,
Major Long was born
distinguish friend from foe. We prepared
mother
his
to board, however, and marked ourselves
Tenn. From her doorway
most of by tying on white sashes or white clothes
was able to see by day and night
around our left arms. I wore a sash.
the famous battle of Lookout Mountain. Once we
might have boarded the Monitor.
he
entered
Annapolis It was when we made a feeble effort to
At an early age
of
ram her and failed, our oommander fearNaval Academy and upon the outbreak
the effect of a hard shock on the Mertho war he followed the lead of the offic- ing
rimac’s frame and stopping against the
was
and
South
the
with
sided
who
ers
Monitor with a gentle bump that hurt no
placed in a midshipman’s berth. In this one. We slid apart, firing a shot or two,
but"there'was no ramming and no boardA
capacity he served on the Merrimao.

SUSCEIAANEOWS.

FIGHT OF THE MONITOR.

[Continued.]
Mrs. Grosvenor flung nerseit back in

her chair with outstretched hands.
“Dennis, haven’t you any imagination at all?”
“I don’t know what you are driving
at.”
“I sometimes think you are not nearly so bright as I have been trained to
think you. With Herriman Bascom
dead yon ought to como into your own

peaceably.”

“What do you call my own?”
“Your living wife, the Bascom place
—which of course she inherits—and
yonr daughter, tho superb Miss Jessica
Bascom 1”
CHAPTER XVII.

Jessica, running lightly down the
terrace steps, carrying a well filled wallet, which she meant to slip into the old

shooters.

Without them i should

never

have learned what your brother was to
my father after they left here, although
in the few letters that came back to me
my dear father always made affectionate allusions to Captain Belknap. I owe
a very deep debt of gratitude to your
brother. I' should be glad to pay it to
some member of his family.”
“Oh, but you forget—about”—
“I

forget nothing.”

“And it is for Beggie himself. That
makes it all the more presumptuous.

“Why?”
“Because I once heard him say that
yon ‘entertained a natural and wholesale contempt for him.’ Not that he
blamed you. He just thought you were
too good and exalted yourself to make
any allowances for such a lapse.”
Jessica walked on in profound silence
until they had reached the sycamore
tree at the forks of the road.
“Would you object to waiting here
with me a little while? The old evangelist w’ho has been laboring over my
people is not very strong, and these
things may stand him in good stead.”
Marianne threw herself Sown on the
mossy roots of the old tree.
“It is lovely here. I could spend
hours here with you. I am always ready
for the woods. Beggie says he is sure I
was a dryad in a former stage of existence.
Jessica, too, had seated herself on the
spreading roots. She looked away from
Marianne with a thoughtfully contracted brow.
“I am afraid I have been very arrocant in mv time. My introduction to

evangelist’s hands when he should pass
the gate on his way to the public road,
came plump upon Marianne standing
irresolutely on the outside of it.
In the act of lifting its latch a nervShe was
ous tremor had seized her.
sure Miss Bascom would refuse her petition. She wished she had let Mr.
Whitney’s sister drive her toward Cloverdell instead of dropping her at the
Bascom gate.
Some words that had passed between
her and Reginald as he had sat on the
bench under the crape myrtle tree in
the old Belhaven garden had come back
to her most inopportunely.
Sho had charged him with being in
love with Miss Bascom. He had admitted it and added, “while ijjie enter- Captain Belknap was not auspicious.
tains a natural and wholesale contempt But my dear father loved him. They
for me.
; loved each other. The men all write
And yet here she was in tho hour of that he offered his life to save that of
I
his helpless need about to fling Him his friend. Do you suppose I am utterly
that
same
of
mercies
devoid of common gratitude?”
upon the tender
“Oh, I am so glad I came! If that is
uncompromising young woman. If only
she had never let Miss Melanie frighten the way you feel, you will not object to
her into such precipitate action! Miss letting him come here.
Jessica looked at her with wide
Melanie had told her that the Bascom
place was the only safe place for Reggie. stretched eyes.
“Come here? To my house, do you
Jessica stared at her visitor in surprise.
“Miss Belknap on foot and alone! mean? Why, where is he?”
Then Marianne told her story, with
Why, my dear girl, whatdoes it mean?”
Jessica’s voice, full of kindly concern, many quotations from Miss Melanie as
reached her in advance of Jessica her- to the utter impracticability of Captain
self. There was a cordial ring in it that Belknap’s being brought into Clovergave the child fresh courage. She lifted dell while the Marine brigade was on
the latch with a lightened heart and hand.
“But—I—he”—
walked quickly to meet Jessica.
Jessica’s hestitation threw her into
Yes, on foot and alone, although, of
But despair.
course, I did not start that way.
I am all right.
never mind about me.
“Oh, I knew it! I knew it! I said
Oh, Miss Bascom, I ve come on such a you never would consent to have him
strange errand! I don’t know what you here.”
Her tears began to flow freely. Jessica
will say to it.:
“I say in advance that nothing is looked away from her with a frown
strange for these disjointed times.”
puckering her smooth forehead. She
The smile that accompanied these was not given to hasty action or tc
words, Marianne declared to herself,
making up her mind without any previous consideration.
quite warranted Reggie’s infatuation.
“It is lovely of you to putjt that
“Don’t cry, please, Miss Belknap. 1
You know’, Miss MelaniS JPotts want to think over this proposition.
way.
“Well, you can think without calling
says that while we are all in the..Same
I feel miles farther
boat, pulling for the shore through such me ‘Miss Belknap.
troubled waters, we ought not to be away from you than I did five minutes
afraid of each other. I expect I am a ago.
terrible coward. I was casting about
“What a spoiled little one it is!” said
for some way to get back home without Jessica, smiling away the threatening
troubling you when you saw me.”
aspects of the situation.
Bhe was consciously talking to gain
“No, there is no one to spoil me since
time. Jessica looked at her very gravely.
Reggie went away. But I must not let
“Miss Potts is quite right. Iam sorry you think that I am entirely without
you have found me so repellent.”
any self control. I have been dreadfully
“Oh, no, please don’t say that! I was upset today. Please don’t set me down
for a perfect simpleton.”
UU1J UUV IjUUD CulL. J UU iiUUVV) tt
we were in the same boat or not.
I
“When are you looking for him?”
meai—I mean”—
“At any moment—tomorrow, today,
‘‘Sou mean, I suppose, my Union this hour. Nobody knows anything acsentiments? That does not alter the fact curately. Maxwell, my younger brother,
that I have suffered a bitter and an ir- you know, has been gone nearly three
weeks now. He went to bring Reggie
reparable loss for the cause.”
There were tears in her beautiful eyes home.
tnd a tremulous quiver in the corners
She would have liked to embody
uf her firm mouth. Marianne impulsive- Lemuel Street s name in tms statement,
ly lifted the hand she still held to her but something held her tongue.
lips.
“No, it is as you say, impossible to
“Oh, I am such a bungler, such a he sure of anything. I begin to fear I
have missed my old evangelist. He exstupid creature! Please forgive me.
“I have nothing to forgive, dear child.
pected to be well on his way by this
Of course I am to have the pleasure of time. I am sorry to have him wanderyour company to dinner. If you have ing about tho county, depending on the
not walked too far already, would you humor of people for a chance meal or a
mind walking with me as far as that bed. Did you ever come in contact with
old sycamore tree you see standing a man or a woman, my dear, whose
where the roads fork? I am expecting mere presence seemed to raise your esan old man to pass, to whom I wish to
timate of human nature?”
deliver this,” touching the bag on her
“No,” Marianne answered rather
arm.
“He has been preaching in my
curtly. Sh3 resented this sudden effacequarters.
ment of bar brother in favor of a wan“I would love dearly to walk with
“But, then, I have
When dering cvaugelist.
you. I haven’t walked at all.
come in contact with very few people of
those men told me they must have my
sort.”
horses and made Uncle Toby go with any
“The old man for whom I am watchthem, I just sat still and cried like a
is an unusual sort. If you and I had
lost child. I didn’t seem to have a bit ing
toiled all our lives for the betterment of
of judgment left. And, then, to think
mankind and found ourselves at the age
of being picked up by Mr. Whitney’s
of threescore and ten without a home,
sister of ali people in the world.”
without kindred, without a single thing
"Bo you mean that very pronounced or creature we could call our very own,
lady who is staying with the man who what sort of members of society do you
defrauded your brother? That was a suppose we would make?”
“I should be a perfect fiend. I don’t
strange trick oi chance.”
“Wasn't it? But there isan old prov- want to live long enough to settle that
erb that, says cno must speak well of question if those I love are to he taken
the bridge that carries us safely, and I from me.
did so want to get to you.
“Yes, that is tho way I felt too. My
They were walking side by side along old man has given me a broader sense of
the shady road that led from the pri- what it means to he a member of socivate grounds of the Bascom place out to ety.”
“I didn’t think you cared much
the public road to Cloverdell.
“lam quite ready to speaK well of about soqjety,” said Marianne, beginthe bridge that has brought you tome,” ning to wonder if Miss Bascom possibly
she said, smiling down on Marianne hrd a frivolous side to her.
from her superior height, “but all this
<‘In a narrow loqal sense, no. Pertime I am consumed with an unsatisfied haps I should have said that I had come
to realize that we are all members of
curiosity about that strange errand.”
“Oh, I have come to ask a very, very one great needy family and th^t I have
no right to ignor^its claims on me.”
great favor at your hands.”
‘I think I would he safe in saying
She got up from her mossy seat at the
you could think of nothing too great foot of the tree and peered anxiously
for me to grant. I have read every one down the road.
of five letters written by the sharp(To be continued.)

in the handling.
“She did not enjoy the unlimited

con

fidence of her crew,’’ says Major Long.
“Wo were afraid she might get a ram or
that
a shot below the armor belt, and in
ohauco of
event we understood that our
We
have
should
small.
escape would be
had no more chance of making land than
had the crew of the Cumberland, which
we sunk the day before, and which went
down with her flag up, her guns firing
3
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If the Monitor had rammed ns there or
had been able to depress her guns so as to
land a shot or two there, it world have
been no drawn battle.
“There are some singular misapprehensions about the light.
says Major Long.
“It is a general belief that these two
in
about
steamed
Hampton Hoads,
ships
each manoeuvring to find the other at disadvantage, sometimes grappling, almost,
in
fact,
and firing all the time; that,
their guns kept up a coniuuous roar. This
was not

so.

arrived in Hompton
“The Monitor
Hoads on the night of March 8. On that
had
been demolishing
Merrimac
the
flay
the Federal wooden ships at her pleasure.
She was proof against their projeotiles,
and could shatter them with shot and ram
at will. On that day she sunk the Cumberland, burned the Congress and left the
Minnesota aground, a picked prey for the
following day. On moving out to renew
her work the next morr ing she found her
self, opposed by the Monitor and the battle
ensued; the wooden ships, the helpless
viotlms of the day before, being simply

spectators.
The fight lasted six hours, but it was
not melodramatic cannonading. In the
six hours the Monitor fired only forty-one
shots and the Merrimac only forty-six, a
total of eighty-seven. The Monitor carried two guns, the Merrimac
eleven, so
seven
that the pieces averaged less than
shots each. There were times wren several reports came within the space of a
few minutes, but this did not often hap-

pen.
whenever we
“We had orders to lire
could bring a gun'to bear, regardless of
other circumstances. The only qualification of this order was that the shots be
delivered at the shortest possible
range.
Muohjtime was consumed in manoeuvring the ships, each tryiDg to get as much
advantage an possible while Billowing the
least to its adversary. The Monitor’s two
were
guns were placed side by side, but
no matter
never fired simultaneously,
the
The
Merrihow good
opportunity.
raac’s eleven guns were placed four on a
side, two at the bow and [one commanding the stern. She might have fired
broadsides, but never did during the
because
whole engagement, principally
that
the Monitor was so small a target
the broadside guns could not be brought
on
her
at
once.
to bear
“Providence or fate or blind luck or
man’s lack of foresight, so arranged the
ammunition and armament of both ships
that neither one could win on that day.
The Monitor hart two smoothbore shell
guns, not adapted to the high pressure
k«v
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“I was

out

on

deck

but

once.
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an
take a

situation as barber; been at
Address BrunsC years.

Carlsbad is
At least, the
health-giving part of it is. Take
the Carlsbad Sprudel Salt (the
now.

to you

waterevaporatedand
ed). Best results obtained when

concentrat-

out-door exercise can be had.
See that the signature of
Eisner & Mendelson Co., Sole
Agents, New York,” is on every
bottle. That makes the genuine
imported article—the world’s
natural remedy for gout, dyspepsia, biliousness and stomach,
liver and kidney complaints.

3-1

wick, Me., Box 101.

IV ANT ED—A position as housekeeper by relined, capable, middle aged lady to widtake entire
or would
iwer or gentleman,
Highest
ih'irge of summer boarding house.
•eferences from present and previous employALPHA, Hotel
Country preferred.
es.
Kiske, Old Orchard, Me.3-1

Made from the best
essence of all that’s best in beef.
s grazing fields
carts of the best cattle, raised on the company
That’s why it is the best, and for over thirty
in

LOST AND FOUND.

The

re

It goes

High, Congress,

on

marked M. R.
Kinder please return to 03
receive reward.

i

\

long way.

THOMAS ST.

; Good Livers

..

female.

...x

Like

cocker

under this head
cash in advance.

cents,

SALE—At Fessenden Park, a tine 8
Louse; everything in it you could ask

17OR

room

for;

cars

will pass

here

this

spring.

Me will

this home to you at cost to Duildj only
$500 down.
MARKS & EARLE CO., No. 12
9-1
Monument Sauare.
sell

for two
pOR SALE-Three storied house
families, 1G rooms, newly decorated and
painted, hot and cold water throughout, new
set ranges with hot water tanks for each tenant new
open plumbing, located near Lincoln
l)e s°ld very cheap.
W. H. WALiw!/vx'v^*
DRON
& CO., No. iso Middle St.
9 1

class 3
pOR14 SALE—First
rooms and

storied residence.
Lath, steam heat and all modconveniences, located in the best neighborhood in western part of
city; is arranged for
one or two families,
and handy to electrics;
•*

one

BENSON’S
POROUS

head
Inserted under this
week for 25 cent*. ca«h In advance.

11

girl

capable
WrANTED—A
work in family of
a

LODGING HOUSE, Mass, av, 17 rooms, low
rent, beautifully furnished, new within 6 months,
income now $144 over rent, owner 111, will make
big sacrifice, only $509 down.
LODGING HOUSE. St. Butolph st. 12 rooms,
rent $75, furnished new about 1 year, price only
$650, best bargain in Back Bay._____
LODGING HOUSE, near Columbus av, 17
rooms, rent only $68. all newly fnrnished, 4
months ago, owner compelled to leave city will
small payment
make wonderful
saciiflce,

LET—On Union street,"block 53-57 suitable
or manufacturing and mechanical
Inquire of I. S.
lurposes. Rent moderate.
First
National Bank Building, PortVAILL,

and,

_9 *

Me.

LET—Two very desirable tenements No.
Single
1042 Congress street,
$10 each.
street. $18. \ ery delouse No. 181 Oxford
sirable room third floor No. 553 Congress street,
3orner Oak; price
low. Lower tenement No.
17 Merrill street, $8. Upper tenement No. 8 St.
Lawrence street. $10. Cheap rent on Madison
396
meet. FRED’K L. JERRIS,
Congress

rO

down._

meet.__

3-1

LET IN DEERING—A furnished house.
nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and
laundry. Fine grove in rear; also orchard of
Will be
uhoice apples. On line of electrics.
Address
rented to a family without children.
Me.
or call 51 PLEASANT ST.. Deering,

10

Providence depot,
LODGING HOUSE,
15 rooms, rent $60, price $550, only $200 down.
near

n ar

inserted under thi9 head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

ItO for stores

LODGING HOUSE, West Brookline st, 16
rooms, rent only $70, location between 'Iremont
st and Warren av, best in city, everything new
within 3 mos, owner going away, $luo
LODGING HOUSE, Tremont st. X6 rooms,
very clean, nice house, doubles its rent, will be
sold at a bargain, small payment

Columbus av,

3-1

Forty words
one

down.__

—LODGINGHOUSE,

general houseApply at 20

TO LET.

dowrn._

I

for

three.

High street. Woodfords.

PLASTER

I

S

^^fd»eaP'

W' 1L

™ItON

&

CO..

EiOJt SALE—Farm in Bethel,
Maine, 120 acres
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all m good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water ; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. C’apen farm; will be sold on favorable term ;
or may be exchanged for Portlanu nrooeriv
MISS SAKAI! BIDKN, No. 135 Oxford St
Portland,

Me._mar9-tf

Forty word*

J

Claims

4-1

WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.

A. C. JONES & GO.,
Minute Tapioca Tremont
Building, Boston

f

An-

spaniel pup,
LOST—Black
swers to the name of “Feathers.” Finder
J. MADDOCKS,

CHANCES.

BUSINESS

and
7-3t

will be rewarded by notifying
126 Pearl street, City.

...

Pine

case

a

W in

a

or

Sunday,
watch
LOST-On
streets, small gold hunting
center of chased face.

Uruguay.
for purity and fin© flavor.
years unapproached
Genuine has
1

tabl?l:

Inserted

week for 35

ern

SALE—On Deering Highlands,

FOR

house and

room

stable,

new 7
cemented cellar

bath, hot and cold water, wired for lights; lot
70x100; one minute to electrics. §2300; §3(0
down.
MARKS & EARLE CO., No. 21 Mnnument
p.j
Square._
building lots-i otter for
sale a few very desirable building lots on
Arlington and Clifton Sts. at YVoodfords. To
realize quickly on these lots a number will be
sold at bargain prices to parties that will build
good houses. F. YV. SPARKOYV, 4 Arlington
St., YY'oodfords.
s-1

Deering

SALE—House and lot number 16 Avon
St., residence of the late Hon. William
Senler, five minutes walk from Congress
Square, compact, pleasant and convenient
BENJAMIN SHAYV, 511-2 Exchange St.

FOIi

8 1

__

SEATS to the Grand
FINE
Call at 72 I’lne St.

Opera for

sale
8-1

SALE—Farm in Gray, 125 acres, good
|^OEwater,
A
wood, timber, fruit and hay a
plenty. House two storied, barn with cellar,
and outbuildidgs, ail in good order; 11-2 miles

from R. R„ stores, etc. 16 miles from Portland
and Lewiston. WATSON, 12 Monument Sq.
8-1

E^OR SALE OR TO LET—Nearby suburban
1
residence containing 15 rooms, with steam
heat, and other improvements, including 35
acres
land, near electric cars.
YY’ell adapted
mar9 4
for boarders. An excellent opportunity is here
For full particulars
first class store, suitable for offered to right parties.
Avcai laidic uuice,
rirsi
>>;uiouu,i r>;tnK
any business; been a grocery and provision store for over miriy years, me wen auuwu
building, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.
7-1
stand of M. Y. Knight, at 40 Oxford St. For information inquire at 20 Anderson St.8-1
(kOEA DOWN buys a first class two story
house containing six rooms, Sebago
pleasant lower rent of six rooms water, cemented cellar, furnace heat, and situat No. 1025 Congress St. with modern con- ated corner of Sawyer and 1 homas Sts., WoodPrice $16 per fords ; also a good sized lot of land andstab'e
veniences, and large yard.
month.
Apply to De C. True, No. 17 Hem- with same. Balance to be paid monthly in
8-1
Fore
St
lock St. or True Bros., No. 394
sums of §14.25 unt 1 fully paid.
Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St
7-1
17*OR KENT—Milk and vegetable farm located
A
60
about
in Deerinv. near cars, containing
SALE—Farm of 100 acres, 5 miles from
acres with good buildings; barns accommodate
Portland, cuts 40 tons of hay, 1 mile from
30 to 40 cows; excellent pasture, etc.
Splendid
1-2 story house in
chance for an enterprising farmer. Particulars. depot, church and store.
good
repair, large barn nearly new. will be sold
Bank
BulldReal Estate office. First National
at a bargain if called for at once.
W. F
ing, FREDERICK S. VAILL.8-1
DEESSEE, 80 Exchange St, Port'and, Maine.
ri'O LET—Flat No. 929a Congress street, near
7-1
A
Union Station, contains six rooms, balli
room, large halls and plenty of closet room. I' OH SALE—Two story and two tenement
Apply to J. FRANK BABB, Buck’s Ticket 1 house near corner of Cumberland and
Franklin street, rents for §300 per year. Also
Office, 272 Middle St.7-1
two story and two tenement nouse in same
RENT—Handsome brick residence No.
Yj>OR
rents for $204; prices very reasonable
A
3 Deering street, containing 12 rooms, with vicinity,
and terms easy.
W. F. DEESSEE, 80 Exbath, steam neat and all other modern imstreet. Portland, .Maine.7-1
provements. Exceptionally well adapted for change
renting rooms, etc. Possession April 1st. For
SALE—Beautiful suburban residence
permit and other particulars apply Real Estate
14 rooms in perfect repair, steam heat,
jffice, First National Bank Building, FRED- ample outbuildings, 15 acres superior land,
cRICK S. VAILL.
high elevation, lull view of Portland, 2 miles
_7-1
fine orchard, close to electrics; must be
RENT—April 1st. lower tenement, en- out.
W. H. WALtirely separate, of house No. 199 Spring St., sold immediately, price $5000.
PKON
& Co., 180 Middle St.7-1
besides
halls
bathseven
rooms
and
lontalniug
■oom; exposed plumbing, steam heat.
Inquire
SALE—Near Riverton, on line of elecit 44 DEERING STREET.
2-tf
trics, pleasantly situated, with fine view,
two story frame house containing 8 rooms an 1
bath, in good order; large stable and Va acre of
land.
BENJAMIN SHAW, SIVz Exchange
street
5-i
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Dry Goods Business
FOR SALE.

FOE

FOE

FOR

FOE

FOR RENT.

In short, it was ladies’ night,
ter block.
and more than 100 ladies joined the members in the sociability of the oocasion.
Early in the evening the party assemin the large hall and were enterI bled
tained by vocal, instrumental and literary numbers of whioh this is the programme:
Miss and Master Sherry
Vocal Duet,
C. A. Peters
Harmonica Solo,
Bro. Frank Mitohell
Reading,
H. D. Fickett
Banjo and Harmonica,
A
Bro. Tom Peters
i Cornet Solo,
Mr. Morgan
Miss
and
Vocal Duet,
Hovey

Mandolin Duet,

Misses Colesworthy and Murphy
Baritone Solo,
Hoy Purinton

-r»

is

coming

adapt

WANTED—A
the busiuess

liebiq

Forty words
one

as

exceptionally

mouth st, 18 rooms, only $200 down, bargain.
“LODGING HOUSE, Berwick pk, near Columbus av, price $550, only $200 down, bargain.
A Yankee gunner on
some kind to him.
a positive cure for Muscular Rheu““LODGING HOUSE, West Springfield st. niceone of the ships eamo near saving me the
s matism, Backache, Sciatica, Pleu- g
ly furnished, rent only $60, price $500, a snap.
trouble of a return to my station, missing
affections and all aches A
A
Kidney
risy,
small
a
with
feet
over
four
me not
piece
LODGING nOUSE,Hancock st, 20 rooms,
V and pains. Manufacturers standing
at good long range. I had been feeling
finely furnished, steam heat, bargain; another,
*
1
a
Insist
a guarantee of merit.
l6rooms, rent $83, only *700 down; Bowooin
upon
very brave, but I lost no time getting unst. elegant house, 23 rooms, income $60 per
ft BENSON. Only the genuine effecder cover.
week.
“It is another erroneous impression that § tive. Price 25c. Refuse substitutes.
the Monitor was all that saved WashingGKOCEBY and provision store, few miles
«=>»»» <dl
from Boston, established 30 years, rent $40,
ton and New York and the other Federal fe.
“MerriThe
business
$1200 per month, fine team, must be
seaports from the Merrimac.
sold this week, owner retiring, a snap.
have reached
mac could never
r.Dy of
MACHIAS PATRIOTS.
MILK ROUTE—For sale, through Woburn, 26
them. She dared not try the short ocean
At an informal meeting held Monday
voyage, ahd she drew too much water;
fitted, plenty cans, owner going to Klonw.
dowuu
newly
meir
jja,
besides whilo she must have eventually evening ac
oruiurj,
dike. must sell at once, great bargain. A1 C.
succumbed to tho pounding she would
infantry N. G. S. M., voted to JONES & CO., room 804, Xremont bldg. Boston.
regiment
from the Federal fleet. She
have got
to enter the United States service
could never have lived through the pun- a man
ishment of the guns of Forrress. Monroe if if called upon. There was a larger attendshe had tried to go to Washington, and ance than at any previous meeting for a
the shallow Potomac would never have let
time and the unanimous declaration
her get there. She would have failed in long
of loyalty and patriotism exhibited on
the same manner to reach New York.
“She could not even have delended the this occasion was as it should have been
STORE in manufacturing town in N. E. about
Confederate capital against the Monitor if and as might have been expected, for 100 miles from Boston, business established
the Monitor had chosen to go there. The
conducted by same owner for 30 years,
and
there is good and loyal blood in this comMonitor’s light draught would have perstock clean and first-class, will invoice about
Nearly every member is a son, $10,000, owner has other business and will
mitted her to proceed up the James River pany.
ruins. For grandson or descendant of soldiers who sacrifice stock at 75 cents on the dollar for
and to shell Richmond into
cash, and might exchange for free and clear real
some reason she did not embrace this have borne
honorable service to their estate, with little money, finest opening for
the Confedthe
meantime
chanoo, and in
A. C. JONES &
business ever offered in N. E.
the
roll
In reading over the
erates blooked the river with obstructions country.
CO, room 804 Tremont building, Boston. 9-1
and torpedoes, and that movement there- names have a familiar sound indicative
The Merrimac cf a
after became impossible.
period in the nation’s history when
WANTED.
was a terror to wooden ships, hut she was
their ancestors were the personification of
not a ship herself, in the full sense of the
one
doubts
but
no
house lot centrally located.
terra—nothing more than a floating bnt- loyalty, consequently the O’Brien Rifles WANTED--A
>*
MARKS & EARLE CO., No. 12 Monuthe part to be taken by
etery.”
be an honorable part, in whatever ment Square.9-1
will
runblockade
in
tho
was
Major Long
events may find them WANTED-By a concern of good financial
ning service of the Confederacy and did conditionit coming
»*
be for weal or for woe. Followresponsibility, a medium sized store, for
duty in its navy in other capacity—part whetherthe names of some of those found a retail
Furnished—three story brick
business, situated on Congress St.,
of the time in engineering work—till he ing are
Oak St.
BENJAMIN | louse (with deep lot on lane),
Elm and
between
Clark,
Bowker, Ames,
win.
01 hub
upon the roll:
was captured, near me close
51 1-2 Exchange St.7-1
SIIAW.
Vo.
194 Itanforth street; pleas*
McTeer.
Soon after his release at the close at hos- Hoar, McGuire, Gilson, Caswell,
GardiWANTED—Burnham’s Jeilycon. For dessert ; int and healthy; good neighbors;
tilities he got a place in the engineer Albee. Vose, Barry, Bryant, Foss,
Made without sugar in a | heating and plumbing in good
no equal,
McCabe, Perry,
ner. Hall, Hutohinson,
corps of the United States and he is there
Talbot, minute. For sale hv grocers. For health use irder; the latter arranged for
Stoddard,
engineer in Preble, Robinson,
still. He is now assistant
Favorite
Burnham’s Beef, Wine and Iron.
and
others
Palmer
Saddler,
Retail trade supplied by job- 1 ;he comfort and convenience of
charge of the eastern section of the Henne Thaxter,
health restorer.
equal renown.—Machias Republican.
would make
Rockland and in invalid;
low
bers in Portland. Bangor,
pin (Janal.
4-1
Lewiston.
firice for desirable tenant.
NIGHT.
LADIES’
STAR’S
EASTERN
WIT AND WISDOM.
BENJAMIN SHAW,
iiimiiHiMKI——ITTMI
One of these very pleasant social eve51 1*4 Exchange St,
Star
Eastern
for
whioh
Encampning
A Generous Foe.
marldlw*
was
is
O.
O.
I.
noted,
spent
F.,
ment,
<
MALE HELP WANTED.
last evening at their lodge rooms in Bax-

which,;pos6ib)y, would have been dangerthe
were used, unless
ous if solid shot
powder charge were modified. She was
under orders from the ordnance
depart“I’ll say dis fer yer, Chimmie! Yez kin
ment not to exeped fifteen pounds of powder, but she used solid shot.
itand a terr’ble amount o’ punishment!”
“The Merrimao had a fine armament of —New York Journal.
large calibre rifles, and oould burn any
amount of powder in them, hut she hag
not expected to do battle with another
“Some of us will smart for it.”
Ironclad, and as shelltj were 'far more Much
Ado About Ko'Mng, Act V. Scene T.
eSective against wooden ships than were
Pond’s Extract removes all
Not much!
solid shot, she carried nothing else.
smarting.
“The result of those inadaptations was
The
a singular inefficiency in.'both ships.
Monitor could pegrsoIid shot at the MerriIt Makes a Differenceat
about
half
but
the
only
mac,
proper
Torn—Mother, I saw Fred Barclay put
velooity. Some ofithe-ie shot Etarted our
his arm around Alice last night
seams and;we had some bent armor plates
Mamma—Merey! Are you sure? Didn’t
but none of these injuries were serious.
It happened that none of the Monitor’s your eyes deceive you? Oh, tell mo; tell
lightning struck us twice in tho same me that you are jesting! This will kill me
place. On the other hand, tho Merrimac, if it is true—and they're not engaged! She
while able to load powder enough to give told mo sojfcliis morning!
her shells the higher muzzle
velocity,
Ho was teachTom—It’s gospel truth.
could not strike a telling blow"with them
her a new dance.
against the Monitor's smooth iron turret, ing
Mamma—Oh. Tom, how you frightened
because they were deficient in weight.
They hit the mark, but'they shattered as me!—Chicago News.
break
harmlessly as snowballs would
were peroussion
against a barn. They
and
broke
on
shells
contact. The one that
burst outside the grated port through
Fac-rimile signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER

isn’t necessary

a

to character and ability, would
nice person for people who
She will
girl into their family.
lerself to circumstances. Address MRS. C. M.
Green
St., Augusta, Me.
jLIDDEN, No. 38
7-1
le

Our

ri

GOING TO CARLSBAD

girl to do housework ; about twenty years old. has best

if references

rli!!!!-*

pilothouse, well forward on our low freeboard, had been taken away as a needless
and cumbrous affair, and the commander
occupied a hatchway whero it had stood,
thrusting his head above the deck now
and then to keep a survey of the scene. I
word of
crept out of a port and carried

roil SALE,

v

under this head
Forty words inserted
advance.
Dua weak for 25 cents. ®ash in

WANTED—A place for

It makes Delicious
i
ing.
And Healthful Desserts. \
largo proportion of the officers at Annapo
“During the progress of the light we
though learned to get our bodies out of the way
lis refused to tight the old flag,
:: Ecwareof imitations.
Askyourgrocerfor }
W’e soon grew exsome of them were men of Southern birth ofjthe Monitor’s Are.
"Minute Tapioca.”
f
ana couiu
nor
at
intentions,
judging
there es- pert
but most of the Southerners
^' The genuine is put up by the WHITMAN X
tell when a shot was coming and about
of
the
cause
the
Confederacy.
X
hit
us.
We
cleared
also
GROCERY
poused
where it was likely to
Orange, Mass.,
j: manufacturersCO.,
X
of the celebrated
The Merrimao was the old United States our ports whenever she was about to pay
us one of those
compliments. Our poor
frigate of that name rebuilt. She was old
little
over 30 Dainty
Our
Booklet,
X
smokestack, however, couldn’t dodge,
Dasserts, (free) by mail. Ask for it. licIailllC* X
remodelled so that she was really only a and it was riddled with
shot, large and
....
She
declares
tho
Long.
Major
to
addition
small—in
battery,
perforations
floating
water line, but not perpetrated by the fleet the day beforewas armored to the
till it was mostly holes. This interfered
below it. She drew twenty three feet of
|-*oCO<=5»99O0-J=»0CO<S=s»OCO*C=»MO«5=s»O»W<C=3»««««^
with our furnace draught considerably,
1
are made for
water, but she had such a load on her bat did no vital damage.
no a!se

upper works in the armor that she carried
that she was touheavy and could
She
never have lived in a rough sea.
was a eteam vessel, of course, but inclined
to be unwieldy and slow and awkward

WANTED-SrfTUATlOX

MJSCEIXANEOUS.

J

on

the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
When

Baby

was

<*

VETERAN HOTEL MAN.
Pittsfield, March 8.—Isaac H. Lancey,
aged 74, a life long resident of this town,
while out of town attending the funeral
of a relative, had a fatal paralytic shock
and was brought home today. He was
long known as a hotel man and real
i,'
estate owner.

i!

A

are

a

Upholstery

I

Work.

n

“Honey” Johnson
Songs.
H. D. Fiokett
Banjo and Harmonica,
The entertainment was most cordially
received and at its conclusion the banquet.took place. Two hundred sat at the
tables and the viands were satisfying to
all. They included not only the substan
tials, but ices and cakes, fruit, chooolate
The committee in charge of
and coffee.
the entertainment and supper were W. S.
Hovey, H. B. Seal, C. F. Tobey and W.

Reupholstering of
niture,

old furMattresses Reno-

vated;

also

Hass.

in the. finest manner at
most reasonable prices.

FRANK

MORTGAGES NEGOTIATED—At 5 per cent ;
U we have funds of clients to invest in first
nortgages. Parties desiring loans on good
eal estate security, can obtain same by applyngat the Real Estate office, First National
Sank Building. FREDERICK S. VAILL.

§,|

TIBBETTS

P,
«

FREE

STREET.

I

8-1
JO,, 16 Elm St.
M RS. CUTTING of Brooklyn.N. Y., a medium
l’I for spiritual sittings will be at 39 Brown
8 1
itrcet for one week._
MONEY TO LOAN-On first and second
on
real
estate, stocks, bonds,
mortgages,
ife insurance policies and notes of any good
I. P. BUTLER, 48 1-2 Exchange
lecuriiies.

B

dreet.mar7-4

MONEY LOANED on 1st and 2d mortgages,
ill real estate, life Insurance policies, notes,
ionds and any good collateral security. Notes
llscounted. Rate of interest 5 per cent a year
md upward according to security.
W. P.
AKR. room 6. second floor, Oxford building.
85 Middle street.feb26d4w

in New
that it

1LLIAN AERILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant
and Palmist, 79 Franklin street, opposite
Confidential and reliable advieo
m health, business or private family matters,
iffice hours, 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.
4-1
I

-

Saves Women,

Porter, March 7.—Porter held its annumeeting today and elected the
Although politios
following officers.

Saves

wus not known it took sometimes four
settle
who was to hold the
ballots to
office for the ensuing year.
Moderator—John B. Danforth, I).
Clerk—B. F. Ridlon, R.
Selectmen, eto.—Amos Blazo, R. ;’Geo.
S. Stanley, D.; C. 1). Ridlon, R.
Treasurer—J. W. Gilpatriok, D.
S. 8. Committee—Clias. Wakefield, D. ;
W- T. Norton, R.; E. B. Ford, R.
Supervisor—S. B. Stanley, D.

WRhin
the next
J* | A linn
JilMsMMvr. months. A fortune

Carpeis,

no

than

more

the old-fashThe
Handle
ioned broom.
Does It.
Order one
your

of

grocer andfind

lieffor your

and

re-

arms

back.

Our best prrade
has XXX on
the label...

BROWNFIELD.

NU-BROOM CO.,

30Bso°suTthoNM,^Aelss.t-’

mile for the next ten
to make the same
iberal arrangements to those who may desire
o come in on the ground floor.
Eor prospectus
md further information apply to or aduress the
\
S. C. PRATT, 39 C. Equitable Bldg., Bosiec'y.
!
on, Mass.
3-1

days

Selectmen and
L. R- Gilets, R.;
Bailey, R.
S. S. Committee—F. E. Quint, R.; S.
Warren, R.; G. 8. Blake, R.
Superintendent ot Schools—F. Marston,
g
Auditor—J. L. Frink, R.

Rookland,

lbs., stands 15 3-4,
sound and kind, a good driver, and a perfect family horse. Apply at GOL'DY & KENT'S
5-1
STABLES, Pearl street.

FOR

mare, 1100

SALE—Black mare,
FOEand
kind, and safe for

ply

at
street.

GOUDY &

a perfect pet, sound
lauies to drive. Ap»
KENT’S STABLES, Pearl

5-1

SALE—On Congress street close to
Lincoln Park, three
storied detached
house, 14 rooms and hath, in perfect repair;
steam llieat; hot and cold water in lavatories
and laundry. Price §6,500. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle street.
5-1

FOE

for open fires. Rock maple and yellow
WOOD
hirr.h wnnri wpII spn<snnpri nnri

Irpnt. unrip#

cover.

A.

phone 50-2.

D. MORSE, 23 Plum street.

Tele6-1

SALE—The best
FORPark
the handsome

corner

lot in Fessenden

near
new house recently built. This is the only first class addition to
Portland.
W. P. CARR, Room 5, Oxford buil ;ing, 185 Middle street.4-1

SALE—At F'essenden
|/OKnew
7 room house

Park,

a

beautiful

up to date,
steam heat,
this summer.

entirely
nothing lacking, porcelain bath,
w

electrics

sure to pass tnis house
Will sell at cost,$500 down. MARKS & EARLE
CO., 12 Monument square.
_4-1

SALE-New three flat house,
FORplete
baths, rents for $45 per mouth; $4000,
three

com-

You can’t afford to let your money
$500
bank at 3 1-2 per cent when this
stay
MARKS &
house will pav 10 per cent net.
4-1
EARLE CO.. 12 Monument square.
down.
m the

SALE—If you wish to keep your tenants
you must build them a new house, they
Won’t stay in the old one any longer. We build
them for little money. Try us. MARKS &
EARLE CO., 12 Monument

FOR

square._4-1

hand harness.2 set double
3 simile express,
4light single harnesses; all in good repair,
4 1
JAS. (1. McLAUFLlN, 55 Preble street.
SALE—Second
FORteam,
1 set light driving.

SALE—In Dcei ing one mile from Portoil 2
land. about 10 acres of land bounde
streets; electrics will pass the premises this
is
in view of Portland.
land
ihe
ot
year; apart
W. H. WALPrice 2 cents per square foot.
DRON & CO., 180 Middle street._4-1

FOR

MARK

F’OR

MUSICAL

CONSIGNED
rree street.

11-tf

NOTICE.

Notice.
Notice.
Highest cash
prices paid for rags, rubbers, bottles and
-11 kinds of old metals.
Mall orders solieted.
’(JUTLAND, RAG CO., 54 Lincoln St.. Portland,

Road Commissioner—M. D.Seavey, R.
AT ROCKLAND.

March

S-l

SALE—Bay

MONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of
DOWN SALE—One lot Ladies’ Gypsy
be obtained in Portland; also,
cut $3.00 boots. S1.25; one lot Ladies’
stocks, bonds, personal proper- Gypsy cut $3.00 boot $1.03; one lot Ladies’Goat
good securities. Inquire of A. and Dongola $2.00 boots, 70c; one lot Ladies’
any
LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
17-4
$1.25 Oxfords at 75c. J. E. FAhK, One Price
;
Shoe Store. 47 Exchange street.
4-2
will advance money on
any kind of
SALE—3 wall soda fountains; 1 counter
merchandise consigned to us, or will
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
soda fountain.
household furniture,
store
>ay cash for
tocks and fixtures of any
2_i
description. GOSS 46 Exchange si reet.
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf
GOODS jnst received:' pianos,
Household goods of every demusic boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins,
scription are
always to be found -it guitars, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
jrlvate sale at our Auction Rooms. We often music, music books, music rolls,
superior vio»ave articles less than half the cost to manlin and banjo strings,
l’iease call at HA WES’,
ifacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 414 Congress
feb24~l
St._
: nterest as can
cans made on
other
y or

WE

Overseers of the Poor—
W. S. Haley, R; F.

COURT

twelve
for a

The Alaska Reindeer Exmess Trading & Mining Co.
Capital $350,000.
150,000 shares, par value $1.00. The opportuniy is now presented and the company will eonimall investment.

and Sweeps Clean.
Costs

FOR

last year’s coat sleeves
latest styles, 75cts. to

Lincoln Park.

al town

SALE OR RENT—One of the most attractive and best built cottages (owned by
Dr.Walter Woodman) on GreatDiamond Island;
has elevated situation with
fine views and
good grounds; ten furnished roomsland bath.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61*6 Exchange street.

ARK DOWN SALE—One lot Men's $5.00
jlf
I'A Cong, and Bui. at
$2.50; one lot Men's
Cong., new goods, $3.00 at $2.50; one lot Boys'
(1.25. also dress-skirts cleansed and rebound Butt. $1.50 Shoes at 75e, and other goods too
Or 60 cts. Work called for and delivered, send numerous to mention. J. E. FARR, One Prlco
PORTLAND SKIRT BINDING Shoe Store, 47 Exchange stree t.
is a postal.
4-2

“Makes Sweeping Easy.”
75,000 women
England know

B

8-1

have

in

PORTER.

good

good

your
LADIES,
remodeled in the

dfc CO.
1 and

3-1

Repolishing

of old Mahogany pieces

E. Plummer.

Brownfield,March 7.—The annhal town
meeting occurred today with a full atThe following officers were
tendance.
eleoted:
Moderator—J. B. Hill, R.
Clerk—H. F. Fitch, R.

OCAL SALESMAN—To sell advertising
l-l signs to retail dealers. Send stamped enrelope for particulars. Reference, THE NOVELTY SIGN CO., 27 School street, Bostou,
r

D

lie.

8.—The March term

24-2

lease,

lot of laud at the

West

I)ORSALK—Or
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. HARLOW, 3id Congress St.
jan25dtf
a

SALE—Two-story wooden house with
FORbasement,
in first clas- condition,
11
rooms

of the Knox county Supreme court opened

terrible torment to the
in this oity today, Judge Haskell presidlittle folks, and to some older ones.
It is anticipated the session will be
Easily .cured. Doan’s Ointment never ing.
which
Instant relief, permanent cure. short, as there are but few cases
fails.
At any drug store, 50 cents.
will be tried.

“Olives

1

FOE SALE—Farm 100 acres, 3 storied house
in first class repair: heated by furnace;
BtaDle aud poultry house;
pasture; large
orchard; 50 acres hard wood; 5 miles out;
to railroad depot.
Price $2600; easy
terras. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle
street.
5-1

IV ANTED—All

in want
E. D. REYNOLDS,
door above Shaw s
;rocery store, as we manufacture our goods
ind
can
therefore
give bottom prices.
We frame
Crunks repaired. Open evenings.
23-2
rtetures.
]

ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive care,
into the nostrils. It is qnickly absorbed. 60
cents at Druggists or by mall; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warrwn St.. New York City.

j

«

persons

bags to call on
t>3 Congress street, one
and

Apply

of trunks

all modern conveniences.
Pleasantly
located on Cumberland street, near Cathedral,
two minutes from Congress street electrics.
Sun all day (when it shines).
Terms easy.
One-half purchase money can remain on mortgage, if desired. II. L. JONES, 470 Congress
street.
feblO-tf

with

FINANCIAL 4!S1> COMMERCIAL
Quotations of Staole Prodnets in the

unsafe.

'1HE bridge is

has been received by the railioad commissioners from the municipal
to
the
officers of Orono, in reference
•
Toll bridge in that town over which
A

petition

■

the Bangor, Orono & Old Town

railroad

passes.
They state that the bridge is unsafe for
the electric cars to pass over, and as that
a hearing te ordered to see in what manner as to safety said bridge
shall be constructed and maintained; what repairs,
renewals or strengthening of parts, or if
neoessary, the manner of rebuilding such

required to make the same safe
also to
for the uses to which it is put;
decide by whom the expense of such repairs, renewals, strengthenings or rebuilding of such bridge shall be borne.
A hearing on thn matter has been or-

bridge

are

the town
o’clock March 15.

dered lo be held at

Orono, at

ten

in

of the
trainmen
of the eastern
division of the Maine Central: Conductor
H. A. Whitney and crew will run the
trains on the Bar Harbor branch between
Bangor and Mt. Desert Ferry, and Conductor Elbridge G. Chase will run the

runs

between Bangor and Bucksport,
Conductors Tarr, Abbott and Shaw will
between
Bangor and
run the trains
trains

Vanceboro. Conductors Tarr and Abbott
will run train No. 71, which is the morning train for Vanceboro and train No. &,
the late train from St. John and Vanceboro which is due here at 11.10 p. m.,
and trains 110 and 113. the mixed trains
between Bangor and Mt. Desert Ferry
Conductor Alanson E.
every other day.
Skillings and Conductor George F. Mishou will run the Mattawamkeag train
and all short trains between Bangor and
Old Town.
THE ENGINEER’S CONVENTION.
on
the
A. Gilbert, engineer
Maine Central railroad has been elected a
delegate to the national convention of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers in

Lewis

St. Louis in May
by the members of
Tiojuio division, B. of L. E., of Bangor.
The convention meets in St. Louis on the
fl.-st day of May, and Mr. Gilbert will
leave Bangor about the 20th of April.
Mrs. Gilbert will acoompany him as far
as Baltimore, where she will visit relatives.
WATER

(5 4 81.

Sliver certificates B*@56.
bai Silver 64Vb
Mexican dollars 441a
tfoternuient Bonds weak.
State bonds firm.
Grocer!'

auenr

kotca

confetlon ca y
pulverised 8o< powered, 8«; grauuliued
eoilee crushed 6c: jeiiow 4c.

Portland market—cut loaf 7:
iic

6%

Hides.

following quotations represent the paying prices In this market:
The

Cow and

ox

hides."t*0. ^

**>

Hulls and stags...
Ccalf sKins, trimmed,.ice
do

9c
untrimmed..•„•••to 80c each
Exports.

heen made in the

have

(By Tetosrrapn.
NEW YORK, Mch. 8.
Money on call was firm at 2@3 percent: last
loan 8.prime mercantile paper 4g4Vi cer cen
ixchange was weak, with actual
sterling
business in bankers bills at 4 84:4* 84 for demand,and 4 81-VijS64 8iy* for sixty days;posted
ra es
t2i*86ya. Count.erefal bills at 4 8044

Lamb skins..

CHANGES.

MAINE CENTRAL
The3e ohantres

hall

York itoolt andMony

Kctftll

FRONT.

tramp steamer Michigan is a boat
of very pretty lines and, when given her
The

lull allowance of coal is very fast. It was
said that she was loading Leiter wheat.
Inquiry of Mr. Tobin at the elevator,
however, failed to substantiate the rumor.
He said the Michigan was carrying 140,000 bushels of red and white wheat, half
of each nnd that no Leiter wheat had yet
been received over the Grand Trunk. The
Michigan was scheduled as an extra boat
to sail March 15, but Mr. Fern, who has
it

her, says
charge of the stevedoring
is quite likely that she will get away by
Friday.
The Mongolian is expected today.
the
The large dredge has gone into
on

Portland company for repairs.
The Viking is discharging coal on to
cars at the old elevator wharf.
The John F. Randall arrived with coal
for Randall & McAllister yesterday.
schooner Marka,
masted
The three
Captain Sponagle, left Ponce, Porto
Rico, on January 27, and arrived here at
throe o’clock yesterday afternoon, with a
oirgo of molasses, the first of the season.
There were 216 puncheons, 36 tierces, 34
barrels, consigned to W. G. Soule. She
mat sav. re weather off Boston, was blown
to Yarmouth, N. S., and lost her head
gear, bowsprit jibboon and. several of her
sails. The damage was about $900.
MRS. HADLEY SETTLES.

JWnaddr

Bread
Pilot sup_
do bq..

l.fadin? Markets.
N*>w

London lay’rll 76G20C
Oreamery.tucy..l8®20
Coni.
Retail—delivered.
Glltbuge Vl-mt. ®18
Cumberland 000®4 50
Okoice.
Chestnut....
#0 50
Cheese.
8 00
Franklin-..
N. y. lef-rylOVifflll
•
I.ehitrli..•
00 00
Vermont... 10Yi«ll
400
Sage.12
®12Vi Pea.
Buttes.

LONDON. tteamshlp Devona—118,846 bus
oats 6843 do pe ns 43,000 do corn 80*6 bdls
shooks 760 cs snlin s 250 sacks oats 223 do
aatmeal 6395 pkgs cheese 60 do strawberries
Go books 3ldo effects 74 pkgs ag Imp 23 do
lumber 6000 pcs and 490 bdls lumber 276 |bxs
meats i5o pis lard 6*60 sacks flour 200 pkgs
butter 1 cs cyclrs 4u6 cattle 149 horse?.

Majestic.New

Pacific Consols.,100
Oregon Nav. lets..113
Union P. Ists. 127 Va>
Closing quotations of stocks*.
Moh. 7.
Kansas

11,3

Mch 8.

l^a

JOVa

Atchison.
Atchison hid. 26»/s
Central Pacific. 10
cnes. « unto. >B%
Cataaso & Alton.16*
do
uld
Chleaio’rtarllnirron !i Oulnoy 91%

20

"f./r
.!£
1DO

®7M> White wood—
No 1&2,1-in•*>20734
(«6 vs
Baps.l-in.
*260*28
Crackers....
GO
Com'n, 1-in *230*26 Delaware® Hudson CanalCo.107%
Cooperage.
Bhhd shooks Shds—
IV*. 1%42Delaware.t.aeaawana a ViesilSO
In. Nol&2»8S®$S5 Denver & Rio tranue. 13
Mol.eltv. 160*175
Bug.count’y85 gl 00 lVa,!Mi<k2-ln
Erie.new....12%
Bans.
Country Mot
i
•10 1st prefer
34%
fjseaSSB
I Squares,
hhdshooks
Illinois Central.|99
hhd hdg ml
Cypress—
Lake Erie® West. 14
f-inNolS2*30®*33 Lake Shore.189
-4®26
l1)* >1 Vi &
bug hdSoin 21*23
ln.N0l£2 $32®*34 Louis S Nash. <9%
Hoops lift. 25030
Manhattan Elevated.100%
12
ft.
2v2. 8&d-in*36r
25028
,,••
Mexican Central.
b t. 8 ®8
6%
S’tH pine-**r
Clear phao—
Mlohigan Central.104
Cordage.
Minn & St Louis. 20%
Amer’n»ibio ®li
Uppers.*66(
Manilla...; s’1/. 0bY» Select.*46i
Mlun & St Louis pi. 80
Manilla boit
Fine common. .1
Missouri Pacific. 25%
0008 W iSpruoe. »13
rope.
91
New, Jersey Central.
RuBSta do.18
®18N«|Heml00K.*11*12 New York Central.I....111%
Louis
St
12%
New
York.
Chicago®
Slsai...,,. 6*A ®7Ys1 Clapboards—
86
dopf
Drugs and Dyes.
| Spruce. X.*32®35
21 %
Acid Oxalic_120141 Clear.*28*30 Northern Pacific com
do
Acid tart...... 3333812d eioar.*2fl@27
do
pfd. 69%
1.*16020
Northwestern.119
No
Ammonia.15*201
A shea, pot.... 614 a 81 rine.*25060
Ba!s conabla... 66®601 shingles—
Ort ® Western. 14%
Beeswax.37®4* | X eeaar... .2 75*3 25 Reading. 17%
Blch pen tiers... 7@e(Clear cedar.2 6002 76 Roek Island...... 8*Ve
Borax.10®llIX No 1.1 S5®2 25
Brimstone. ..2 @2 V* No 1 cedar. .1 26*1 75
1*6
1 do bfd.
Cochlneai.400431 Spruce.1 26®1 60 SLPaul’& Omaha. 70%
Copperas-IMi® *ILatbs.spcs..l 8002 00
do
prfd.160
Creamtartar
.2>®l2i
Lime—Cement.
St Paui.lMlnn. ® Mann.ISO
Ex logwood-12®16 Lime.® csk.85®
Texas Pacific. 9%
Gumarablc.. .7001 22|Cement.1 20®
Union Paolfic. 26
Glycerine
;20 ®7£>*
Matches.
«%
Wabash....
65
Aloosicane.16026 IStar,^ gross
do prfd. 16
Camphor.......4i *.» Dlrlso.",..
0 66
* Mains.106
fiosron
iForest
City.60
JJytrh.52066
New York&New England pfd, 88
OBlnm.. ..3.6'|®450 I
Metals.
• dii Colony.1'2
Shellac.360401 CopperIndigo.86c**ill4®48 eom....air>% Adams i Express.100

•“7?
109/a

l*,.

?/8

3"'»
100
*3%

Mb.8

188
605/8
101%

roBsnea copper.

23

»°

26%
u‘

112%
12%
63

22%
60%

1*4
)8Vs
®f/*
1*6%
160
12®

1°,/8
27

°34
167
88

settled. It Is the case where Arthur S.
Meloher of Auburn sued Mrs. Louise M.
Hadley for breach of promise in a marThe trial resulted in a
verdict for Mr. Melcher, the verdict and
judgment being $1848. The case was tried
Auat the September term of court in

riage contract.

1

burn, 1897, but the amount of the verdict
Mrs. Hauley who recently
was not paid.
returned from California has been cited
The
disclosure commissioner.
hearing has been set for different dates
and never came to a settlement on acThe
count of the illness of Mrs. Hadley.
before

a

terms of settlement

are

not given out.
MAN.

Mass., March 8.—George
of Plainfield, N.
Spencer, alias Joe Reed to
a term of
not
J., was today sentenced
five years in
than
more
less than four.nor
S.
D.
for
swindling
the state prison
Hardy of Framingham.
Cambridge,

American ^Express.123
U s. Express. *0

Ipecac.17D®2 oOiBolts.
16@is
SGVs
Licorice, rt... 15*201 y M sheatn....
12 Peoples Gas.
46
Morphine.. .2 IB® 2:0IY M Bolts.
12
Honaestake,
Oil bergamot? T6®8 20( Bottoms.22024 Ontario. 3
f
Ingot....
24%
11012
Faslfio
Nor.Codllver200®225
Mail...
Tin—
American do S1®1 251
"•dmanlPaiaee.>76
Lemon.1 752 2651 Strait*.... 16Va0i(jiA Sugar; common.124
Freights.
80
Waniern Union.
Olive.1 00®2 601 English....
The following are recent charters:
Peppt.281X02 76 Char. L 0§5 60
Southern Ry pfd.
®7 26
LX*.
00lch»r.
75#2
New
York
W'lntergreenl
to
Bark
Onaway,
Brisbane,
a
general Potase Dr’mde. 6405ulTerne.6 0008 60
Print Cloth Mar koto
12014
cargo, basis about 22s 6d.
Chlorate.200241 Antimony....
FALL RIVER.
Mass.;Maroh. 8. 1898.—The
Bark Lapland, Trinidad to New York,asphalt loam*.2
8ii|u.>K» ." VER?,.
coth market is dull at 2 3-10 ;
prim
Quicksilver... 70&8013pelt*r. OOt>giuc
at or about 81 95.
12®14
Cumins..
33® 86 iSoldert**'*
Bark N. C. Wade, New York t.o Port Spain,
Rheubarb, rt.76cSl 60
Rt snake.3o®40 Oask.otBasel 8601 96
ilfy Telegram.
general cargo, p. t.
wire.. 106®2 Oo
Mch 8. 1898.
J
Bark J. W. Elwell, Philadelphia to Portland, Saltpetre.8 #12
Naval Stere*.
Senna.25030
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
00
coal 90c and b. m.
.2
bbl..
Tar
7603
V
Canarv seen....
4®6
sales 10,600
exports
18.664
bbls;
29,123
bbls;
Caraamons 1 80®2 25 Coal tar... .6 OCsftu 26 packages; neglected, steady
Flteh.3 7o«)B00
Soda.
by-civrb3H@6%
at6 8o@
mills
Fiour
patents
quotations—city
lilues $2450.
Sal_......,2%@8 Wll. Pltos.. 2 76®8 00 6 10; winter patents 4 jo® 5 40:city mills clears
Scbr Frel Jackson. Norfolk to Fall Biver,
Suobur.SH’gaVi Rosin.3 0004 00 at 5 60.0.0 76: winter straits 4 60@4 75; Minn,
sugar lead.20*22 Tupentlaa.gai..ib«55 pats 6 3506 65: winter extras 3 70®4 10:Minn
lumber *2 65.
White wax.... 50@65 Oakum.... 17 0*
bakers * 40jz4 60; winter low grades at 2 90®
Sclir H. P. Mason, Perth Amboy to Ports- a ttrol. blue
OH6V4®0
3 00.
Vaniliamean. .gi6®20|LU»seea.44049
mouth, coal 65c.
Rve quiet—No 2 Western 58%@59.
Boiled.4i.®ai
Duck.
Schr W. M. Oler, Brunswick, Ga., to Boston,
Whoat—receipts 16,026 ousb;cxports —bus:
8u®77
No 1.32|sperm.
sales
2,046,000 D'sh; futures 128.000 Dusb;
ties 16Vic.
fob afloat to arBank.85040 spot firm; No 2 Red 107% 1
Barge WllkesDarre, Philadelphia to Portland* No 10.20 Shore.30»35
Northern Duluth
127/» fob afloat
rive;Nol
10oz.13
at 1 11% fob
coal, p. t.
t’orgls...30036 to arrive; No 1 UardManitoba
S ..11
afloat.
60®66
Lard.. •
Con new dor—Shot,
Corn—receipts 90,6761 bush; exports 187,241
Portland tVaaiaiais Market
BlastlueC.. .3 26®8 60 Caator.11001 20
45o®65 bus;;salea 245.000 bush; futures 128,000 3pot;
Sporting.-. .45U(ffi6125 Neatsfoot
PORTLAND. Mch 7.
No 2 at 37Vsc afloat.
tbs.
.1
26|Riame.(g
snat.26
Jobbers generally report some improvement Drop
Oats—receipts 70.8o0 hush; exports 8,775
Palmts.
Buck.B. BB.:
sales
bu;
bush;; futures
in the volumo of trade, but it cannot be called Straw, car lots(10®12; Am Zlne-o 0007 00 bus; spot quiet;
I Rochelle...
.2% bu: No 2 at 81 Vac; No 3 at 31 % c; No 2 wiiite
Iron.
active by any means, although the outlook for Common.... 1%®2
at 83% *33%c; No 3 wbite 53Ya@33%e;track
I
Rise
a fair movement ween the traveling becomes
Refined....
1%®2!4 | Domestic. 4H®7 mixed at 3t®34.
Heel stead*: amtly —.
Sail.
Sys@4 |
settled s more promising. The Wheat market Norway—
Lard steady: Western steam 5 57%.
8 o.lo I Tks ls.lbbdl 76®2 2d
Cast steel..
has been very much unsettled the fast week German
I
Pork easy; mess —.
steel.®3>* I Liverpool ..1 60@1 80
Butter steady: Western cream 16@20c; do
owing to the war scare. Flour is quiet, and SUoesteel.@2 I Dta’md Orys. bbl 2 25
20c: state dairy 13a
Salerntus.
iron—
at
la.Inc:
Elgins
Sne-*
factory
5
from to 10c off on Spring Wheats, while WinEaleracns
.8061* 19c;do. rem lSatiOYaC.
H.C.4Vias
ter Wheat grades has been well supported; at Gen.Russial3Vs®14
Spices.
Cheese dull; large white 8Vsc; small white
Chicago to-day cash and May Wheat closed at Ameri’cnRusslall@12 Cassia, pure-21®?2
% »c.
00
Mace.
B0CS1
tialv.6V4®7
yesterday’s figures. Sugars fairly steady at preEggs steadyiStateand Penn ll@ll%c; WesN utmega.6 6® 36
Leather
fresh >t lie.
vious quotations. Molasses firm with medium
New York—
Pepper.16®17 tern
Tallow steady,
grades up 2&8c a gallon; at Boston and New 1 lehr-.25®2S|Cloves.16®17
m nominal.
petiole
Mid wsigxit__260261Ginger.x4(§li&
York new fancy Ponce has been selling at ‘32c
Rosin steady.
Hen;.25®2«1
Starch,
firm
Turppentlne
Spirits
by Importers and jobbers. Teas firm and steady. coca d’me.... .240251 Laundry.... ,4Mi®6
Molasses firm
See ds more active, with Hungarian held higher. Onion Dacks.. .37®88lGloss.6^4®7ya
steady.
quiet,
Freights
Tobacco.
Am. Cllf.... 9001.00
Provisions quiet, steady and unchanged, lory
Sugar—raw steady, fair refining at3«/sc;CenBest brands... .60060
Lead,
96 test 4Vs: refined quiet.
Mckaerel firm at the advance noted Sheet..
fish quie
@7 Medium.30040 trifugal
06 Common.256*80
Pipe.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
yesterday for large Ss. Eggs weak; receipts Zinc......
...60*70
7Mi®8 Naturarai
Flour dull.
S
quite large. Cranberries are scarce and firmer. ■ T.TT. F.1601 lead—
Wheat—No 2 spring 91092% c;No3 do at 97
Potatoes in fair demand and selling at former
I Puregrotmd.6 60®6 00 ®98%c; No 2 Red at 1 02%. Corn—No 2 at
Hay.
Red.6 60®6 00 29Ysc. Oats—No 2 at 28%c; No 2 white fo b at
prices. Fresh Beef steady with better demand; Presseo.S14016
#3y» 2»%(d'S(ic: No 3 White 28V*029%c; No 2 rye
Loose Hay
giO®S14IEneVonRed3
sides 6Va®7Vic p ib, hinds at 8aHe, lores at
4914 ; No 2 Bariev|f o b S4@43c;No 1 Flaxseed
117 ;I Prime Timothyseed at 2 96. Mess pork at
6Vi@5c, rounds and flanks lYat^Sc, loins at
Portland Daily Press Stock Qontaiionr.
10 li.gio 16. Lara at 6 07%@5 10; sborhrlb
10® 15c, rumps and loins at 10<gl3c, backs 6@
Corrected by Swan & Barrett. Bankers. 186 siues 4 8006 25. Dry saltea meats—shoulders
7c, rattles 4yj(55c, lamps 8@10c; mutton 7c. Middle street.
4% @6; short clear sides 6 25005 43.
STOCKS.
Fresh Fish—Cod and Haddock easier at 2V4o
Butter steady; cremry 18@19VyO; dairy 110
fresh at
Par Value.
Bid. Asked 17c. Cheese quiet SYsc. Eggs steady:
I;* lb; Hake higher at 2c, Cusk 2V4e, Halibut at
Description.
110
106
Bank...100
Canal
National
wheat
92,000
higher 11® 13c; smelts at 8c. Lobsters lower Casco National Bank.100
46.000
bbls;
102
100
oats 45.000 bush;
at 20c jp pound for boiled and 17c for live.
SO bus; corn 645,000 bush;
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
63.000
hush.
18.000
barley
100
bush;
ryo
The following are todys’ wholesale prices of Chapman National Bank.
#8
10o
Shipments—Flour 31,000 bb!s;wheat 166,000
First National Hank.100
Provisions. Groceries; etc
111 bush; corn 25J.OOOfbusb-.lloats 242,000 bush;
109
Merchauts’Natlonal Bank— 76
SraluFlour97
99 rye OuO bush; barley 31.000 bush.
National Traders’Bank.100
Corn ear
Sui erflne *
102
104
39@40 Portland National Bank.100
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
do bag lots .... 42 Portland Trust Co.100
taw graoes.4 OOS4 25
165 at
130
99h4o; track 98% ct)9c; Mch at 99%o; May
Meal Dag lots
340
Sluing Wneat Dak60
80
86 at
Portland Gas Company.
01%; July 86c;No 2 hard cash 91@92c,
ers.ci ana sto 10@S10 Oats, ear lots
104
36®36 Portland Water Co.100
102
Flour quiet, unchanged.
Oats. Dag lots
I stent true
337 Portland St. Railroad Co. ,100
130
135
2 cash and Mch 27%e; May 27%c;
Corn—No
Wneat-. 5 90g6 26 Cotton Seoe.
128
130
Maine-Central R’y.100
July 2«y8@29.
car low.00 00®2800
dicn.str’g;.-.
60
61
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
2 cash 27c;track at 27%®28c;Mch
Oats—No
60
5
8535
Dag lots 0000824 00
roller ....
BOND8.
at 27c: May 27V4@27*/sc; July 24c bid; No 2
oiear do... 5 10a5 s5 Sacked P.r’e
120 while 2itYa@29'%o.
Portland
1907.118
6s.
ear low. 16 603)17 50
fLouis st'g
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
March at 98%c;
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
5 3535 60
Dag lotsl? 0G®18 oo
relier...
108 May 97c; July 957/80; No 1 hard 1 OOVs; Not
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
Clear do. .6 20®o 36 Middling *1660817 60
102
R.
aid.101
1890.
6s.
R.
Northern at 98%c.
Dag ots. .1173,18 00 Bangor
nnt’rwbeai
116
6s. 1906.1 Water.114
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 8n@
patents.- 6 8636 00 Mixed feed.... 17 50 Bangor
102
Bath 6s. 1808. R. R. aid .101
4 95; second patents 4 7604 80: Brst clears at
Fisn.
Coffee.
103
Bath
4Va
Municipal.101
s,
1907,
3 7003 90 second clears at 2 70® 2 90.
(Buying* selling price) ftlo.roasted
11816
103
coo—cargo
jarasMocna aozos/hs Bath 4s. 1921. Refnndlng.101
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash at 9914c; May
102
aid.101
6s.
1898.
Belfast
R.
R.
.4
Shore
760500
Holaiwik
106 99c.
emali do.. 2 oo®8 60 Porto Rico..... 26380 Belfast 4s. Municipal....102
Corn—No 2 mixed at 31c.
loO
102
26326 Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding....
Pollock .... 2 26@3 50 Bar baaoea.
oats dull—No 2 mixed 27%c.
107
Haddock... 1 76$2 00 Fancy.30@83 Lewiston 6s,’1901, Municipal.106
Rye—No 2 at 51Yac.
105
Lewiston4s, 1913, Municipal.103
Tan.
Hake.2 0032 25
cash and Dec —.
Cloverseed—prime
102
Saco
1901.
Municipal.109
Herring. Box
Amoys.15020 Maine4>.
lTrpu
TOBoat. Wn 1
Mortham Ancth
Central R R 7s, 1898. 1st mtglOl 101H
Scaled ....
9@14c Cougous.16050
■’
135
96%c.
7s.
1912.COHS.
SSVec;
July
mtgl33
90Vac;,May
Mackerel, di
Japan...18@85
"
105
107
“4Vas.
snore Is 322 003S26 Formoso.22060
MILWAUKEE—Nol Northern at 1 00; No 2
106
4s eons. mtg... .103
Sugar.
Snore 23 CIS 00®*20
Spring 9s@9t>; May at 1 G2Vi@l 02%.
6
34
106
104
S»
StandardOran
Large
$13@}16
g«a, 1900,exten’sn.
DETKOIT—Wheat—No 1 White 90Vi: No 2
6 34 Portland & Ogd’g giis.i 900. 1st mtgl04
106
rroance.
Ex cflne duality
cash and May 87%c.
*96 Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
jtxtrac.
108 Red
Cane Canrrcce 000
Corn—No 2 mixed 32c.
dobbl
9 6O01OJOO Yellow Extra C....4Ya
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104Mi
Oats—No 2 white 30Vie.;
S 00.
Seed
Maine.
Rve—No 2|at 62 Vic.
3 6603 76
Pea Eeans.l 3001 40 Timothy.
CINCINNATI—Hogs at 3 303*05. Cattle at
Yellow kves.l 66»l 65 Clover,West, aVjgo
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRA **
Cal Pea_1650160
do
N. Y. 9Yi01O
2 5084 75.
Alstke,
lOiglOYa
Bheep 3 00@4 75. Lambs 4 0035 85,
Iil8hPotat’i.Dus86@95
Monday’s quotations.
Red Top,
qo, bbi
15017
0
\V *t v. v
X’roylileu*.
Cotton Markets.
SweeisJersev375@4 00
Mch.
May
July.
ao Norfolk 0 oo»
Pork106v*
90%
(ByTelegrapn.1
14 00 opening....
do Vlnelana.4 ftoffltE
heavy backs
MCH. 8,1898
£044
104%
Cosng....10244
Onions. Egp*0 00@0 OG
medium 1 2 60013 00
N—The Cotton u.aise. to-aay
CHARLB8TC
COU
do Native* 3 6003 75
eliort cut and
5®/ic.
was
Middling
steady;
.Tuly
; way.
Mch.
clear
$13013 50
Oblckesa....
lo@12
30
31%
..
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Turkovs. Wes. 180166 Beef—Ugbt..9 0008 26 0
31 Vs
.28%
30,
auiet; middling 6o.|
Northern ao.,. .16017
heavy,.. 9 76010 26 CloslB Z.
OATS.
Fowls...
809 Ernests Yen* 6 760
MEMPHIS—The Cotton marKet to-day was
Mch.
Mav.
card, tos ana
Apples.
July.
steady; middlings 5% o.
26%
toe ay
EatlngapDl’33 6004 60
Va bbl.Dure 6Y4@6%
>pen1ng...«.
NEW ORLEA NS—The Cotton market
do common $2@S00
06Y4 Casing..
docom’nu. 6
vcca.e*. 26Va
26%
was quiet; middling 6%c.
Baldwins 3 6004 50
oalli.compa 5 vv 9.i'V*
FOBS.
MOBILE—The Cottou market to-day was
Evap 49 lb
9010Vno
pails, pure fi3/. ®7
May.
cement.
8Y$i*»9
pureltt
quiet;inlcidhng 6%c. cotton market to-day was
Opening *.. •
SAVANNAH—The
Messina
2 7603 50 Baras....
@9Vs Closing..
9
10 25
oranges.
aooev’ra
quiet; middling 5 l-16<i
Tuesday's quotations.
Oil.
Florida
\ 00@4 60
9
Jamaica
3 7604 00 Kero»enel20M
WHRAT
European Markets.
Mch.
California, 3 0063 60 Llgonia. 9
May
July.
By Telegraph.
9
do Seedlngs 2 5063 00
Centennial.
10514
yo%
opening.
LONDON. Mch. 8, 1898.—Consols closed at
Pratt’s Astial ..11
Jtgge.
91
104%
Closing... 102%
111 6-i6 for moneyand IIIV2 for account.
Eastern extra..
@16 In hall bbls le extra
WKN
Fresh Western..
Raisin*.
@15
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 8, 1898.—Cotton market
Mav
Mch.
Reid.
Musctl.50 lb bxs5@6Vj
lower—American middling at 3 13*32(1; sales
1
3144
30%. 8.000 bales, including 500 bales for speculaipentng..
30
31%
28
Closing. ..
tion and export.
....

_

...

__

—

—

...

10Recelpts—Flour.

—

_

...

....

..

OATS.

COTTOEENE.

May
26%

Mch.

•save

Opening.

Closing... 28%

2444
24%

PORK,

Jan.

May.
10 47

Closing.
Boston

|

any other cookisable to good cooking. Like laid, butter,
under certain conditions, become »
ittolene will, in time, and
and when so it will not give perfect satisfaction,
or

g

rancid,

ler

hand, fresh Cottolene

gj

.-totB

ilsriet.

closing quotaThe following were the
tions ol stocks at Boston:
Mexican Centrales.-. 64
Atchison, Top. & Santa! he. K. new. 1144
Boston A Maine.165
opfid
Maine

..131

Onion Pacific. 97
American

Bell.....4

Sugar, common.T....12o%
Sugar, old....
Con Mass, pfd..
American

Flint

lording to directions. Should your grocer
ottolene that is not fresh, send it back, just
uld rancid butter. Insist on fresh LottoCl
you will be satisfied.
pound y®JJ°w tins, V
genuine hi sold everywhere in one to tenhead
and
steer'.,
1
with our trade-marks—“Cottolene”
w j.
© wreath—on every tin. Not guaranteed it sold in ^ny otrier

g'l’lie

S

TIIE N. K.

G Chicago.

FAIRBANK COMPANY,

St. Louis.

New York.

Montreal.

3

g
3

II R
\ J g

.SgSMSBagW Cf

g
3

do
&

commo

..

Fere Mara.

New York:

Quotation.

tit

flO

and

Bond.

(By Telegraph.!
follomg ware to-day’s closing quotations
of Bonds
Mcli 8.
Mch 7.
421%
t22V4
New 4s, reg
2
12
44
dooonp,
10944
New 4’e reg,.109Va
1*1
coup. <■• 111
sew 4’«
11"
>enver St ft. G. 1st. 11044
70%
70
4s..
grle gen
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds........ 6944 53 69%
St
Texas
Mo
Kansas
pfd....
The

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

27

FROM

MINI AT CAE ALMANAC .MAIiCH 9.
Sunrises. C06I,,,..,
(....1130
water
Sun sets.

Moon rises.

5 44
7

FOR

Niagara.New York. .Cienfuegos..Mch
Alllanca.New York ..Colon.Mch

10
10
12
Mch
Concho .New York.. iiav & Mat.
Labrador.Portlaud.. .Liverpool ..Mch 12
12
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow...Mch
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.Mch 12
Lucania.New York. .Liverpool .Mch 12
Wera.New York.. Genoa',.... Mch 12
Citv WashingtnNew York. flav&Mex .Mch 12
12
Adirondack...New York..
Holstein.New York. .Hayti. &c .Mch 12
Patria.New York..Hamburg. Mch 12
Alexandria —New Yont. .London —Mch 12
Obdam.New York.. Rotterdam Mch 12
Asti.New York. .Santos.Mch 15
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen-Mch 15
St. Louis.New York..so’ampton ..Mch lu
Kensington ..New York. .Antwerp ...Mchl6
Britannic.New York..Liverpool...Men 16
Men 17
Venezuela
.New York. .Laguayra
Vancouver^... .Portland. .Liverpool... Men 1 J
Men 1.)
Havana
York..
Saratoga.New
Coleridge.Now York..P’rn’mhuco Men ih
Phoenicia.New York..Hamburg...Mch 3 9
19
K.Wilhelm 11..New York.
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool. Men 1.»
l.»
Snarndam.New York.

Kingston,&cMeh
••

....

35lHelgbt.00—

11 46
00

MARINE

NT5WS

From

From

Steamers.Portland,
Liverpool.
Labrador, Sat. 12 Mar., 1 p. in."
l'liur. 24 Fell.
l p. m.
aMai'., Vancouver. *• It)
2 Apr., Ip. m.
i;
Scotsman,
■*
1 p. m.
1G
at
Labrador.
Boston Service.
LIVERPOOL

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.

M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26, noon. Sat.
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat
It.

RATES OP PASSAGE.
PORT OF PORTLAND.

First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Return
f ICO and upwards according to steamer and ac-

TUESDAY, March 8.

commodations.

Arrived.

Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cundy
Harbor.
Sch Narka, (Br) Sponagle, Ponce. PIt. via
Yarmouth. NS, where she put In with loss ot
jtbboom. bowsprit, heal gear and sells,—in a
storm. Made necessary repairs at Yarmouth.
Cargo molasses to \V H Soule.
Sell .John F Randall, Crocker. Baltimore—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Mary E Morse, Newbury, Phipsburg for
Baltimore.
Sch Delaware, Black. Castine for Boston.
Schs Lilia BFernald, and Ira KUburn, shore

Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $66.76 ana $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London,
London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast5122 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating, 61 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance &
Co., general agents, foot of India
second

,tieet‘deo28dtI

fishing.

Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bennett, New York—
J B Coyle.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver. Bath, Boothbay Harbor and iVlscasset—C R l ewis.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East Boothbay—
Allred Race.
Sell Clara Goodwin, Pinkham, Norfolk, to load
for St Lucia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Ben] F Poole, Barlow, East Boothbay and
Baltimore—,I S Winslow & Co.
Sch Winslow Morse, Newton. Wluterport—
J H Blake.
Sch M .J Sewall. Beal, Jonesport- J H Blake.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT GO.

Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Service.

ro

THOMSON LIME.
PORTLAND
TO

LONDON

DIRECT.

:

On

ana

0>(

after January 3rd. 1898.

Steamer

“Percy ~%7”

CAPT. ('HAS. H. HOW,

Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
m.. Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove f Orr’» Island; Card's Cove. Poor’s
Point. East HarpsWell; Small Point, Ashdale
Sebasco, PhippSDurg and Cundv’s Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
7.00 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
touching at all landings.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. MoDONAlD,
158 Commercial street
Telephole 4G-3.
Will leave

dec31_dtf

Portland and Boatliba; SfeamQoai Go
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves a3

fol-

EA8T BOOTH BAY for PORTLAND, Mondays aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Bootlibay Harbor,
PEMAQD1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at G.00 a. in., touching at above landings.
GOING EAST,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
and Saturdays for
Bootlibay Harbor, South Bristol,
and Cast Bootlibay,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
for PEMAQUID&nd above landings,

ALFRED RACE. Manager

octaodtl

Newton,

.Rotterdam..Mch

York. Louuou.Men
Normaudie... New York. Havre.}JC1 J®
Advance.New York. .Colon.M°? ~,J,
Ulter.New York. .Barbados ..Men 22
22
Tjomo.New York. Demerara -Men
Men 22
Lahn.New York. Bremen
Men
Westernlaud .New York. .Antwerp
New York... .New York. .S’thampton.Mch 23
..

Steamship Co.

International

LiAorpool S.th,

JIIBPAOHTES.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

Scotsman,

steamer

from

Memoranda
Steamer Armenia, Magin.
London, Moll 7
from Hamburg for Portland, collided with a
lightship to-day while going to sea, but sustain
ed no serious injury and proceeded. The lightship was somewhat damaged.
—

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 6th, sell Marjorie Brown,
Norfolk; Nellie W Craig, Newport News.
Ar 7til, steamers Kaisor William der Grosse,
from Bremen via Southampton; Kensington,
Antwerp; Islesworth. from Maceio via St Lucia
ship Samuel Skolfield II, Wilson, Pekelocgan
via Batavia.
Cld 7th. sells Lillian Woodruff, Perkins, for
Laguayra: Nimrod, Green, Fernandina.
BOSTON—Ar 7tli, sens Ralph M Hayward,
Cook, Cleniuegos; Mazurka, Stinson, and H S
Boynton. Cooper, Rockport ; Mary Hawes,
Tripp, Rockland; Fortuna, Chase, Newport
News; Yale, Etheridge, Baltimore.
Sid 7th, sells S N Pickering, for Fernandina;
Nailian Lawrence, coal port; Wm M Bird, Barrett, Philadelphia,
Off Highland Light 7th sch Lilia B Fernald.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 7th,sell Nellie T Morse
Goldthwaite. St Pierre.
Sid 7th, barque Herbert Blaok, Blanchard
Buenos Ayres.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 6th, sch Ella L Davenport,
Dimton, Sagua.
Ar 7th, barque J B Rabel, Mitchel, New \ork
Returned 7th, sch Melissa A Willey, Cook, for
_

New York.

HUCKSPORT —Ar 7th. sell Woodbury M
Snow, Header, Port Johnson.
BATH- Sid 8tli. soli Chas P Nottman, Jewett,
Norfolk.
CHARLESTON—Ar 7th, sell Warner Moore,
_

Crockett, Norfolk.
CALAIS—Ar 8th, sch Harry W Haynes, from
Boston; I, B Sargenf, Pembroke.
Sid 8th, sell E Waterman. Hinckley,VineyardHaven.

_

FERNANDINA—Ar 7th, sells Carrie E Look,
Boston; Viola Iieppard, Boston.
FALL RIVER—Ar 7th, sch William O Snow,
Hammett. Norfolk,
GLOUCSETER— Ar 8th, sch Sarah Hill, from
Eastportfor Now York.
HYANNIS—Sid 7th, jseh Thos II Lawrence,
Howes, Washington.
HORSE ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 7th, sch J H
Ltuuell, Handy, Boston, to load for Baltimore.
Slil 7til, son R X Rundlett, Fountain, Philadelphia.
flAGGETT’SCOVE —Ar 6th, sch Myra B
W'eaver. Gourley. Bath, to losd for Charleston.
KEY WEST—Ar GUI, sell Jeremiah Smith,
Parsons, New York.
MACH IAS-Ar 8th, sch Florence E Tower,
Portland.
Sid 8th. sch Will Keene. Hathaway, Portland.
NORFOLK— Sid 7th, sch Maud Sherwood,
Providence.
Ar 7th, sch Calvin F Baker, Rockport; Annie
L Giean, Caswell, New York.
Ar 7tli, sch IndepenNEWPORT NEWS
dent, Case, Boston.
Ar 6111, sell Chas I, Davenport, Watts, boston.
Sid 7th, sen Sarah C Ropes, Kreger, Portland.
PUNTA OORDA—Ar 7til, sell W J Lermoud,
Hubper. Tampico, to load tor Baltimore.
PORT TAMPA—Ar 7tli, sch Geo A MeFadaen. Wallace. Galveston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, sells Fred Gower,
Sargent, Allyns Foiu; Ida C Southard, Flake,
Now York; H ll Hanscom, Holmes, do; llattie
_

—

__

Rivers. Colcord, New York;
Henry LPeckbam, Harding. New York.
Also ar 7th, sch Annie T Kimball, Kimball,
New York.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 5th, sch Chas 1.
Balch,! fm Pblpshurg lor Baltimore: Augustus
Hunt, Baltimore for Portsmouth,
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th, sch Geo \V Glover.
Jameson, New York.
Also ar etn, sch Sarah E Palmer, Whittier,
Louisburg, CB.
SABINE PASS-Sld 3d, sch Asa T Stowell,
Kelley, Vera uruz.
SAVANNAH—Ar 7th, barque Hattie G Dixon
Southard, St John, PR.
,,
SOUTHPORT, NG-Ar 7th, sell Belle O’Ne l.
Norwood, in low Irom Key West for New York.
Ball,
Golden
Gibbs,
sell
SALEM—Cld 7th.

7tli,’sens

and Portland.
From

From

Portland.
Sid im Louisburg.CB, 7th, steamer Cape Breton, lteld. Portland.
Ar at Halifax, NS, 7tb, steamer Mongolian,
Liverpool for Portland.

Ar

ALLAN LINE
Liverpool

EXCHANGE
Ar at

septa;_dtl

Boston.

1> II

...

,,

...

T. limrnnn!

Portland.

Rt.«nmqh1n

12 Feb.
17 Feb.
26 Feb.
10 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar,

2 Mar.
6 Mar.
16 Mar.
26 Mar.
30 Mar.

Numldlan,
Carthaginian,

Mongolian,

Californian,
Laureutian,

Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

01ThO Saloons anil

Staterooms are In the central part, whore least motion Is Jelt. Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command oi the
Muslo
passengers at any hour of the night.
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
A reBates of passage SS2.60 tof$70.GO.
duction L made on Bound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, *84.00 and *36.26; return,
*66.75 and *69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every reand *23.60.
quisite for the yoyage *22.60
For tickets or farther information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING, 61V* Exchange S!., II. & A, ALAN. Montreal. 92 Stalest- Boston, and 1 India
jly31du
St, Portland.

dy for

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan ami John IKuaUs

alternately leave Franklin wliarr Tuesdays.
lor Sow
Thursdays and Saturdays at C p.
York direct, Returning, s leave Pier M, l ist
at
and
Saturdays
Jtiver, Tuesdays, Thursdays
n. in.

These steamers are superbly fitted ami furfor passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, §4.00; round trip, §6.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ rouud trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y., only §6.00,
J. F. LISCOMB.Ger.eral Agent.
ocudcf
0. B. COYLE. Treasurer.

HARPSWI’LL STEAMBOAT CO.

j

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.

Fridays.

AFTER

USING

T.F?11]SL°Vmith-

Manhood.Im potency,Nightly Emlssions.Youth
use

J;1C

fill Errors, Mental Worry, exoessivo
bacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
niInsanity. W 1th every $5 order we gwe
ton guarantee to cure or refund the mo.iey.
Vtt.
Sold at$1.00 per box. 6 boxes for 95-00.

MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

2.00 p.

m.

Orr’s

Return for Portland-Leave

way of above landings, 7.00
land, 9.30 a. m.

a. m.

Island, by
Port

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’I Mgr.
du

sepll

Nov,

niter Tuesday.
9th, 1397, the

and

On

STEAMER SALAGIA

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.
for FophaaiKeaoh, Hath, Itoqthbay Harbor
and Wiicauel. Touching at Five Islands on
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Wiscasset

Eetuinlng—Leave

Mondays.

Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m., for
Hootlibay Harbor. Hath, Poplinm Iteach
and Portland. Touching at Five Islands on
Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
n.T

A

rs

T»

T

Peaks’ Island.
For Forest City Laiidinir.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. m., 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Trofethen'a Landing, Little end Great
Diamond Islands 8.00. a. III., 2.15 p. UK
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
line discontinued for tho season.
C. W. T. CODING. Geu. Man.
sepi24dfcf
For

Navigation Go.

Maine Coast

O. C.

17 1DTU

CLIVEK,

President.

nowOdlf

Daily One, Sundays Excepted.
THE NKW AND VALATIAD STEAMRKS

m STATE AND PORTLAND,
leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving m
with earliest tra .ns for
connection
for
season

alternately

points beyond.

tickets for Providence,
Worcester, New York, etc.

Through

Returning

leave

j-mjaa

Lowell,

ad,*,

Evening at 7 o’clock.

^ R C0YLE_ Mauager.
J.F.LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.

TIMES HAVE GOME.
GOODafford

indulge yourself or your
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
You

PORTLAND

&_WORCESTER.

Station Foot off Prcbie Si.

F’or Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. aud 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, «aterboroand Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 aud

to
TOIO TOPICS,
LIST.

6— THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clinghain.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE.,
9— THE
By Captain Alfrec

Thompson.
ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne,
xi—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion llissell.
X2—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
33—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynne
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKcndrec.
15— WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford
17— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
18— OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
39-THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
20—TI1E HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
By Anita Vivanf
Chartres.
*1—IIER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynno
22—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
wfc MARTYR TO LOVE, By Joanna E. Wood.
10—

arrivals.
Lewiston and Auburn 8.30, 11.30
a. m..
3.15, 6.00 and 7.00 p. m.
From Island Pond, Berlin and Gorham 8.30
and 11.30 a. m., and 7 00 p. m.
From Chicago aud Montreal 8.30 a. m*« and
7.00 p. m.
From* Quebec 8.30

and 9.45

Cumberland
Fcu'westbi'ook,
and Wocdfords
Junction

a.

and 7.00 p.

a. m..

SUNDAY

m„

12.30, 3.00,

Mills. Westbrook
at 7.30, 8.-15 a. in.,

12.30. 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. M.
The 12.30 p.m. (rain from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route
tor the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via •Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via 'Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany K. R. tor
and with the New York all rail via
the

Westj
in
^ikams Arrivefrom

Portland from Worcester
Eocliester at 8.30 a. in.. 1.36
at 1.30 p. &.;
Gorham at S.40, 8.30 aud
from
and 5.52 p. m.;
10.60 a. 111., 1.30. 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
ior
all
For tickets
poiuis West and Soiit.ii aj>ply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,
M0‘
J- W. PETERS. SupL
leffidtf

1 Tourist Sleeping

Carss
Z

To California, New Mexico,
X
Arizona and Texas.
Sunset Tourist Excursions leave WashingSaturday.
and
T ton, D. C., every Wednesday
<6> Througli sleepers to San Francisco without V
4b change through New Orleans and t.ie semi- v
tjopical regions of the South.
Z ductors and Porters through. 5 days toSan
^
to
Francisco, 4 days to Los Angeles, 3S<Uys
days
X New Mexico and Arizona, 4 Tuesday
O
V
night
for
occupancy
♦ Sleepers open
A and guide to show the National capital (with- V
<& out extra charge) on Wednesday morning, v
For information, tickets and reservations, A
^
4*
3T address,
A
X E.
F E.
F CuKKlL*lt,
rxiRRIER N E. A. So. Pac. Co.,
X
9 gtat0 street, BOSTON. X
V
Y GEO. C. DANIELS,
X

2

2

§

Z

2

2

^

*v£«w!?i8k»

6.00 p. in.
For Lewiston and Auburn, 7.30 a. m., 6.00
p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m., and 6.00
p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
and West, 8.30 a. in.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
Night
trains and Darlor cars on day trains.
_

ticket
office depot at
INDIA STREET.
Portland. March 9tn. 1898.

foot off

Boston & Maine

R.

In effect Oct.

mar9tf

R.

4th, 1897,

Trains save Union Station, for Scarboro
Crossing. 10.00 a. m.. 5.15, 6.20 D.m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
5.16, 6.20 p. m.: Old Orchard, Saco, Rid3.30,
deford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.45,
5.15, 6.20 p. rn.; Kennebauk. 7.00. 8.40 A m„
12.45,3.30. 6.16i6.20p. m.; Kennebunkport,
7.66. 8.40. a. m.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.1ft p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m., 3.30. 5.15 p. m.,'
North Berwick, Someriwodh, Dover,,T 4.05,
12.45, 3.30, 6.15 d. m,;
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 A m„ 12.45, 3.S0 p. m.;
Alton
12.46,
Bay, 8.40 a. m.
Farmington,
8.80 p. in.; Northe-n Uiv.. Lakeport. Laa. m..
3 2.45 p. in.;
8.4o
conia, Plymouth,
Worcester, via Soinersworth, 7.00 a. m.;
Concord, via
Manchester,
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a m.,
p.
in.;
Junction,
Junction. Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, Ht4.05,
m.. §12.45,
3.30 p. m.
+8.40 a.
+7.00,
Arrive In Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a mM 12.50.
4.22. 7.25. 0. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.59. 7,80. 8.00. 8.30 a. ui., 1.00, 4.1ft,
v

hrivu

*

m.,

Pnrflmwl

1

12.00, 12.20, 5.00, 8.00 p.

^

11 fill

O

m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro

Reach,

f*oint»

Pino

Old

Or-

chard, Saco, II;.:<1 eford, Kennebunb. Wells
Reach, 12,56. 4.30 p. 111.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. ni.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. in.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston lor Portland 3.46 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10

a. Ri.

EASTERS DITIMOy.

Way Stations, 0 a. in.; Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyporr, Salem, Lynn,
+2.00, t‘J.00 a. m., $l.0u, t6.l0
Boston,
Arrive in Huston, 5.57 a. m., 12.50,
i). m.
for
Leave
m.
Boston,
4.15. 9.25 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
.a.
ill., 12.15.
Arrive Portland, 11.50
p. m.
4.30. 10.20 p.m.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portsmouth.
NewburyBlddeford.
port. Salem, L.ynn, Boston. 2.00 a, in.. 1.00
a.
4.15
m.'
in
6.57
m..
ps nsArrive
Boston,
p.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 &, DL, 7.00
10.30
in
m.
Arrive
12.26,
Portland,
p.
p.

m.

tConnects with Kail Lines for
South ami West.
■
Daily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines for
Through tickets to all points for

New York,

New York.
sale at Union
Station.
D. J.FLANDKKS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GKO. 11. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Port_

land.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
—

Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowliegan, Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
LewFalls.
Mechanic
Falh. Kumford
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Readfield. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a.m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn aud Lewiston.
tl.2ua. m. Express lor Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, Waterville. rittsfield. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor.‘Greenville and Aroostook County,
B. & A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock,
via
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
St.
John.
and
1.10 p.m. Mechanic Falls, Kumford Tails,
Danville
Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Bemis,
Carrabasset, Phillips
Farmington. Kingneld.
and Rangoley, Winthrop, Oakland.
Bingham
Waterville and Skowliegan.
An
1.15 d. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
gusta.* Bath.
and
on
the
Knox
stations
all
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, BelDover and
Foxcroft. Greenfast, Hartland,
ville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
Lisbon
5.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and
Waterville
6.15 p. m. For New
Gloucester, Danville
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Kails,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta. Waterville. Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
St. Stephen. St
Andrews. St John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax ana
the Provinces. The Saturday uight train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Sleeping cars to St John.
Bangor.
tvnue

jwiwiatuu.

luoouiaiu

For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Cnieago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. ni. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
LunenDurg, st. Johnsbury, Newport, Slierbrook, Montreal and 'i'orouto.
8.45

a. in.

Taper train for Brunswick, An.
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
32.50 n. m.
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping ears
for all points.
7.20

a. m.

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal. Quebec. Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. in.:
and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingtield. Phillips. Farmington. Bemis. Kumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. m: i.ewisiou and way stations 3.26 p. m.; st.

liangor.

John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 6.45 p.m.; Kangeley, Farmington. KumfordFalis, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p.m.: dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. in. daily; Halifax.
St. John. Bar Harbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
CEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. Si T. A.
novl2dtf
Portland, Nov. 14. 1897.

ParTlaad Owatord

*04l4m

Falls

fi’j.

En Effect Nov. 15, ES97,

DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
Falls. Buckfield. CanFalls.
Kumlord
ton, Dixfield,
From
Union
S30a m. 1.10 and 5.15 n. in.
Station lor.Mechanic Fulls and intermediate
stations.
110 train makes close connections at Kumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on R. F.
& It. L. K. K
TtiroiiiglJ Tickets on Sale.
8 30 A M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic

R. C.

BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.

LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Kumford Falls.
JelS dtt

E. L.

Maine.

Samaritan Association.
The annual meeting of the Samaritan Association for the election of officers and tile transaction of such business that may legally come
before the meeting, will be held with Mrs. W.
T. Kilborn. Brackett St.. Thursday afternoon,
March the third, at three o'clock.

Per order,
MRS. F. O. BAILEY, Pre3
HARRIET E. FARRINGTON. Sec. feblMdtd
■

UOV29

in.

TRAINS.

For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,

ARRIVALS

On and after Monday, Oct. 4, lsar, Passenger
'.nuns will Leave Portland:
i?or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and lipping at 7.36 a. m. and 12.30

at 7.30

and

m.;

a.
m.

SUNDAY THAI NS.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. !!.

For°J<?orh’am

3

From

RAILROADS.

to

can

**

Ir. effect Nov. 14.1337*
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.

Wednesday and Saturday.
BAY STEAMBOAT GO.
From Philadelphia evory Wednesday and GASOO House
Custom
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Week day time table, commencing Sundny
Saturday.
Nov. 28, 18'J7.
From

From Central Wharf. Boston, 3 p. m.
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip §18.00.
Passage *19.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St- Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.

1.30 and 6.00 p. m.
in.:
For Montreal and Chicago 7.30
6.00 p. m.
For Quebec 7 30 a. m. aud 6.00 p.

Arrive

From Boston every

remenervous

'Prostration,

follows:

a.

LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.3Ui 9.00 a. in.;
1.30. 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham, Berlin aud island Pond 7-30 a.

nislied

Long and Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and

808 Fifth Avenue, New York.

and
all nervous diseases of the generative organs
of either sex,
such as Nervous

STEAMSHIP CO.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
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aJtm WEDNESDAY, March l)
trains v. 'Jl run as follows

MU

or

For

by numbers,

prostration

Suuare

Plow York Direct Line.

_

PILLS.
mott’sITerverine
The great

Monument

at Company s urnce,
State street.
B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
H. P. C. MERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf

days excepted, as

STEAMERS.

—

BKFOnK AND

Pine Tree Ticket Office.
lor other information,
Railroad Wharf, foot or

Beginning October 1st. 1837. steamer Aucocisco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sun-

World-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
Port#.
Foreign
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
Ar at Manila 28th, ship P N Blanchard, Oakes
and women of culture and refinement than any
Sourabaya.
Passed St Helena Jan 23, barque Doris, from journal—ever published. Subscription price,
Calcutta for Boston.
$4 per annum.
Ar at Barbados Feb 24th, brig Gabriel, MunTALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
dy, Portland.
Tl
Sid fm Barbados Feb -.sch Edna. Donovan. Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
St Thomas; 12th, barque Daisy Reed, Mitchell, first day of March, June, September and DeSt Croix and New York; 23d, Clara Leavitt, tor
cember, and publishing original novels by the
Biack River and New York.
Sid fin Kingston. Ja. 26th, sch Golden Sheaf, best writers of the day and a mass of short
Chandler, Savanna-la-Mar.
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc,
Cld at St John, NB. sth sch Hannah F CarlSubscription price, $2 per annum.
ton, Falklneham, New York; Carrie Belle. DurClub price for both, $5 per annum.
win, do.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
Spoken.
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
from
Annie
sell
Lord,
March 6, oft Hatteras.
the list below. Regular price for each, SC
New York for St John. PR.
Cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,

DR,

On and after Monday, Dec. 20tli. steamer v.i'l
leave Portland on Mondays at 6 p. m.
Returning leave St. John and Eastport Thursdays.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. 1^“Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the

Parisian,_9 April MAINE

Boothbajr.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8th, AdeilaT Carlton, Wall,; Amboy for Portland; Addle Scblauer
South Amboy for Rockland.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 7th, sch Margaret
B Roper. Cramner. New York.
WASHINGTON, DC—Ar 7th, sch Edward E
Briery, Ross. Kockport.
Cld 7th, sch Jeauie Lippott, Chase, for Key
West.
WINTERPORT—Ar 7th, sch Grace E Stevens, Stevens, Portland.

for North

.Genoa.Men

New

S. S.

ROBERT REFORO CO., Limited,

Norton, and W S Jordan, Haggetts Cove for
BaltlmoreSld. sobs Carlton Belle, and Fred E Emerson,
for Thomaston.
RED BEACH, March 8-Aj, sell Addle P Mo
Fa wlen, Batli; Addle Sawyer, Calais.
S!d 7th, schs Orozlmbo, tor New York; ML
A
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Mohawk—..
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High

DOMINION LINE.

5000 Ions. Mar. 11.
Iona,
5000 tons. Mar. 25.
S. S.
Huron a,
101
S. S. Lambert’s Point 7000 tons, Apr. 1.
12a
.FOR
And weekly thereafter.
**
Sloop Maggie, Wallace, Ashdale—J H Blake.
vl/t
Special attention given to the carriage of
St.
Luboc,
Jo
'n,N,B.,Halilas. N.SCa'ais,
SAILED—Steamer I-oaugo.
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo. Eastport,
*?
anti all parts of New Bruns wick, Nova Scotia
For ail information apply to
•
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
2®%
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
favorite route to Caniyobello and St Andrews,
schs
March
7
—Ar,
BOOTHBAY
HARBOR,
Tin
JJ*
N. B.
Ruth llobinsou, Boston for St John. NB;i Carrie
*24-2
85-fe
Winter An:aiii;ciiiciii.
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
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Lewiston, March 8—It is stated on good
authority that the Melcber-Hadley case is

23
24
26
26
Canada.Boston.Livrenool ..Mch 26
Campania_New York. .Livernooi. .Mch 26
Anolioria.New York. .Glasgow ...Mch 26
Champagne_New York.. Havre.Mch 26
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam Mali 26
Pennsylvania ..New York.. Hamburg. .Mch 26
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iodine... .8 60« a 8b

York. .Liverpool ..Mch
.New York.. Hamburg. ..Mch
Fulda.New York. .Genoa.Mch
Mobile.New York.. London.Mch
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nexed—A Carious Blander

Doering Is Anon

the Part of

the Ward Officers of Ward 8.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

FOB CITY OFFICE US.

ANNEXATION.

On the Face of the Returns

TOB4B

ADVEETISEMESTS

NEW

PEERING

Many of tlie Present Incumbents Will
Succeed Themselves.

.1. K. l.ibbv Co.

Panes Brothers Co.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Poring, Short & Harmon.
Illustrated Lecture.
; Administratrix’s Notice.
Found
New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost.
and similar advertisements will oe found under
tlieir appropriate head3 on page G.
“Mrs. Winlow

soothing ot syrup,

a

used over Fifty Years oy millions of
Teething
mothers for their children while

*

Has

j'

V with

been

It

6uccess.

perfect

soothes

the

child,

Wind

allays Pain,
bowels, and is the best
arising from
t remedy for Diarrhoea whether
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
Be sure and
tv gists in every Dart of the world.
ask for Mrs.'Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts

fersoitens

cures

gums,

the

Y Colic, regulates

the

Jr

]
f- a

Peering ballot no cams before
the annexation question, thus reversing the natural order. This arrangement, which is generally supposed to have
been made with the idea that it would
On the

Many Candidates For Some Po_
sltlons, However, and the Contests Will

There Are

First

on

cil.
There

Spring Opening
“Souvenir” Safe!

and

as

EASTER is Four weeks from

select, and plan your Easter Gow

Already Mrs. Whatshername is negotiating
Dressmaker

with the very
heart

having, and

upon

you
she

f
r-

When

E

P

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

Our New
Portland Store

the

prettier collection

here, and

Spring Costumings
Reception.

her

be?

services where’ll your

Kac-simile signature of CHAS. H. T-T P.T<V^<VR
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

Sunday.

day

Today’s

~A

bottle

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

are two candidates for eleotion
olerk of the
common counoil, viz:
Be Very Close.
Harry M. Bigelow of the PRESS and
Election oyer the usnal scramble for the Willis P. Stoneham, a clerk in the Maine
help the opponents of annexation, has various city offices at the disposal of the Central offioes.
Tho oauouses for the nomination of
Ward 2, city council has commenced. The congiven rise to a curious blunder.
next
the farmers’ ward, voted 187 against to tests this year are not to be very exciting all the above named officers will be held
45 in favor, but the warden and clerk in however as nearly all of the present offioe on Saturday afternoon next at 3 o’clock.
not a
too soon to
members of the city
making up their certificates credited the holders are candidates to suoceed them- The Republican
In
assemble
secret
session
oounoil usually
187 votes to the yes column and the 45 to selves and have no opponents.
n,
their slate which Is formalthe no, thus changing a majority in the
City Clerk Dyer, City Treasurer Libby, and make up
The
City Auditor Sanborn, City Messenger ly voted upon the following Monday
city against annexation to one in favor.
hold a caucus at the
Solicitor Morrill, City Demoorats usually
statethis
made
Maogowan,
City
Matthews
Solicitor
City
but the
ami Assessor Walter same time as the Republican*,
ment of the case to a PRESS reporter Physician Smith
are only a matter of form
nominations
re-election
for
are
candidates
Lefavor,
yesterday:
control the eleotions.
have set your
and have no opponents In the field so far. as tho Republicans
The law says that the voters shall vote
As far
as known there will be no
the
Jones
it
on
Clerk
LONDON.
IN
no.
DAY
or
put
yes
City
if
secures
ballot no or yes. Up in ward two, which change in the assistant assessors for the
On Wednesday, March 16th, Rev. Lewis the farmers' warn the vote was evident- old offioers are candidates for re-election
who
those
desire
all
take
will
is
Malvern
46
but
the
certificates
yes,
costume
ly 187 no and
and they have no opponents so far.
reof election which the Constitution
to go on a trip for “A Day in London,”
Over the election of superintendent of
quires to be made in open ward meeting,
starting from St. Pancras railroad stasigned by the warden and clerk and sealed sohool buildings there Is pretty sure to
tion. Mr. Malvern will display over 100
before adjournment, to be opened only by be a warm contest. The
Incumpresent
a
never saw
the municipal offlcers.in city council asviews of the great metropolis. The lecta
are
other
the
and
for
applire-election,
sembled, was found to read 187 yes and 45 bent
ure will be given at the First Free BapE.
no.
This, on the face of the returns, cants for the position are Councilman
or
tist church, directly opposite the Publio
gives a majority for annexation instead E. Brown of Ward 3, Levi Pennell and
On the following Wednesday
of against it.
library.
Osman Fernald.
he will give a companion lecture on EngThe only way in whioh this can legally
we
to
For the board of overseers of the poor,
a
be corrected is by having recourse to the
land, Scotland and Wales. Tickets can
(an
courts, since the oity council is by law Fred E. Anderson, N. W. Morse, Frank be procured at the door.
a
obliged to oanvass their returns as they J. Johnson and ; Charles A. Rounds are
TONIGHT.
CHALK-TALK
that
none
is
further
true
find them. It
on
at
of
of
candidates for re-eleotion. Besides these
in
wafer
of the wards, excepting ward seven, made
evening
Mr. Greet will consider this
correct Edward H. Sargent and Alderman Frank
returns whinh were proper and
near
at
‘‘The Wheat and the Tares.”
an
under the provisions of the secret ballot I. Moore have been mentioned as possible the theme
hall
Last Wednesday evening Congress
law, since none returned the number of candidates.
to
5.
2
defective ballots and the number canThe interest is kept up by in
Chief M. N. Eldrldge of the Are depart- was filled.
celled ballots. It is generally understood,
of imor
a
has no opponent and he will un- Mr. Greet’s unique presentation
ment
However, teat mere were Derween
welcome.
and seventy ballots whloh the warden dis- doubtedly be re-elected.
All of the.pres- portant truths. Everybody
If the counoil procarded as defective.
The
as Bread and Butter.
Here’s a stuff that’s as
ent board of engineers with possibly one
of those souvenirs is a
The
square transaction
No
ceeds lawfully the above
complication
without
an
will have the effeot to review In court the exception will be re-eleoted,as all of them
be
would
of
1898
common trade-trick of
of
that
taint
the
not
to the Gift.
defective ballots of .ward two and possibly are candidates for re-election. There are,
but not so proand illuminated. The weave is similar to
of the per cent which had
other wards, and It Is barely
possible, however, some other candidates for elecdiscounting a
though not probable, that the result of tion to the board, and they have been
its
or
climate
in
A
that
nounced
in
its
cord.
a
bar
fictitious
to
the
of
the
any
been added to the
the eleotion will be changed. There is no
on
either
side.
disposition on the part of the annexation- named as follows: Thomas Payne, who
in
a
Make
it
skirt.
well
up
look.
of
the olerioal was the first assistant engineer a year
ists to take advantage
75c
44 inches wide,
errors.of the warden and clerk, but mere- ago; Samuel Hodgdon, who was a third
ly to avail themselvBS of any opportunity
and
from
A.
of
the
trick
in
stole
France
1895;
George
assistant
out
free
with
engineer
The Grant Tomb picture goes
Vigoureux.
which may come out of it to And
just
what their strength is as shown by the Dow, who wns an assistant'englneer in
steam
on
are woven
bettered her. For these French
mon sense way—keep your head cool,
ballots marked defective.
Charles
and
Capt.
1896; John E. Loring,
Silk and Wool Fancies.
yes more. Some are in minfeet warm and your blood rich looms and are more than twice as wide as their Irish sisters.
As Mr. Matthews has been a prominent F. Jose,who commanded engine company your
Hood’s
broken
and pure by taking
ute checks,
Sarsaparilla.
checks, a small
and repose of assured,
The tints are new, and have the
annexationist he felt that his advice In No. 1 two year ago, are all eandidatos_for
Then all your nerves,
net
be
case
of
the
board.
to
the
75c
eleotion
the legal aspect
might
Weaves
$1.50
47 inch,
muscles, tissues social
For the position of superintendent of
looked upon as entirely disinterested, and
10 tints, illuminated and plain.
and organs will ba
the Hon. Josiah H. clocks, Geo. W. Barbour is a candidate
so he obtained from
w^uu.
A piCuUlO gUCS Willi OVOij uicua ui onuii patioiu ui iuvdu
illuminated
of silk and wool, large broken
Germany Plaids
M ? H St properly nourished.
Drummond an opinion on the matter for re-election. The other candidates for
® Hood’s
P
in
in white.
Sarsaparilla
then
now
lines
of
cross
and
A.
B.
color,
Ira
satin,
are
by
Berry
this position
which is as follows:
builds up the system, creates an ap- Satin Covert. He who wove these stuffs had his foot on the soft
Johnson.
7 5c
sixteen
1898.
Portland, Me., March 8,
tones the stomach and gives
softness to
There’s
of the color harmonies.
The Mayor has the appointment of the petite,
Fred V. Matthews, Esq.:
the
is
It
cash
people’s Spring
Also the Picture free to every
purchaser.
$1.50
44 inch,
inspector of buildings, subject to con- strength. has a
: ex lure and tint.
My Dear Sir:—In reference to elections
larger sale and efMedicine,
Art. IV, firmation by the board of aldermen. The
5
in cities, the Constitution,
of
Dress
or
Skirt
to
all
Plaid
length.
And the picture of Grant’s Ktverside Park tomb free
buyers
fects more cures than all others.
Part 1, Section 5, provides:
applicants for this place are Joslah Ward,
“The electors resident in any city may, the
W. Hanson
Lyman
inspector,
present
ne v
the
A
at any meeting duly notified for
weave,
of the line of fash- Plain
twenty
holds the
Cord. This
French
and Isaiah Randall.
choice of representatives, vote for such
tones.
who
Mr.
of
oolors
ward
Robinson,
For weigher
hay,
ion’s array. Here are more than
repressntatives In their respective
29c
Price
All wool.
meetings, and the wardens In said wards at present occupies the position, is a can: n 1 combinations.
and illuminated. Some have a very
Plain
such meet
shall preside Impartially at
didate for re-election. He has served one
ings, receive the votes of all qualified
others have a finer wale,
with
former printer,
The above are but a few hints of the many choice Dress Stuffs, that
electors present, sort, count and declare terra. Fred H. Berrick,a
Blood
True
the
from
in
and
is
now
working
The we show at this
ward
who
also for skirts.
incapaoiated
them in open
meetings,
fur street, church, reception, and
costumes,
We’ll tell you of Blacks tomorrow.
The%e too
Purifier. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
presence of the ward clerk, who shall at this business on account of ill health,
48 inch,
$1.50 secure the Grant Picture.
and
of this fabric has an air of
form a list of the persons voted for, with
hang
is also a candidate for this position.
~...
assist Digestion and cur#
j,
for each
person
the number of votes
The buyer of a skirt length or dress pattern of Whip Cord will receive free one of the pictures
HOOd S FltlS Constipation. 25 cents.
Samuel Taylor is an applicant for drivagainst his name, shall make a fair reoord
of Grant’s tomb with the irouclad standing guard.
a new
There came
thereof in the presence of the warden, and er of the patrol wagon.
Embroideries.
crop of Embroideries.
in open ward meetings; and a fair copy
There is no opposition to the present
still call them Hamthe
rural
districts
In
worfd
of this list shall be attested by the warden
A
be mistaken for a double
Henrietta,
Charles
de Paris
and ward olerk, sealed up in open ward inoumbent ofjthediquor agency,
know
don’t
chic burgs—we
close inspection shows the difference.
meetings, and delivered to the city clerk C. Douglass, nor to his assistant, Win.
“A good reputation is
within twenty-four hours after the close J. Stephenson.
15
three
in
resident
than
valuable
more
tints,
of the polls. And the electors
The terms of George N. Fcrnald, comnoti
any city may at any meetings duly
money.”—From an old
Prices
works ana of George
Season of 1898.
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50
Circular Letter No. 14.
lied and holden for the choloe of any other missioner of public
General Offices
adage.
civil officers for whom they have been S. Staples, superintendent of streets exPope Manufacturing Company
required heretofore to vote in town meet- pire on April 1, and as yet there is little
d’ Ete has made
The Renaisance of
We believe it, and this
d’ Ete.
many a
Columbia Bicycles.
ing, rote for such officers in their respec- talk about the filling of these offices.
some proceedings
tive wards, and the
is why wc ask you to
Hartford, Conn., March 7, 1838.
modiste, for when it went out years ago it
shall be bad by the warden and ward Both of the gentlemen mentioned are canJ. R. Libby Co.,
unsatisreturn any
clerk in each ward, as in the case of votes didates for re-appointment, but it is too
it has come in again.
So
left
no
successor.
Portland, Me.
for representatives. And the aldermen of
factory purchase and
to name any candidates for
Dear Sirs:—
within early as yet
session
tints
the charmbut soft. Dust
Twenty
any city shall be in
firm,
Heavy,
receive
money
other
canare
your
there
1
any
We announce herewith that we shall maintain during the season of
twenty-four hours after the close of the these position*
back.
didates. The Mayor has the appointment
1898 the list prices on Columbia, Hartford and Vedette bicycles as published in our
pale grays, modes, castors, and so on down to the darkest blues,
polls in such meetings, and in the
expresence of the city clerk shall open,
of these officers.
catalogue for this year. Our season ends October 1st, 1898.
browns, also black.
amiue and compare the copies from the
S125.0O
Columbia, Models 50 and 51, Bevel Gear Chainless,
doubt but that City
little
is
but
There
The picture free to every Drap d’ Ete dress or Skirt buyer.
lists of votes given in the several wards,
75.00
45,46 and 49, Chain Wheels,
Marshals
and
make
a
shall
Marshal
Deputy
Sylvester
the city clerk
of which
125.00
47 and 48, Tandems,
made
shall
be
in
thereof
continue
will
return
Hartnett and Sterling
record, and
50.00
a
name of many tribes of
The
all
Hartford, Patterns 7 and 8.
Granites.
into the secretary of state’s office in the their
present places.
40.00
15 and 16.
of towns are
Vedette,
same manner as selectmen
Paints.
and
Drugs
As the name indicates they are a
resemblance.
There are threelmembers of the present
35.00
17 and 18.
required to do.”
The duty thus
specifically described common council in'the incoming council.
or mixture.
Some a
Yours truly,
must be done in open ward meeting, and These are Elmer G. Gerrish, Hugh T.
Poms Manufacturing Co.
others
smoother
surtrifle
after that mesting has adjourned, the relumpy,
and George E. Smith, Ore of
Barker
manner
turn cannot be changed in any
•.
■
face. Take them out and there’s no
by the ward officers, and no new returns
can be made.
fabric that’ll exactly fill their
In addition to the above named Wheels we have a Bicycle made
ward
The package sealed up in open
machine.
Three
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50 the Pope Co., a remarkable strong, and easy
meeting cannot lawfully be opened by any
officer other than the board of aldermen
830.00
Men's
The picture goes with every dress pattern or
Their only power and duty is ro atce.skirt length ol liranite.
tain and declare the rt su t as shown by
32.50
Women’s
these retnrns.
corbe
cannot
the
returns
in
Errors
rected by the ward officers, or the b lard
of aldermen; the remedy lies only in the
court or such other body as Is made the
judge of the election of its members.
__
There was formerly a provision that the
1 rouseaux
somewhat of the style of Taine, but with
Governor and Council might send for
MODERN CRITICISM.
Saint®
corrected returns and receive testimony
more “Sweetness and Light.”
dollars
from
PORTLAND, March 9, 1898.
In opening his interesting lecture on
in relation'to them so far as relates to the
Beuve, said Mr. Bellows, dealt with a
to
offices upon which they were called
“Modern Criticism,” Mr. Bellows said
to
hundred.
his
life,
to
three
from
the
side
of
writer
trying
to any
column
pass but this power was not given
that oriticlsm was not merely an expresother board (statutes of 1887, chapter 212).
put himself in the same point of view as
should
but
one’s
in
limitof
liking,
sion
personal
1880,
was
amended
statute
This
fillbe
the man he was studying, almost
losing
bo a judgment. The famous ending of himself in thiB careful
ing the proceedings to receiving testimony
sympathetic redid not
on oath to show that the return
the
with
I
ed
testiLiterature
“but
prefer search. In France his
Taine’s English
of tbe
disciples are
agree with the record and which
MOORE & CO.
Tennyson,’’ must Brunetiere and
Alfred de Mussst to
This statute Is Incorpo^
two was correct.
while In England
and
of
Saroy,
rated In chapter 78, section 5, of the Resurely he classed as an expression of per- there are such men as Andrew Lang,
vised Statutes and the power is given by
remarks
sonal liking, not an effort “to oompare,
Augustine Birrell, John Morley, Leslie
It to the Governor and Council alone.
to value or to judge.”
Yours very truly.
is suitable for all classes of business and
Saintsbury,
customers who
Stepher, Miles, Dowden,
made
In order to bring out clearly his idea of
JOSIAHH. DRUMMOND.
and “the keen delicate stroke of
sional men.
read Hatton,
I concur in the above,
the
the right criticism, Mr. Bellows
have
had
Mr. Bellows
Arnold,
Matthew
CHARLES F LIBBY,
can wear them with econsome ponderous extracts from Addison,
his
much to say of Mr. Arnold, and of
SETH L. LARRABEE.
brand of
Paradise
as
written in fulsome praise of
he
omy, and dress their feet as
influence upon his own life, which
them by a soleotion from
It will be seen that the Hon. Charles F.
offsetting
on
Lost,
himof
as one
said was to him, what Mr. Arnold
the merchant or
Libby aud the Hon. Seth L. Larrabee,
Salntsbury in which certain exceptions self had said of Marcus Aurelius, “A
it because
shoes will wear as
W. L.
two of the best known lawyers of the city,
were token even to qualities in the great
Friend and Helper of all who would live
concur in Mr. Drummond’s opinion, and
illlton, but where due deference was ac- in the
best in the
as two of
dwelt
it
the
The
upon
speaker
Spirit.”
thero can be no doubt that it covers the
knowledged to his “power Indomitable.” his “delicate insight,” his “grace,
over 1,000,000
make
not
could
We
law of the case. By reference to the proMilton’s verse Is too metaphysical and charm and felicity of phrases,”
with a
ceedings of the Deering city govpermanent wearers unless our snoe^ were
theologloal, always to be poetlo, but he is certain grandness, and always a distincyears
it will
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last evening
of
and
ernment
according
Pool
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as we claim,
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entire
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seen
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belief
it
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Mr.
Arnold’s definition of poetry
Mr.
Mr. Bellows
Low Prices.
]y d sregeried this opinion, and proceed
episodes.” In “Comus,”Liberal extracts Bellows was particularly foroible, bringthat it is the most cored to canvas, not the returns sealed up in
him at his best.
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ing
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of
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fixed
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“written at according
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Cadet Toe, and is as soft and pliable as
in the Edinburgh Review,
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and
of
our tumultuous Century.”
clerk under the direction
City Clerk
the opening of
cloth, and very suitable for winter wear,
for great poetry, whioh we find
and ousness”
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ra
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these gentlemen will undoubtedly be the
next president of the common council.
Councilman Elmer G. Gerrlsh and Councilman George E. Smith are the only
candidates mentioned for this position ns
Mr. Barker has stated that he is not desirous of being the president of the coun-
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Yesterday
Tha

Womnno

delightful

another

was

•eprihg day.

Hnmn Missionary

society

I connected with Congress street Methodist
uehurch, held an open meeting at the
vestry last evening. Miss Isabel Allen,
ic daughter of Dr. G. F. Allen of this city
and gave a talk upon home
was

present

work.
"West
of the
gramscholars
in
succeeded
sohool
mar
lately
a
■^raising a sufficient sum of money for
new flag, which was thrown to the breeze
Monday. The sum of about IB was

missionary
The

secured.
Robert F. Lee of St. Dominic’s,
lecture upon
will deliver a
“St. Patrick and His Mission,” at Augusta, Marsh 17th.
The Knights of Columbus will have a
memorial service for the late supreme
at the Cathedral today at 9 o’clock.
Hev.

Portland,

knight

6

Room

Butler

celebrated

school,

Washington’s birthday yesterday afterwith
noon
appropriate exercises. A
of the children
number of the parents
of the
were present, and the members
committee on school room decorations.
A bust of George Washington was preby Master Hugh
sented to this room
Chisholm.
members
The
No. 43, K. of P.,

of

Longfellow lodge,

who are interested in
code of by-laws, should bo present
as they will be presented
this evening,
for the first reading.
McKenney, the
Tomorrow morning
will have a choice line of souvea

new

jeweler,

The
nir spoons of the battleship Maine.
the handle
spoons are of unique design,
being the American flag and the bowl
Maine.
Portland Senate, No. 326, K. A. E. O.,
will hold its regular semi-monthly meeting this evening at 8 o’clock.

the

The leaders of all the Kings’ Daughters
are kindly
requested to meet
Thursday, March 10, at 3 p. in. with Miss

circles

H. A. Deering, No. 2 Deering Place. Important business.
new
The following have been elected
members of the Past Chancellors’ Association: To regular membership, James
E Hayes, J. Harvey Murphy, William
Gilmour, Clinton S.Eastman and Edward
E. Crocker. To honorary membership,
Fred W. Fanning.
Hon. Elias Thomas has purchased E. P.
Vues a interest in tne tract

or trniDeriana

“Hedgehog”

situated near
Stratton. Mr. Thomas has made several
valuable purchases in the Dead river reBefore returning home Mr.
gion lately.
Thomas disposed of about $25,000 worth of

known

as

logs to the Augusta Lumber Company.
The steam yacht Sylvia put into the
harbor Monday and after coaling up at
Randall & McAllister’s proceeded to the
eastward. Shortly after'the Sylvia left
the schooner yacht AdTienne arrived.
At the Keeley Institute, 151 Congress
St. drunkenness and morphinism Is cured.
The •mployes of the Jefferson theatre,
Monday, presented Mr. George A. Foley,
the stage

carpenter, who

married, with

a

handsome

was

recently

couch

and

clock.

PERSONAL.
Dr. and Mrs. Pudor have arrived home
from their western tour.
Rev. C. W. Doherty of Augusta and
Rev. N. Charland of Waterville, were in
the oity yesterday.
General
George H. Nye,
formerly
Colonel of the 29th Maine, was in the

city yesterday.

following transfers of real estate

have been recorded:
Lown to Otis T. Haskell,
Geneva A.
both of Harrison, for S750, land in Hariisoft.
Rufus S. Webb of Brunswick to Charles
A. Coombs of Bath, land in Brunnswick
with buildings.
Charlotte W. Brown ot Helen M. Newton, land In Portland on Federal street.
Josinh J. Gilbert of Deering to Edward
L. Dam of Portland, land with buildings
in Portland.
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